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A
plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose from Bob Johnson

3

This shipping document is for a basket of laurel bushes go
ing from Chiasso to

Amsterdam in 1892. It weighed 9kg, was bulky and had 11.2
0SFr. to pay COD. In

Cologne, Germany, the label at the top left was added. The
 word "Geldentkartung"

is the reason for the interest in the item; it is not in m
ost dictionaries so as

Joe Leighton was going to Berlin he undertook to ask a pos
tal historian there.

It seems Geldentkartung is a technical term used in curren
cy exchange. Since the

label was added in Cologne it was suggested the 9.08 marks
 is the exchange value

of the 11.20 francs shown on the form. But this was essent
ially a piece of bureau-

cratic nonsense as it was no business of theirs if the con
signment was going on to

Amsterdam, via Emmerich. Several very knowledgeable German
 philatelists were equally

baffled by it. Does any member have a better explanation?
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Baedeker's Switzerland of 1891 gives on page xvii Money: The Swiss monetary

system was assimilated to that of France in 1851. I franc = 100c = 80 pfennigs (G) =

9 3/4d (GB). French gold is the most convenient coin and the English sovereign (25fr)

and banknotes are received almost everywhere at full value. £10 notes are safer for

carrying large sums. German gold and banknotes also realize their full value (20 m

equals 24fr. 50-60c Swiss.') says we need the Euro?
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (continued from p 82, Nov.2001)D Ripley

C. 1943 to 1945
The Franco-Swiss border was closed and it was late January before the Swiss PTT could

announce that mail for America could again be accepted.The arrangement was that all

airmail was to travel by way of Rome or Stuttgart. The service recommenced on the

1st of February and continued until late September 1944. A letter posted on the 4th

of September in Thun arrived some 56 days later at Pekin, Illinois, USA.

The Swiss PTT made arrangements with the Spanish authorities for the re-opening of

the Locarno to Barcelona air route; a few flights were made but I have been unable to

find any details of this service.
Mail going via Rome was collected at Chiasso, then sent by rail to Genoa where a

Swiss ship would collect it and take it to Lisbon. At Lisbon it would re-enter the

existing route, either air or surface.
When the Allies entered Germany in late 1944 the DLH route K22 became subject to

frequent interruptions, the final flight taking place during the second week in

October. The DLH planes stayed in Spain and continued to fly the Barcelona-Madrid-

Lisbon service in association with Iberian Airways until the end of the war.

From the 1st of October 1944 a Swiss PTT bus ran from Geneve to Port Bou on the

Franco-Spanish border until the 21st of October . when it ceased as the Germans, who

still controlled the Franco-Swiss
- border,had not agreed to it.

By late November Allied Forces were almost at the western Swiss frontier and out-

going mail was sent via Munich; the only route then was via Sweden on the twice-weekly

service from Berlin. Once the Franco-Swiss border was re-opened the PTT made arrange-

ments with the Allied Control Commission for mail for the United States to travel

across France to Cherbourg; from there it was either shipped direct to the United

States, or shipped to England and then sent by air to the US.

Figure C4 - Geneve to Rio de
Janeiro 23.1.43. Censored in

Berlin & Bermuda. Probable

route: Geneve - Basel 2 -

ZUrich by air (Swissair route

12); Stuttgart - Berlin either

rail or air; Berlin Stuttgart -

Lyon - Barcelona - Madrid -

Lisbon by air (DLH route K22):

Lisbon - Bermuda - USA by

Panam Clipper; USA - Brazil

by Panam FAM-5 landplane.

7777

Figure C5 - La Chaux-de-Fonds

to Chicago 10.X.44. Franked

2fr 40c. Marked 15g & Uber-
via Basel 2. This could have

travelled on the PTT bus

from Geneve to Port Bou on

the Franco-Spanish border.
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York 30.X1.44. Franked if r. ....//2

Marked (via Schweden).

Censored by the Germans in '
cr 4...c...T.,...- - - 6--- s

Berlin on 7th December and

returned to the postal auth-

.1...7c 	. ),

.,-, .-....

Figure C6 - ZUrich to New
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Figure C7 - From ZUrich on

8. m.44. Marked 'via

Schweden' at top and 'Flug-
ot Post soweit maglich (By air

c
t where possible). Examined

4. by UK authorities in England.

•
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?by
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- Messrs. Brown Brothers Harriman
& Co.

59, Wall Street
New York.
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Figure C8 - Letter Bern to !

New York 13.XII.44. Marked !
6g & Basel 2. No German

censor as Franco-Swiss border

re-opened'. Return address

"P.O.B. 900 Transit" was a

special box number used for

Diplomatic mail. Purple

cachet applied in US

"Supposed to contain matter/

subject to provisions of/

executive order 8389 as

amended".

agit
)n7;7 71 gem. . 7-'4494te4111-

•1,-,,/ ;44 A.* \ P4d '1'44

-Alga

IQ z..:civi.AL.4
LiftTO, TFLE

flOVISTOZYS OP4..coalqrs °gift 
esasi AR

. .

Neuchkel to Oakland, Cali-

fornia 31.X.46. Franked 3fr

53c. Marked 15g. Captain

Harold G Gould gave his

return address as "APO 757,

Rear Echelon, Transport Div.,

Rail Branch". Was he involved

in repatriation of Polish

internees, many of whom were

shot/killed on their return?

(To be continued)
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LAME "S" IN MINE ON WW I MAIL - Page 3 in January and p 85 No
yember 2001.

A reply to this query has come from the Editor of the 'Civil Censorship Study Cirou
p'

Bulletin, via Charles LaBlonde in the USA (courtesy of AA). "The S in circle is a

British Military censorship. The Army Command in France did not trust the civil

censors in Britain to examine the mail properly. In 1915 they therefore introduce
d

a system whereby mail to Neutral countries was censored a second time in Base

(usually Boulogne), rather than in London as in previous arrangements. You will

see that this cover was signed and stamped by the censoring officer (lower left)

before the letter was sealed. It then went through the Army Post Office (postmark

8 June 16? or 18?). Then to the Base Censor who opened it, checked the contents

and closed it with a label, tied by censor stamp 5096 and deleted the original

censor number. The item was then marked with the S so that, when the item reached

London, the censorship there did not need to examine the item again. It appears

that this cover received a perfectly normal treatment. Interestingly though, simi
lar

items for USA, which were routed through the Liverpool censors were frequently

examined for a third time. They only reduced this third censorship during 1917,

and I believe it was never fully dispensed with.

The addressee, Mrs Gow-Gregor, was involved in welfare work for POWs and Internees
.

There are a fair number of covers, addressed to her, in collectors hands."

(Reference: Mark 0: British Censorship ... pp 161 and 162)

Mr Mark also answered the query about the two S-marked Red Cross cards on page 85.

"My friend Keith Tranmer, who has written quite extensively on Austria in WW I

tells me that the S markings in Austria were introduced in the second half of the

war - he was not clear just when - to indicate "Serbe". There was a similar marki
ng

R for "Russe" and possibly others. This was simply an aid for sorting the mail by

language, in a country bedevilled by a dozen or so in regular use. My 1895 atlas

has an ethnographic map of Austria-Hungary - it shows 12 groupings and within som
e

of the boundaries there are sub-groups - eg, within "Czechs & Slovaks" there are

areas marked "Czechs", "Horaks", "Hannaks", "Slovaks" and "Walachs". (I did not d
are

ask Keith how the Post Office or Censors differentiated between S for Serbe and

S for Slovak!)"

COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE 14 May 1928 - at the bottom of page 88 November 2001.

G Stanley Weber's query has been answered by Ernest L Bergman of the MPS.

"According to the Schweizerische Luftpost Handbuch, 2000 edition, on page 15 is

mentioned: 30.5.1927 Lausanne- La Chaux-de Fonds/Le Locle-Basel, which was the

extension of the NHORA flight to Lausanne. The Basel-La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Lode l
eg

was already flown on 17.5.1926 (page 11). On the occasion of this extension to

Lausanne, the PTT permitted the printing and sale of special commemorative cards

(sales price Fr.1.-) and envelopes (sales price Fr.1.-).

On 14.5.1928 the flight route was again extended from Lausanne to Geneva (page 18)
.

On the occasion of this flight, postcards and envelopes issued for the 1927 fligh
t

were again sold by permission of the PTT and for the same price but imprinted wit
h

"1928 GENEVE". Of the cover shown, with the brown imprinted 35c airmail stamp and

the 1928 Gen
.âve imprint, 4500 were issued according to the Handbuch (page 19)."

A POSTAL STATIONERY RARITY - On the front of the December Newslet
ter, p 89.

Dennis Cairns wrote to say: "Some 15 years ago I disposed of a large collection f
or

a non-philatelic Swiss friend, and among the mass of material were abou
t 25 of these

"Einzugsmandat" items. I kept two for myself, the remainder going through the HPS

packets for about El each. Now I can mount and write up my two pieces!" So can th
e

members who bought the other 23 items, that is if they can find them. Editor.

PHILATELIC GAMES? - Michael Rutherfoord replied to this on page 9
2 in December.

Nice example of playing around, worthless, both philatelically and postally, but 
that

is true collecting. Both cancels are valid, but meaningless, though at the time a
llowed

for non-postal items, i.e., philatelic.
In 1969, as I remember it, this rule was changed, forbidding a second cancel on

another stamp, from the same PO, of non-postal use. The reason for this was that 
one

of the firms producing thousands of "unique" items approached the PTT to arrange 
for

a double FDC for each of the five stamps about to appear in the first series of

"Portraits" (18.9.69 and six more series were to come). This firm would print a s
pecial

envelope for each person, put two separate stamps on it, then arrange for the PTT
 to

have the one stamp cancelled in the person's place of birth, and the other where 
he,

or she, had died. The PTT thought that, quite rightly, this would be robbing coll
ectors



et Messageri et

Certive ,

20 Bp.
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so they introduced the rule forbidding two different cancellations on the same cov
er.

Every postal administration has to become schizophrenic, i.e., where to draw the

line between normal postal operations and the desire to make some profit from phil
-

atelists, and their peculiar wishes and fashions. To illUstrate: some years ago a

speculator here in Switzerland asked me the simplest, to him, request. Please buy

during one of my business trips, over the counter in the UK, a full set of high-

value stamps, in sheets, and ask for them to be nicely cancelled! It was almost

impossible to persuade him that neitherthe UK, nor the USA, could do that, even th
ough

every continental country in Europe would be pleased to have the profit from such 
an

easy sale.
So the cover in question could not be cancelled unaddressed, and handed back to th

e

collector, and certainly not a second time, in those countries who put postal serv
ice

first. They issue more and more useless, uninteresting stamps, to make a bit more

money from collectors. There is no answer to this dilemma, I fear.

Le Bitreau desDilistences
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.trois môis. Paw k Bureau des Diligenees et Menageries,
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What can members tell us about the item above?Is it a receipt?Was it 'official'?

What was the period of use? What was 'un group cachet'? especially with a value

of 10 000 French francs, but then what was the rate of exchange in 1837?

- is tnere anything else interesting about it or its use? Information to
 the Editor

for publication in the Newsletter, please.

NEW UMBER - The Society welcomes Mr D R Brinkley of Hartlepool.

PAYMENT FOR WHAT? - A 20c red Tell

Head on a piece of buff paper and
cancelled with the cds of Zdrich 3
Bahnhof on 16.VII 27-8. It seems to
be 'official' but in what way was it

used to collect a set amount of 20c?
Ideas to the Editor or John Cordingley.

CHOCOLAT KLAUS - p92 December 2001.

Still no idea when they ceased to
exist. Founded in 1856 they had
factories in Le Locle in Switzerland
and Morteau in France with depots
as far away as New York & London.
Many other chocolate companies have

issued postcards: Kohler; Peter,
Cima, Lindt + Sprungli, Ribet,
Croisier, Cailler, and Tobler.

Nachfragegebühr. 
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London Group Meeting 12th December - The subject was Switzerland 1960-69 and the
eleven members present were treated to a very varied series of displays from six

members using all the cunning and ingenuity for which the group was noted. A remark

overheard was that the 60s was a very boring period for Swiss stamps and John Cord-
ingly seemed to confirm this by showing 99 copies of the 1966 10c Finsteraarhornl.
A closer look revealed more than 50 K-cancels and the rest from stations on the

smaller railways. Bob Johnson followed with Ticino covers with interesting slogan

cancellations, one advising of new postal rates from September 1967.
Next Derek Doling produced First Flight covers from the early 60s, a prolific

period as the introduction of jet aircraft led to a large number of special covers

and cancellations. He added Balloon cards also from these early days. Claude

Mistely was delighted to discover that his aviation display had very little dupli-

cation. Special air mail stamps had been discontinued in 1948, except for the Pro
Aero issues, but this did not lessen the interest in Aerophi lately. He also covered

balloon flights and Rocket Mail with special vignettes.

John Mitchell said he decided against the 'Evangelists' as he had displayed them

recently so he chose the 'Expo Lausanne' stamps for the 1963 National Exhibition
along with special exhibition books. Finally came Eric Lienhard with the definitive

stamps of the period and, of course, including postcards illustrating the various

designs. Fred Pickard gave a vote of thanks and said that, in his opinion the

evening's displays were the best for a long time. D D

Northern Group Report. "I cannot recall a meeting when so few sheets have been displayed, nor

one that has generated so much discussion!" This was the opening sentence in Tony Hoyle's vote

of thanks to Ian Gilchrist following the Group's meeting at the beginning of December. And how

true that was. "Four Colours Mixed Franking" was the title of Ian's presentation and he had

brought along just twenty-four sheets with our Chairman, David Whitworth, contributing another

seven. All the covers from both exhibitors were extremely attractive, meeting the criteria of the

title. The franking, not always correct, ranged from the "Cross & Numeral" issues of the 1890s to

the "Messengers & Architectural Monuments" of 1960. There was also an "Express" letter of

December, 1917, where the postage was made up with complete PJ sets of that year plus one

stamp from the current "Tell/Tell Boy" series. And what of the 1972 cover to the UK which, on

the face of it was overfranked but nevertheless was underfranked? At that period the letter rate to

countries within the CEPT was 40c. but this cover was franked to the value of 50c. However two

of the stamps were the 10c. value from the 1936 "Landscape" issue which were invalid after 1955

but had gone through the system undetected. With covers such as these in front of us Ian asked

the question "What is a Philatelic Cover?" and set the ball rolling with the following statement
"I am of the opinion that when we use the term 'It's Philatelic' we use it in a divisory way,

the suggestion being that the cover has been made up with stamps for collecting purposes rather

than obtaining the stamps at the post office in the normal way and affixing those required for the

correct postal tariff. A further implication is that the resulting cover is in some way inferior and

therefore of less value or merit than if the stamps were obtained from the post office and used at

the time of their availability."
He went on to ask who would be the main culprits in making up covers in this way and

how do we determine if a cover is "philatelic" as opposed to "commercial"? He had then drawn up

his own list of criteria for determining this question and had come to the conclusion that of his 24

sheets only 4 were truly commercial! This led to a prolonged and sometimes quite heated debate

with one member disagreeing with most of what Ian had said. He contended that no matter what

valid stamps were displayed on a cover or how they were arranged, providing that the franking

was correct and that the material had passed through the normal postal service, that was all that

mattered. He also strongly disliked the term "commercial" as the alternative to "philatelic". But

as Ian stated, the difficult question arises, "Does it matter?" since one of the great strengths about

philately is that we can collect what we like and how we like. If collectors want First Day Covers

of complete sets, special events and the like, if it were not for postal authorities and commercial

firms, in many cases it would be almost impossible to obtain them. On the other hand by

producing these "products", many of which never go through the post, this is clearly using the

stamps in a way opposed to the original intent of their production. So what do you think? D.C.

FOR SALE - "Artists create postage stamp pictures" PTT 1957, Hans E Gaudard.
This really is a lovely book and should be added to a Swiss collection. It is
written in English, German, French and Italian. It shows lots of trial designs
and final stamps covering some issues between 1936 and 1957; e.g. 3fr Pax five
trials, 1955 Vignerons Vevey seven trials, 1955 Automobile show seven trials,
1957 Security on the road twelve designs, Pro Juventute 1950 fourteen trials and
many more. This is being offered because I bought it in error .: , (I have one and the
Library has one.) The price is very reasonable at £9.50 including postage. This is
rm firt enme basis, so please telephone Derrick Slate on: 01 992 42 17 84.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that it is warming UD nicely, now minus 12 C, from the -14.4 of

yesterday morning! Coldest December since 1962, th
ey say, when the

Zffrichsee froze over, and that will be worth a sta
m p , if this cold

continues. This reminds me to wish you all an inte
resting philatelic

2002, and to thank you for your comments and help,
 and to excuse me

for not answering your letters on time. Room for s
ome more good resol-

utions in the New Year.
- that some weeks ago the Swiss press brought out th

e story that a

letter from Zffrich to Chile had turned up with un
mistakeable signs of

anthrax contamination. Then that the sender's addr
ess was in the USA,

then that it had been cancelled in the USA by the 
Swiss Post Inter-

national (SPI) with their bulk mailing mark "8058 a
trich Flughaf en,

Switzerland", as Dart of their normal activities: 
"Naturally" the let-

ter had never been in Switzerland at all. Could th
is bizarre system

have been foreseen by Rowland Hill in his wildest 
dreams? Has any AHPS

member seen any press note about this in the USA?

that Fritz Graf, AHPS member from Vancouver, paid
 a quick visit to

Switzerland, and made a number of interesting-discoveries, as usual.

At the Philatelic Counter in Bern he found he coul
d obtain any number

of the new self-adhesive 70 and 90c coil stam
ps taken from a roll, as

normally sold only in the little dispensers with 1
00 stam

ps. On top of

this possibility, long forbidden by the Philatelic
 Services, he found

a join in the backing paper of the Australian-prin
ted 70c value. See

figures 1 & 2. The 90c is shown in figure 3; note 
the distance between

all stamps, it is quite different from the zero di
stance of the book-

lets. Otherwise they seem to be the same, regardin
g "teeth" layout.

- that he spent a good day at the "Archl
y PTT" Victoriastrasse, in Bern,

looking up the wealth of material readied for him 
in advance by Curator

Fr. Dr Gudrun Kling and her assistant Ronny Trach
sel, concerning the

RL "Frontier Zone" rates.
- that the "Day of the Stamp" level 3 exhibition hel

d this year in

Basel, 7-9th December, was a great success, many d
ealers, and many col-

lectors scrutinizing the exhibits. At the official
 entrance stand

(free entry, catalogue CHF 3.-) one could obtain a
 most useful booklet

for CHF 18.-, A5, 44 pages in German, but with an 
introduction also in

French, on all the various official covers and ca
rds issued for the

"Day of the Stamp" since 1937. The cards and cover
s are not shown, but

all the cancellations, together with all (
priced) known details of the

various items issued. It should prove to be an in
dispensable booklet

for collectors of these most interesting, and ofte
n elusive, items.

Two exhibits also showed how much depth there is 
in this field. Heinz

Bauer, Flurhofstrasse 18, CH-9244 Niederuzwil, Swi
tzerland.

- that for those who like to plan well in advance, n
ote that from the

18 to the 22nd of June 2003 the next Trilaterale E
xhibition will be

held in Locarno; this time Switzerland, France an
d Italy, level 2, but

international level. More information will follow.

- that Markus Seitz of Luzern, the ATM (Frama) exper
t, and catalogue

publisher, has had to leave out all "fly speck" v
ariations for the four

new stamps issued on 20.9.01, as there are just to
o many, the poorest

printing ever of Swiss stam
ps. The five-colour "Flexodruck" printing

was by Cartaroll AG of
Bauma ZH, who have never
printed stamps before:
One could say these labels
printed, have no value on
them, so are not stamps.

Figure 2
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More Odd Items John Cordingley

There was a time when I imseldsr.
believed that I could have r

fj.

a complete Swiss 0 17*.-b y

collection from 1900
,

I ar " 3.I1 75 "- P 060 P
onwards with a copy of 41

Atiof, 0,- t
all the stamps. That was 1011-0
when I had graduated to Air190 ottwt* nHELVETIAP
an SG simplified 2236
catalogue and had made B.L,S,BERN

my own album pages using foolscap sized file paper in a two ring binder. Linen
reinforcing rings strengthened the holes, but seemed to cost a fortune!
How times change. Now its a case of restricting what one collects and I am
gradually pruning my accumulation. Visiting stamps fairs I am now more careful
over what I buy and ask myself a few questions before I do. Is the piece attractive?
Is it in good enough condition to display? Does it fit what I am collecting? Is the
price reasonable? And sometimes there has to be a compromise because a postal
history item is so unusual!

Up in London for a Society meeting, I visited one of the Strand Stamp Fairs; an
odd affair where dealers packed up and disappeared half way through the day.
Asking at one stall for Swiss material a stock book was produced of a `remnant'
collection - mainly hinged definitives. But at the back was a collection of
cancellation cut-outs of which those illustrated were two. Perhaps because I had
never looked, I hadn't seen railway company meter marks with illustrations until
one appeared in a recent WALO MINA auction catalogue. This, dated 1942 and
from the BLS, was on a complete folded typewriter card and fetched 34 f.

So these two certainly attracted me and do add to my `railway' material.
They could have been on
complete envelopes but
nevertheless are good
enough to display. All
basic conditions
satisfied! Oh - the price?
50p each. What can you
buy for that these days?

I . G .STAM PS
SWITZERLAND

I am pleased to announce that I now have a Web Site.

httpliwww.igstamps.com  
1000s of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed. I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, Po Box 15, Harrogate 1iG1 1SL, England

Fax 01423 564210 E Mail admin4iostamps.com 

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
1,<, PPM Rpnrograohics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB

http://httpliwww.igstamps.com
http://admin4iostamps.com
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A Not So Up-Front Swiss Folded Letter - by Harlan F. Stone

In the world of Swiss destination covers, one of the stars - shown below -- has been an 1863
folded ietter to Canton, China, with a 360-centime mixed franking of imperforate and
perforated Sitting Helvetia stamps.

To pay four times the 90 centime rate via France during July 1, 1862 to Sept. 30, 1865, the
sender used the two highest value imperforate stamps (a pair of the grey 1-franc and three
singles of the green 40c) and two of the perforated stamps (a single blue 10c and a single red
30c). The result is a spectacular four colour franking during the short 1 0-month period
when the validity of the two issues overlapped.

On September 30,1989, a German firm auctioned this cover with a certificate from one of
Switzerland's oldest and most experienced experts. It pictured the cover in a half page black
and white photo, described it as a magnificent letter and included the standard symbol for a
complete cover.

In September 1991 a prominent philatelic journal in Switzerland included a nearly halfpage
black and white illustration of this cover when it published an important article on all
recorded 1862-63 mixed frankings by a well known perforated Sitting Helvetia collector. (The
author privately republished the article in 1998.)

The cover next held a prominent place in the postal history exhibit of another Swiss
collector. His exhibit won the grand prix international at MOSCOW 86 and was a candidate
for the prix d'honneur in the championship class at IBRA 99 in Nuremberg.

The cover also appeared as a colour illustration in the grand prix winner's 1995 book on
Swiss letter mail to foreign destinations.

When this exhibitor's collection came up for sale at one of Switzerland's largest auction
fhius on November 30, 19-99, a colour illustration of  the cover appeared on the front Of the
catalogue. The catalogue said a certificate by the same Swiss expert accompanied the cover.
The lot description included the standard symbol for a complete cover.

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 55th year No.2 I pp 9-16 I London Feb 2002 I ISSN 0951-0001
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As a long-time specialist in the perforated Sitting Helvetia issue, I now had the opportunity
to add this famous mixed franking to my collection. I instructed my auction agent, who has
viewed lots on my behalf for eleven years, to handle my bid. Through his phone call after the
auction, I learned that I was the successful bidder.

In January the cover arrived, sealed in a plastic pouch. Shock is an understatement for
what I felt when I cut open the pouch, pulled out the cover, opened the folded sheet and
found only a rebacked front. The famous front had been pasted onto another sheet, and the
sheet had been folded down to the dimensions of the front to give it the appearance of a
complete folded letter.

The expert's certificate, dated February 6, 1989, describes the cover as a "folded letter ... in
good condition" and includes a photo of the front. The certificate says that the folded letter
bears various origin, transit and arrival postmarks on the front and back. On the back are
two smudged postmarks reading Marseilles and Canton, but in both cases the dates are
illegible. Presumably this is the same certificate that accompanied the cover when the
German firm auctioned it in 1989.

When I reported this fake cover to my agent, he told me he had not inspected it before the
Swiss auction because it had a certificate from a highly respected expert and because it was
sealed in the pouch.

Since my auction agent had expertised many of the other lots in this auction and written
many of their descriptions for the catalogue, I returned the front to him with instructions to
return it to the auction house for a refund. First, however, he said he followed a "procedure"
for such cases and showed the cover to the expert who issued the certificate. The agent
reported back to me that the expert replied he must have simply missed the rebacking in
1989.

AtNABA2000, the SwissnationalexhibitionduringJune 21-25, 2000, two peopletoldme
they had carefully inspected the cover before the auction, noting the new back and even
questioning whether the postmarks on the front had been enhanced.

At this same exhibition, the grand prix winner said he had advised the auction firm that the
coverwasonlyafront.

At no point in its published or exhibited history have I been able to find an occasion when
this front has been described as only afront. It seems that what is up front is the only thing
that counts.

The auction firm has refunded my money and apologised for what it says was its "mistake."
The cover was reportedly resold quickly to a Spanish collector.

Aquestion remains: Is the expert's certificate as fake as the postmarks on the back of the

cover?

We now wait to see in what guise this front turns up next.,

(Reprinted, with permission,from Tell, Volume XXVI, No. 6, 
November 2000.)

A SERIOUS PROBLEM - For about the last 25 years I have had an arrangement

with a friend in Switzerland who has been sending me umm & used copies of

each new Swiss stamp as they have been issued, in return for a used copy

of every British stamp issued in that period. He asked for the stamps with

a fine cds (but not a fdc) and, until recently this has been no problem.

Now the PO tell me they are not allowed to do this. Has any other member

had a similar problem, or can suggest a solution? A Moilliet.

JANUARY NEWSLETTER page 5 - The 'receipt' has produced many more examples

from, among others, Edward Quinton, David Whitworth, Eric Lienhard and

Fred Pickard; also a most interesting book on the subject which the Editor

is now reading.
Fred Pickard says the receipts are indeed Official, being receipts for

sacks of mail transferred from one office to another and would
 give the

known value of the contents. The book covers the period 1790 - 1850 and

shows examples in both German and French. At the time of publication it

seems no examples in Italian were known, do you have one? Many have a

revenue mark on the paper from the canton of issue and details of contents.

MCirme Cowa
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HOW DID IT BEGIN? Dennis Cairns

I don't know exactly how many Helvetia Philatelic Society members there are at the

present time but I have often wondered how each individual became hooked on the

philately of Switzerland. I do know that some members have family ties with the country

and perhaps that gave those people a head start over the rest. But what prompted the

vast majority of us to concentrate our philatelic efforts on that tiny, landlocked country?

My own association with Switzerland began in 1959 when my wife and I befriended

Heinz, a young man from the Zurich area who had come for twelve months to the north of

England to study textiles and textile machinery. Sufficient to say that in the years since

then we have come to knew, and visit, three generations of a very large Swiss family and

now look upon Switzerland almost as a second home. Now none of these friends are

philatelists but on our second visit in 1965 Heinz, knowing that I pursued such a hobby,

produced a stock book which contained hundreds of "run of the mill" Swiss stamps and

invited me to take what I wanted. This I did, more to please him than with any serious

intention of collecting Swiss material. However, on returning home, the more I looked at

what I had been given, the more I became fascinated with the quality of the design, the

colouring and the theme of these stamps. Over the next two years I had disposed of quite

a large collection of Commonwealth stamps of the King George VI period and from that

moment on became a Swiss only collector! Shortly after this change of direction whilst

attending a meeting of a local philatelic society, I recall the speaker saying, "If you are a

specialist collector, there will be most likely a specialist society for that country. Join it!"

So I did, otherwise I would never have been a contributor to this Newsletter.

Of course, specializing in a particular country is not the whole story and, as a

collector of Swiss stamps in a very general way, I soon discovered through attending

Northern Group meetings in Leeds that colleagues were also very knowledgeable about

certain aspects of Swiss philately on which they concentrated; early postal history,

particular defintive issues, TP0s, Pro-Juventute, etc.
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SCHWEIZER
AFRIKAFLuG

Figure 1 --Figure 2

Now amongst my early Swiss acquistions following the disposal of the

Commonwealth stuff was a mixed bag of material, mainly commercial covers, from an

auction house. However, one of these covers was, to my untutored mind, rather unusual.

It was an airmail cover of 1926 addressed to a gentleman care of Messrs Thomas Cook &

Son, Athens. It carried a cachet depicting a seaplane and was inscribed "1926 NOVEMBER,

SCHWEIZER AFRIKAFLUG", whilst down one side in red ink had been written "Spedit. mit

Mittelholzers Afrikaflug". (Fig.1). This meant nothing at all to me and for quite a long

ti me the cover was tucked away in a box with other items. It must have been two years

later whilst still collecting in a very general way that I bought a second interesting looking

air cover, that of the first Swissair Locarno-Barcelona Flight on the 1st April, 1940. Again.

I knew nothing about it but had purchased the cover as part of its franking was the full

1940 Bundesfeier set which had been issued only twelve days previously. (Fig.2). That

cover also would have been stored away for further consideration had it not been for the

fact that only three or four weeks later in June, 1974 I received a copy of the "Swissair

Gazette" from my Swiss friend. There on the front cover and underneath a striking

photograph of an early DH-3 biplane over the Simmental was the bold headline "Walter

Mittelholzer, The Pioneer of Aerial Photography". (Fig.3). Inside was a short biography of

this man alongwith another photograph showing him with his two colleagues shortly before

take off on the second Africa Flight in 1929. Much to my amazement one of these two, OPP
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Mittelholzer's co-pilot, was Alfred Künzle who, eleven years later piloted that first flight

between Locarno and Barcelona! From that moment onwards, I have been addicted to

Swiss aerophilately in general but anything associated with Walter Mittelholzer in particular

and what an interesting pursuit it has been. But where did one go next after reading that

introduction in the "Swissair Gazette"?

• . 
• Walter Itlistellmizem born in
• St Gallen in tS94. :died in W

a fall when rocitelimbios in
,,,, . the ol in 1 , was alit alter Mittelhoher

Tyr 937 
.

• Swe" Pk'n'"''''• 'n The Pioneer of Aerial Photography... .., outstanding photographer
•ii and • writer. After serving . •

As a pilot in the Swiss air
t • 1 foreciutheFirstWorld War. }(4:. .40-J•lit
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Figure 3

On and off over the next twelve years I corresponded with Swissair and I was rarely

disappointed in receiving what I was requesting! A book by Curt Riess, published in 1966

and entitled simply "Swissair" was dedicated to five Swiss air pioneers, the first of these

being Walter Mittelholzer. Although the text is in German the book contains a wealth of

photographs of flight development from the early years of the 20th century to the

introduction of jet powered aircraft, with short biographies of contemporaries of

Mittelholzer as well as other Sw
learn German - not much - but
to extract pieces of information

Mittelholzer also wrote a
into English. "Flying Adventure
1936. It took me three years
capital of the United Kingdom
many other places, only to pick
miles from where I then lived.
other countries added a new d
from his account of the 1933 N
as he landed at Tunis, "The pc
went round that 'the Swiss mail

Then, of course, it is noi

ss aviators. The receipt of this volume encouraged me to

sufficient for me read the captions to the photographs and

from the general text.
.-;counts of his flights, one book at least being translated

written in true Boys' Own Paper style was published in

to find a copy of this, searching the second hand book

- Hay on Wye -, visiting other shops in York, Leeds and

it up for a mere £2 in a tiny book sale not more than four

The accounts of Mittelholzer's flights to Persia, Africa and

mension to the airmail covers carried by him. To quote

editerranean Flight in the newly acquired Lockheed 'Orion'

st-office employees shook their heads in dismay as word

is here already'."
lust items of mail carried on such flights that came within

my collecting orbit but aerial photographs taken by this pioneer when he was first in

partnership with Alfred Comte. The two traded under the name "AERO-Zürich, Comte-

Mittelholzer & Cie." Many of his photographs were used on commercial postcards as is

illustrated by the card (Fig.4) used at the Grenchen Air Show in 1924. Look carefuiiy at

what cards you may have from this era and you may surprise yourself!

Even after his tragic death in May, 1937, in a climbing accident in the Austrian

Tyrol, the exploits and the example set by this man in establishing a modern airline,

Swissair, continued to be acknowledged in ways which appeal to the aerophilatelist. For

example, Franz Zimmermann, who was Mittelholzer's co-pilot on the 3rd Africa Flight, was

senior pilot on Swissair's experimental mail carrying flight between Geneva and

Johannesburg in August, 1947. Two months later yet another contemporary, Ernst

Nyffenegger, held this senior rank on a similar flight from Geneva to Buenos Aires. So the

collector of such material is able to buiid up a continuing story of the influence Walter

Mittelholzer had on the development of Switzerland's national air carrier.

In February, 1957, commemorating the 30th Anniversary of Mittelholzer's 1st Africa

Flight, a special charter flight was made from Zurich to Capetown calling at some of the

places at which the pioneer himself had landed. Covers carried on this flight depict a

special circular cancellation, (Fig.5). Much more prominence was given to Mittelholzer on

the 50th Anniversary of this flight in 1977. His portrait featured on the high value of the

Air Pioneer set of stamps and two special flights were made calling at places visited,

particularly on the 2nd and 3rd Africa Flights, in addition to Capetown. Again, special

cancellations were used on all the mail carried on these flights. (Fig.6).

For me, the highlight of this anniversary was to visit the special exhibition staged at

the Transport Museum in Luzern. The display of correspondence and air covers f/i.
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This card has been sent from
Elzach to AltstUtten in 1913.
The German and Swiss stamps
are both cancelled in Germany,
but the Swiss 10c is cancelled
at '6-7V7 and the German lOpf
at '9-10V'; 3 hours later.
Do you have a answer for this?
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Figure 5 Figure 6

carried on the many flights turned one green with envy; the range of aerial photographs

was outstanding, particularly when one was able to look at the heavy, cumbersome

cameras Mittelholzer had to use from the plane in which he was flying. To study extracts

from his log books helped one to realise the hazards all pilots faced in those early years

of flight, for the planes then in service hardly bear thinking about when compared to air

transportation of today. Yet so much was accomplished under such primitive conditions.

My own accumulation of Mittelhoizer mail and ephemera is minimal compared to what I saw

at that exhibition, yet what I do have has given me and continues to give me great

pleasure. This, I believe, is what our hobby is all about, to be shared with other people.

On occasions I have given displays around the Mittelholzer theme to local philatelic

societies but a few months ago I was asked to do the same to a large mixed group of

retired citizens, all non-philatelists, who could well remember the exploits of Amy Johnson,

Alan Cobham and Charles Lindbergh. I accepted the invitation with some trepidation but

need not have worried. Not one had ever heard of Walter Mittelholzer but the questions

following my talk were endless. Within three weeks of that engagement, I have been

booked to do it again with another non-philatelic group towards the end of the year! All

this from accepting my friend's invitation, thirty six years ago, to help myself to the Swiss

stamps from a rather tattered stock book! Now, what's your story?
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Northern Group Report. The first meeting of the new year got off to a splendid start with a good

attendance and a Chairman concerned about what title he should give to his display. That little

problem was never resolved but sufficient to say that what was presented was in complete contrast

to the display of the previous month. David Whitworth put before us a collection of almost one

hundred and fifty sheets displaying pre-stamp postal history and unstamped mail from the closing

years of the 18th century to the second half of the 19th. It was obvious from what we were told

that a great deal of research had been undertaken before the variety of postal items had been

mounted and written up. The display was roughly divided into five sections:-
(a). Internal mail between 1791 and 1858. This period, of course, included the five years of

the Helvetic Republic with three examples of postmarks from this period of a central postal

administration. Then followed examples of cantonal straight-line and circular postmarks plus

various other special marks used at this time; e.g. "Trop Tard", "Zu Spar, etc.
(b). Cantonal route marks of Vaud and Fribourg (e.g."Rte de Romont", "Rte de Lausanne")

which served both to indicate the origin of a letter and the fixing of the postal charge. Such marks

were peculiar to Switzerland, particularly in the French speaking cantons but rapidly declined after

1862 following the introduction of a uniform postal rate for the whole country.

(c). Mail to France before the Helvetic Republic and after its demise. Postal arrangements

between France and various cantons gave rise to a multiplicity of accountancy marks indicating, in

different currencies, what had been paid and what had to be refunded to a canton by the French

administration. Many of the items displayed the cachets indicating the crossing points; e.g. "Suisse

par Belfort", "Geneve par Ferney".
(d). Mail from Switzerland to other European cotuitries, particularly the U.K., these

displaying not only the Swiss frontier crossing points but other transit marks such as French TP0s.
(e). Items of mail coming into Switzerland or en route through that country. Two letters

which stood out was one from Leghorn (Italy) to Wohlen displayng "Verbano" (Lake Maggiore)

and "Schiffsbureait Luzern" strikes and another from Venice to Paris with the indicator "Via di

Chiasso".
There was so much that could be described if time and space permitted. Our Chairman is

very modest about what he displays and is always looking for answers to questions he has not

been able to resolve. Perhaps a few were answered on this occasion. One of our newer members,

Mr. C. Dry, in moving a vote of thanks expressed the gratitude we all felt at being able to enjoy

such a well presented display concluding with the comment, "and there wasn't a single postage

stamp in sight!" I said at the beginning that this was in complete contrast to what we had seen in

December. D.C.

LONDON GROUP MEETING. The ingenuity of members was given full reign when faced
with the task of turning the letter into philatelic displays. Those present on 9th January
enjoyed a variety of presentations including one from our newly appointed President Tony Hoyle
who really showed what Thematic collecting is all about (when were actual butterflies last on
show at a Philatelic Society meeting?) Travelling Post Offices were also covered by Tony, and in
considerable and fascinating depth by Doug Houtris. Fred Pickard had chosen to display Transit
Marks, showing much material originating from Mrs. Rawnsley's collection. John Cordingley,
having made full use of computer technology to include "Spot the missing town name on K
cancels", very effectively turned "T" into Tourism. The "Ts" of PTT (Telephone and

Telegraphic material) were followed by Fiscals from towns whose name began with "T" or

originated from the Ticino. Stamps and postcards depicting William Tell were perhaps
predictable. Less so were cards showing Triangulation points throughout Switzerland. Trains

(including a card salvaged from a 1941 train crash) and trams were finally followed by our

Chairman's offering which included The Top of a mountain, a Teddy, Taurus the Bull, a

Turkey, Tricks, Trips and finally Tasty chocolate. (Is there no end to the man's thought
processes?) A fascinating, entertaining and illustrative evening was rounded off with actual
chocolates courtesy of Claude Mistely. P.U.V.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

February 13th, London, Airmails and Classics - A Newall

March 2nd, Northern Group, "Have you seen these?" - F Pickard.

WESSEX GROUP MEETING, Salisbury, May 11th 2002 - Preparations are well in hand for the

next meeting at the Clovelly Hotel, Salisbury - taking the usual format, commencing

at 10.30 a.m. Our guest speakers will be David Hope and Bert Mitchell. As on previous

occasions a buffet lunch will be available, and Werner Gattiker will have his "table".

More details later - watch the Newsletter and book the date in your diary now Contacts

are Don Symonds on 01 202 88 36 09, or Bill Straw on 01 425 27 65 49.
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- that fot he fifth time the SP has accepted parcels from the p
ublic containing surplus

Christmas presents, including foodstuff, and has sent them fr
ee to a central Red Cross

depot. There they are sorted and distributed to Swiss childre
n in need, and this year

also to children in Bulgaria. There is no "collectable" label
 for this service. Last

year some 70 000 such parcels were sent.

- that more and more often one receives C5 size window envelope
s without stamps or

cancels, no return address or any printing on them at all. Ev
en registered letters have

only the orange code sorting bars along the bottom RH edge wh
ich gives an indication

that they were handled by the PO at all, sometimes even that 
is not present. As figure 1

shows the key lies in the window in that, above the address o
n the letter, all required

details are shown, laid out to be visible through the window.
 The contents are not

always "junk", so one has to check before "filing vertically"
.

- that the Swiss Hotel Post specialist, Max H Wehrli, has menti
oned to me that there

is confusion among collectors in this field. Too often a labe
l is found on a cover,

which is not an indication of this private postal service. On
ly a normal hotel publicity

label has been used and is, therefore, no proof of correct us
age.

- that over the recent Christmas and New Year holidays 64 milli
on SMS messages were sent

by "handies", the Swiss German for mobile telephones. Greetin
gs cards will soon belong

only to the past.
- that according to newspaper reports in the Italian enclave of

 Campione, opposite

Lugano, the local currency will remain using Swiss francs, an
d not Euros. Holiday makers

in the area please report the position to our Editor, on this
 unique situation.

- that this year the SBB/CFF celebrates Ws centenary, as in 19
02 the five largest

private railway companies in Switzerland were nationalized. O
n the 12th of March the

SP will issue four special stamps for the occasion, I hope in
 non-abstract designs.

- that I reported that on 31.5.01 the small post office of Wien
acht would close, and

so lose it's connection with Father Christmas; that is becaus
e the name sounds like

"Weihnacht", but has nothing to do with Christmas. However, b
ecause of the thousands

of children who write to this address every year, this closed
 PO miraculously has

reopened on the 2nd of December, see figure 2. Figures 3 to "5
 show the other Christmas

cancels available. Figures 3 & 4 were from MPOs stationed in 
ZUrich, figure 3 from 1955

and figure 4 from 1977. The suburb of Bethlehem in Bern first
 had a circular special

cancellation in 1956, figure 5. This group of four Christmas 
cancels makes quite an

extensive collection of its own. For some years MPOs have not
 been used, too expensive;

nostalgia is not cost effective today.

- that a member has had trouble identifying an old postal stati
onery postcard, as he

had only the new (2001) Zumstein Ganzsachen Catalogue. Howeve
r, I found it in the old,

1984 edition. It is No. 14 in both, but illustrated only in t
he old edition on page 38,

as shown in figure 6 - it may help the next seeker. The card 
was first issued in 1879,

together with the 5c in black, the 10c being in pale carmine 
red. These two values

were the first to be issued as "Reply-paid pairs", for inland
 and foreign use, although

only accepted by Germany, Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
 Netherlands, Portugal,

_ Rumania,_and Arg eT) 
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Eriedigung unanbringlicher Postsendungen
Wit sender. Ibsen die beiiiegenoe unzustenbare Sem:Li%

zoriick, die gestUtzt au! Art. il, Abs. 1. des PosiverkehrSgesetS,
vorr. 2. Oh-toner 1924 von uns cur Ermittlung des Bereclnigier

geöffnet wovjer ist. Urn bei Unzustellbarkeit die sofortige

Racksendung zu ermöglichen emptiehlt es siert, auf alien
Postsendungen den Names und die Adresse des Absenders
anzugeben, bet Briefen auf der Riickseite.

Original A6 size 105 x 148 mm but
reduced to fit the page here. Liquidation d'envois postaux tombes au rebut

Nous vans renvovons Pokier ci-joint, tornbe an rebut, ouc
nuns avons Ouvert en conforriuti de rankle 6. 1 ,, alinec, de In
lni federate stir le service des pastes, du 2 octobre 1924, en vac
a en Je:out ..... l'avant aroit. Afin gee les objets non distribuables
puissent etre rendus imtnectiatement aux ayants droll. il .s

4t re-
commandé aux exoediteurs d'indiouer, a rexterieur des en en a.

ieur nom et leer adresse. Sur /es jetties, on apportera de pre-
ference cette indication au verso.

Liquidazione di invii postali caduti in rifiuto
Vi rimandiamo l'oggetto qui undo, caduto in rifiuto, ii quale

statu da no aoerto in coniormita deli' art. 6, caporerso 1. delia
iegge 'eat:rate so) servizio delle ouste del 2 ottobre. 1924. per
s.coprirne l'avente diritiu. Per render Possibile ii rinvio mune-

diato degti invii in caso di mancato recapito, raccomandasi

ai mittenti di sempre indicare it rispettivo some ed indirizzo

so tutui gli ionic. Se trattasi di lettere quest indicazione va
fatta a tergo.

.........

Die Kreispostdirektion.
La Direction d'arrondissement postal.

* La Direzione postale di circondario.

s: 1243 ir iS. 3E. 100.000. Ad (lOSs 1481. — 0 6C.

This is a 'space filler'
of the type needed to
fill odd corners of the ;>
Newsletter, let's have
more of them please.
NOW - who knows what
this was for? F H D
across the top and
S C F at the bottom.
Bottom right is the
name "Av.Matt.40."

Printer Gebr. Fretz
AG ZUrich.
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RARE LABEL on cover, see p 83 November 2001, bottom from Harlan Stone

This cover shows one of the "Released" labels mentioned in the article last 
year.

The cover was posted in a Travelling Post Office on Route 305A somewhere be
tween

Zarich Si and Rapperswil on Tuesday 23rd July 1940. It was Marked "Feldpost"
 but

somewhere was also marked "T 20". It arrived the next day in Wabern near Ber
n where

a 20c postage due was added and cancelled at 3 p.m. before delivery to the a
ddressee.

The recipient kefused to accept it and at 7 p.m. the refused label was canc
elled and

the due stamp marked "Ungaltig". Somewhere the "Released' label was added an
d tied with

the Field post Office "Lost Property Bureau" cancel.

The Swiss Post Office had a way of dealing with "Dead Letters" 60 years ago
. It was

usual to put your name and address on the verso so that items could be retu
rned if

it had not been possible to deliver them. If necessary the PTT would open t
he envelope

and then enclose Form No. 1243a explaining what they had done. 1243a is no 
longer

listed by the PTT (1959) but probably still exists in some other 'form'. Th
e one

shown below has been used by a Fieldpost Dead Letter Office.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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Looking through my collection of material stamped at mobile post offices, I
find I have the cachets illustrated. The first was applied to a folder with
stamps cancelled MPO 2 on September 6. The second was also on a folder
with stamps cancelled MPO 2 on September 29. The dates on the cachets
overlap for the period September 25 to October 19. The PEN cancellation
catalogue does indicates that MPO 2 was available for mail cancelled with
these cachets during this period.
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Can any member shed any light on the postal arrangements and where was
MPO 2 during this time?

A RECENT PURCHASE by W I Roberts who asks "while most catalogues list and show

illustration
s of this type of label only one I have found itemises the black and

blue postmarks. Why is this? Is it because it falls into a different type of label

such as a propaganda issue? Ideas please."
1
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SWISS METER MARKS AND POSTAL RATES M Rutherfoord

Usually these interesting red cancellations, or meter m
arks, are collected ac-

cording to machine maker and number, style of value mar
k frame (Type) and value

shown. The correct tariff rate for the particular date 
and service was seldom taken

into account, therefore the table shown below was drawn
 up with the help of Heiner

Ddrst (author of all five editions of Die Freistempel der Schweiz, the collector's

Bible). In this table only the cheapest value is shown 
for each period and service,

as this usually covers 95% of the covers and cutouts in
 collectors' hands.

Thetable starts with the rate change of 1.1.1921 cover
ing the introduction of

these machine marks in 1924, and for seven further per
iods till 2001. All were im-

printed in red, however, in 2000 blue has appeared, but
 that is another story. On

the 1st of January 2001 the old first rate step of 250 
g (since 1891) was lowered,

thus concluding this table.

The table contains 21 values for the lowest rate per st
ep (only 13 actual 'value

numbers" with two double and one triple application) an
d is thus the basic collection.

To this must be added, if one wants to, all the various
 makers with their sub-types

together with the additional weight steps for letters a
nd parcels, as well as the

additional services such as Air, Registered, AR, Expres
s, Insured, COD, bulk junk

mall and, last but not least, Foreign Mail. These 
-
combinations run into hundreds

and, as many are rare, add to the fascination of the su
bject.

As a further simplification I have divided the table up
 into three clear periods,

or groups, based on major changes in the postal service
, covering all 77 years from

the introduction of meter marks until the end of the 25
0 g era, December 2000.

Group 1. 1924 - 72. The Classical period of 49 years, which
 covers all four frame

types, and innumerable sub-types.

Group 2. 1973 - 91. The reduced local tariff (for letters
 travelling less than 10 km

measured in a straight line between sender's and recei
ver's main POs) dropped by

the PTT, together with the postcard rate, in favour of 
only one letter rate. Duration

18 years and 1 month. However, postcards, or open Greet
ings messages, could be sent

for the printed matter rate, as before, if the text con
sisted of only five words of

conventional greeting (but with as many signatures as p
ossible).

Group 3. 1991 - 2000. The introduction of the two-ti
er system, A & B streams, brought

many changes to the rates including the dropping of Pr
inted Matter. However, for

quantities above 3000, with B-mail, many new rate steps
 were introduced (to be

covered in a future article, to explain rates such as 4
3 or 51c).

Note that reduced rates for letters under the "less tha
n 10 km rule" must be

proved to be correct by showing the whole addressed co
ver to indicate the sender's

and the recipient's POs. Generally keep covers complete
, especially old ones and

never cut up the Impression into its components.

The three examples of reduced Printed Matter, coinciden
tally one per Group, for

3, 25 and 40c are for a minimum quantity of 50 pieces, 
printed Matter or

This concession was of help to the many clubs and socie
ties in Switzerland, such

as Philatelic Clubs, when the rates went up.

The middle example had to be indicated with a star, and
 there were 21 categories

of weight and size, of which not many appeared as meter
 marks. See the article on

page 17 of the Newsletter for March 1989.

The third example is probably the rarest meter, as it w
as in use for only 1 year.

As the imprinted value is the key for postal use the f
our types of PTT-approved

frames have been taken as basic for the historical clas
sifications used by Heiner

Ddrst in his Catalogues.
Type 1. 1924 Oval frame with fixed value. Helvetia Above.

Makers: France, Hasler, Universal, Francopost, Safag.

Type 2. 1930 Decorated frame, with Helvetia below, setable dig
it value wheels.

Usually 4 am between the place/date and the 
value mark.

Makers: hasler.•

Type 3. 1936 Same frame, but slightly higher (5 mm).

Makers: Hasler, Safag, Frama.

Type 4. 1969 Rectangular frame, with Helvetia above.

Makers: Pitney-Bowes, Frama, Hasler (Ascom).
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Many old frames have been used for decades longer than intended. None of the many

town dies used in conjunction with Type I value frames could be used with Type 2

frames for mechanical reasons. When postcodes were introduced in Switzerland in

1964 all town dies had to be changed within a few years. The value frame and the

place-name ring are supplied by the PTT and remain their property, but paid for b
y

the customer!
Further explanations to the notes in the table:

Note 4 - With Type 2 value frame, from about 1931, and later with Type 3, the mach
ine

number was also written in the lower segment of the date stamp, as well as below

the value frame, for security reasons. In 1963 this was changed and "M" for meter

appeared in the date stamp as there was insufficient space for 5-digit numbers.
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Note 7 In 1985, when the old consecutive numbering system was introduced starting

at 30 000, with 10 000 allocated to the larger postal districts and 5000 to the

smaller.
Note 8 - Very soon Zdrich was approaching the end of its allocation, far ahead of

most of the others, so in 1966 yet another system was introduced. This started at

100 000 with 100 000 numbers allocated, or in some cases only 50 000, for the elev
en

postal districts. The new numbers were given to all new machines, and only to old

machines when they were renovated. Although the whole Postal District system was

eliminated at the end of 1997, new numbers are still allocated according to the o
ld

system!
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All philatelists know that when something in a system changes it becomes interesti

ng;

what went before and how is the new item to be recognized? In the box on the tabl
e

are listed nine of the most important changes for ready reference, complemented b
y

the following changes of lesser interest, but still useful in identifying items:

- First customer reference numbers (see note 4 below).

- Introduction of stick-on labels (see note 3 below).

- First place and date stamp.
- Frama delivers first meter machine.

- Electro-mechanical letter sorting in Bern only, yellow bars in matrix, till 1986.

- Pitney-Bowes delivers first meter to Switzerland.

- Improved letter-sorting equipment, red-orange linear bars,

Basel; everywhere by 1995.
- Pitney-Bowes first two-colour meter.
F:uor additive to red ink for letter-facing equipment; not

machines and now dropped.
- New bulk-rate system for 3000 and more items.

- "PTT" succeeded by the "Swiss Post".

When comparing other countries note that, uniquely, the Swiss PO allows:

1. Value frame alone, without circular place and date stamp. The origin of this l
ay

with the first Type 1 oval value frames as date stamps were not possible at first
,

and existing machines were allowed to continue without them. Making this unique

concession to customers (giving them the convenience of being able to stockpile

prepared envelopes with only the value on them) must have cost the PTT a consider
able
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amount of money over the past 77 years, as such covers 
had to be date-stamped by

hand, figure 10 or by machine, figure 11, in black. Thi
s loss was partially off-

set by the time saved at the counter as 99% of letters 
did not have to be weighed;

it was easy to feel that the 250g limit was not being e
xceeded. When the conversion

to the blue digital impression is completed in About 20
05, then I guess this

curiosity will be dropped.
2. End-of-the-month payment after a telephone or postcard 

"reading"; now being

changed to a debit system.
3. Stuck-on labels for parcels, large envelopes, or to cor

rect something, but they

must have at least two serrated or wavy-cut edges, or 
rouletted, or have a framed

label, to prove that they are not cut from a used envel
ope.
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4. Sender's address on the envelope not needed if an ad
ditional customer reference

number (removable) is included. This has the postal dis
trict number in Roman figures

(I to XI) and a Federal successive number, 1 to About 5
500, before being dropped.

The same reference number can be found on all, or some,
 of the meters belonging to

the same firm or organisation. The Post Office Box numb
er can also be used.
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THE END - figure 18. In December 1988 Peter Schwab was 
amazed to find this meter

mark, being an exhibitor and collector he realized the 
significance of the missing

postcode. Living fairly near to Klus he went to the fir
m and arranged for some covers

before they sent the date stamp in for an exchange, del
ayed by about 23 years.

Nobody in the PTT could explain how this incorrect dat
e stamp could have slipped

through all the controls. By addressing his covers "Pos
te Restante" he could be

assured of a receiving backstamp, to prove the date of 
21.XII.88.

21.XII.88) 7""

* 
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Gehrig AG
Grossmetzgere Salarn, fabnk Flersch + Wurst
4710 Klus Telefon 062 73 11 22 Te;ex 982820

If this article has _gat inspired you to get out the boxes of covers and check them,

then go back to the beginning and read the article agai
n. You may even find some other

strange items that you had long forgotten: Collecting i
s all about looking for, and

finding, all the things that are out of the ordinary. S
ometimes this is called "Beyond

the Catalogue". You might even write an article about y
our finds for others to read
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Nceihern Group Meetino. In spite of yet more disruption to our "Arriva" rail services being

caused by strike action although fortunately not yet on a Saturday, the meeting on the 2nd

February proved to be a most profitable exercise in how to display to best advantage what many

would consider mundane, run-of-the mill material. "The 1970s & 1980s" was the theme of David

Hope's display with some 180 sheets of material which excluded anything relating to the definitve

issues during that period. Only by looking at the twice yearly Publicity Issues does one realise just

how many anniversaries, exhibitions, cultural events, etc. are commemorated on Swiss stamps.

These were displayed with first day covers, souvenir sheets, 'K' cancels and relevant illustrative

material. Particular attention had been given to stamps celebrating sporting events, with a set of

eight beautiful covers produced for the Alpine Ski Championships at St. Moritz in 1974. The 1977

Air Pioneers set was enhanced by pencil drawings of the four aviators taken from the original

designs and "Pro-Patria" issues of the period were also in evidence. Moving away from the

traditional stamps were examples of FRAMA, the Automatic Machine Stamps, covering Types one

to six. Then, apologising for going outside the title's remit, David displayed covers with a range of

meter marks from when these were first introduced in the early 1920s to the late 1980s showing

the many changes particularly with the introduction of post codes. Following this "Feast of

Goodies", Michael Proctor produced a small collection of souvenir and commemorative covers

relating to such events as the Gotthard Railway Centenary (1982), the Cantonal Messenger cards

and associated miniature sheet (1974), Maxi-cards of the Air Pioneer issue and a presentation sheet

of "mountain" stamps all bearing the special cancellation for the 75th Anniversary of the Swiss

Federal Railways (1977). In the unavoidable absence of the chairman, David Whitworth, the vote

of thanks was given by Philip Vaughan who commented on the high standard of display that can

be achieved with what, in effect, is quite inexpensive material. This, he continued, should be an

encouragement to anyone who is taking their first tentative steps into Swiss philately. D.C.

THE PACKET is now over half way for this season, but I still hope to get another 
two

packets posted before the end of March. Sales are generally brisk, but I have to

admit some packets are not achieving hoped for results.

Before posting remittance slips to me would members please check that the envelop
e

has stamps; three times this year stampless envelopes have been receive
d and if I

did not have a friendly Postman it would have cost 69D (19p postage + 50p 
charge).

Would memebers please double check their purchases and ensure that I recei
ve the

correct payment, so avoiding the need for requests to balance the books.

More material will be needed for next year's packet, so please start looking thro
ugh

your collections for surplus items which other members may be interested in buyin
g.

Finally can I urge all members to reserve Saturday llth May for the Society all d
ay

meeting at the Clovelly Hotel, Salisbury. The meeting is timed to start at 10.30 
am

but Werner Gattiker will again be in attendance with his stock from 10 am onwards
.

Werner has a rangeof material to satisfy most aspects of Swiss Philately so don't

miss the opportunity to browse, view some interesting displays and purchase those

missing items.
David Hope will display TPOs and John Mitchell's display will be on the UPU.

(Apologies to Bert Mitchell and John Mitchell whose names were "mixed" by Bill Str
aw

when preparing the copy for the Newsletter last month.)
Don Symonds Pkt Sec.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

March 2nd, Northern Group - "Have you seen these?" display by Fred Pickard.

March 13th, London area - "Canton Geneva" - All members.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

tlitr)://NANNI.igStarTIPS.C.Orll 
1000's of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome--your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.

I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

Fax 01423 564210 E Mailadminhu@iostamos.com 

mailto:Mailadminhu@iostamos.com
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the Editor and I apologise for the illustration
s in last month's DYK. Due to

a very slight misalignment in the fax machine synchr
onization between Switzerland

and GB the egg-shaped cancellations were not a premo
nition of Easter.

- that some time ago I mentioned that before the A/B p
ost came, cancel collectors

could use the printed matter reduced rate to obtain 
examples on their covers. But,

a piece of newspaper, or a printed card as a stiffen
er, had to be included to claim

the reduction, otherwise the normal letter rate woul
d be demanded - an empty cover

became a letter-rated item. Now a similar idiotic si
tuation has been discovered. In

the GOD (Good Old Days) period if an item was below 
250g it was a letter, if above

It was a parcel. Straightforward. Now if it is 84 or
 smaller it is a letter, and

above a parcel. If you send say a catalogue, which n
eeds a special envelope larger

than B4, it has to go at the cheapest parcel rate (b
elow 2 kg) of CHF 5.80, but if

it is thinner than 10mm and has to be sorted manuall
y there is an extra charge of

CHF 10.-! Total 15.80. To get out of this trap, part
ially, you can stuff something

into the cover to make it thicker than lOmm then it 
is only 5.80, Economy rate. As

a B4 letter it would be only 1.80! With 3 million le
tters a day the PO has to have

machine sorting, so anything outside that norm has t
o pay for special handling, also

true for parcels.

- that for the 1st of April 2002 a number of increases
 have been announced. For

inland letters the COD fee rises from 11 to 15 CHF (
maximum amount 10 000 CHF) and

"personal receipt" rises from 4 to 6 CHF.

- that in 2001 10% more postmen were bitten by dogs th
an in 2000, and 23 of them

seriously, 137 altogether. However, there were many 
more serious accidents, traffic

etc. so that generally postmen do not live 
more dangerously than other occupations.

- that with his annual AS Alt-Schweiz Katalog f
or 2002 Gottfried Honegger has once

again presented a treasure trove of full-colour illu
strations of classical items.

Click on to www.ghonegger.ch or write to: KUrzes
trasse 1, CH-8716 Schmerikon.

- that in 1985 the biggest ever PTT building was opene
d, with many fanfares, in

Mrich-Mtilligen, for the semi-automated sorting of p
arcels for the region. Built

with 400 tonnes of aluminium, and windowless, it soo
n got the nickname of the

"Aircraft carrier". Now it is to be closed, as t
he three new fully-automatic centres

(Daillens near Lausanne, Hffrkingen near Solothurn, a
nd Frauenfeld in Thurgau) require

manual sorting for only about 10% of the daily volum
e, for such ungainly items as

skis or car tyres. The saving in labour costs is eno
ugh to pay for the rail and road

transport across Switzerland and back. In addition t
he number of parcels is dropping,

with the private firms creeping up to 20% of the "ca
ke".

- that Jann Etter has published his annual statistic o
f the number of special cancels

used in 2001. In all categories the number has dropp
ed, especially for the local

publicity "K" cancels, with only 7 new ones, 11
 less than in 2000 (1996 = 69);

slogans to 39; special cancels, including FD, to onl
y 48. The total of 94 compares

with the maximum rise in 1995 of 240!

ANSWER TO THE QUERY on page 16 in February - This vi
gnette is shown in colour on

page 89 of the Sulser catalogue of Soldier Stamps un
der "various". FHD stands for

Frauen-Hilfs-Dienst, and SCF for Service Complemen
taire Feminin, and is just a

publicity sticker of no postal significance at all. 
However, the story behind it

is of interest. In 1965 a 20c commemorative stamp was
 issued on the 20th of Mardi,

Z No. 430, for 25 years of this service. According t
o Schlunegger's Motiv-Handbuch

Schweiz it all started in 1938 when the Swiss Automo
bile Club (ACS) asked its lady

members if they would be prepared to carry out army s
ervice, mainly as drivers.

As the response was enthusiastic the Government was 
approached, such that on the

3rd of April 1939 approval was given to form a trial 
unit to help in all activities.

Later that year the first introductory course for dr
ivers was held under the direc-

tion of the Red Cross. In February 1940 the basic mi
litary unit was formed, and in

that year 18 000 girls underwent specific training, 
but without bearing arms; at

first civilian clothes were worn with a military fora
ge cap and armband. Then in

1944 they could have a uniform made, at their own exp
ense! Only in 1948 was full

integration into the Swiss Army achieved, with legal
 rights and discipline. In 1980

this unit had 2500 members with a further 600 in the 
reserve.

In 1985 a reorganization was carried out with two ne
w main units, the RKD (Red

Cross Service and the MFD (Military Women's Service)
, both having the same badges

of rank as the men. Today women are accepted, as well
, into the armed infantry units.

In February 2002 68 women and 15 000 men started thei
r 16-week basic training, with

h=rrilu Any Histinctions being made. M Rutherfoord

http://etc.so
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THE ARTICLE BY Dennis Cairns entitled "How did it begin" was not only interesting

in his reasons for collecting Switzerland but also for the subject which fired his

enthusiasm. It is strange the reasons and events that finally induce us to become

collectors of a particular country, Canton/county or town.

Having returned to the UK in 1967 after a period in the USA I was in the office

one morning when a colleague said they were forming a stamp club and would I go

along. I told him it was pointless as I did not have even a sthoolboys' album, but

this did not deter him in any way. Where have you been? What are your interests?

My reply was that as a Scout I had visited Kandersteg for 2 weeks in the early

fifties and so it was settled that I was to become the Swiss "expert" in the new

club. After all these years I am still not an expert, but I do enjoy the areas I

dabble in, particulary TP0s, Customs Cancellations and Postal Stationery.

My interest in Customs Cancellations came about when a dealer in Dorset offered

me five stamps with what he called 'funny cancels' for 2/6d, and said I should have

them if I collected Switzerland. For 2/6d I could not go wrong, but had no idea

what I was buying as I had never seen the like before.
Having joined the HPS I wrote to Mrs Rawnsley who replied that if I cared to send

the stamps to Derek Beak he would look at them and tell me what I had purchased.

This I did and back came the answer, they were Customs Cancels but it was not poss-

ible to give a place or date of use. Derek also said that two of my stamps had

cancels he had not seen before and to get me really under way he doubled my collec-

tion by sending me five more samples.
As the current Packet Secretary I have bonus of looking through each booklet first,

but rarely do I find a Customs Cancel, so can someone out there please include a

few for me to find.
If I had not been sitting at that desk 35 years ago I doubt that I would have

written this article for the Newsletter. Don Symonds

QUESTIONNAIRE

The Secretary is extremely grateful to those members who have responded so quickly
and in such detail to the questionnaire sent out with last month's Newsletter. Already a
picture is emerging of the membership's aims and aspirations with some excellent and
interesting suggestions having been received. So that your committee can follow these
up it would be appreciated if members who have not yet replied would do so as soon
as possible.

The many expressions of good will that have been received are much appreciated.

P.U.V.

Edward Quinton writes to say: "I have several items of a family business correspon-
dence from Basel (1788-89) then from Rheineck (change of signature) (1789-99) to

Porto Maurizio. None shows any charges.  Most have manuscript "Franco Mila
no'. The

two earliest have a boxed two-line F / Milano; two have a squiggle - .0-12-Q-12-0-P-Z2-, -

'Poste Haste'. Some have a diagonal line for registration.
Does anyone know anything About 'registration', its method of operating at that

time, also anything to help me write up these items, please.

NEW MEMBERS 

The Society welcomes Mr R Brown of East Sussex and Mr P Pavey of Peebleshire.

C K Karsten of Fife writes: "I have got the same problem with my exchange partner

in Germany who does not like FDC cancellations and I have tried everywhere, even

one of our local Society members who was at one time a Sub-Postmaster. They are not

allowed to do that, it has something to do with "betting", so Mr A Moilliet should

count himself lucky to be able to do that for so long.
The only way to do that is per Recorded Delivery to his friend, as the Inland

Recorded Delivery does get cancelled at the centre, or per Special Delivery to

himself. Another way is to send them to the Special Cancelling Centre, but this

would cost him double postage. I am waiting to hear other letters."

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
_ 'on% T Chichpcter CB
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A PECULIAR NON-POSTAL MARK
M Rutherfoord

The wrapper shown here has an imprinted and embossed 5
c in red, for items to foreign

countries up to 50g, and has a size of 81 x 360mm, yell
ow paper. In both the old

and the new Postal Stationery catalogues there is a dis
crepancy. Luckily I met a

collector of these wrappers who could put me right - th
e new catalogue gives for

No. 14 incorrectly brown instead of red. Pl
ease note in your copies of the new cata-

logue on page 191; in the 1984 catalogue on page 27. Th
ere are a number of details

which must be carefully checked for these issues.

"Oh yes", the non-postal mark, 80 x 15.5mm, is in purpl
e, applied with a rubber

canceller and says, in German, "Please note. This item 
is discussed in the letter

following". The wrapper is addressed to: The Brothers F
eist and Sons, Sparkling wine

Cellerage, Frankfurt-am-Main. I can only guess that the
 firm in Bassersdorf (there

was a printing works there at the time) sent a sample c
opy of their weekly (or so)

publication to the firm in Frankfurt suggesting that th
ey place a series of advertise-

ments, with the rates in their separate letter.

This mark is known to specialist collectors and consid
ered rare. It is not known if

it was used by more than one firm. Perhaps you have one
 in that old box?
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And another from Martin Mantell

that was on a window envelope

sent by Llischer & Co. of Basel

but is not shown in the Schweiz

Luftpost Handbuch. Can any
member help with this?
Ideas to the Editor for the

Newsletter.
- .
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THE SWEET LIFE by Eric Lienhard

At various times questions about Swiss chocolate adver
tising postcards have appeared

in,the Newsletter. Having avidly collected them for som
e years, finally with the "Choco-

suisse" stamp. issue there is a more positive connectio
n between Swiss stamps and picture

postcards. As is often the case, things have a tendenc
y to get out of hand, particularly

as I have nearly 800 advertising cards and picture post
cards showing chocolate advert-

ising on trams and buildings. Being a "chocadvertoholic
" is quite slimming - I can't

afford the chocolate now.

With the queries as to what happened to various chocol
ate firms the light recently

dawned on me - write to Chocosuisse: They kindly sent m
e their brochure "Chocologie",

the History and Present time of the Swiss chocolate ind
ustry, published by Chocosuisse,

the Federation of Swiss Chocolate Manufacturers, CH-301
1 Bern. The information that

is given here is published with their kind permission.

The name "chocolate" derives from the Mayan word "xoco
latl", cultivated by the Maya

as early as 600 AD. The Mayans and Aztecs used cocoa be
ans also as currency. The

Spanish Conquistadors had cocoa plantations, at first 
for currency purposes, but in

1528 Hernando Cortes brought cocoa to Spain. It became 
a fashionable drink for the

well-to-do, due to the high cost. Pepper, sugar and th
e much cheaper honey were added

to the cocoa and diluted with water, milk, wine or eve
n beer. In 1615 Anne of Austria

brought the drink to the court of Louis XIII of France
, whereafter it spread through

the aristocracy of Europe.

While the drinking of chocolate diminished in importan
ce during the 19th C, the popu-

larity of eating chocolate increased even though it wa
s very expensive. Quality in

the early days was very different from today, rather gr
itty and had to be chewed.

Early beginnings were in Italy where "Cioccolatieri" w
ere travelling manufacturers

and vendors. Other nationals learned their trade in Ita
ly.

The Swiss Francois Louis Cailler (1796-1852) opened a 
mechanised chocolate factory

in 1819 at Corsier near Vevey. With the import of coco
a and sugar being very expensive

the Swiss succeeded through the excellence of their pro
duct. The Swiss were pioneers

and innovators in chocolate production.

In 1825 Philippe Suchard (1797-1884) opened a confecti
onery in Neuchatel (still there

and worth a visit. Ed.) and already a year later the fa
ctory in nearby Serrieres.

With just one assistant he already produced 25 to 30 k
g per day. By 1883 Suchard was

the largest producer, accounting for about half the Sw
iss national production and

employing half the 500 people in the chocolate industry
.

Charles-Amedee Kohler (1790-1874), a wholesale grocer,
 at first bought in the

finished chocolate, but by 1830 he started manufacture
 of chocolate himself. Manufac-

turers were constantly trying to improve the quality o
f their product. One of Kohler's

experiments resulted in hazelnut chocolate.

1845 ia the founding year for Rudolf Spriingli-Ammann (1816-189
7).

Aquilino Maestrani (1814-1880), whose father emigrated
 to Lombardy during the middle

of the 18th cent. to learn the chocolate trade, opened
 his factory in 1852 in Luzern

but soon moved to St. Gallen.
Daniel Peter (1836-1919) married the eldest daughter o

f F L Cailler. He opened his

factory, Peter Cailler & Co., in 1867. In 1875 he inven
ted milk chocolate.

Rodolphe Lindt of Bern (1855-1909), after learning the
 trade with his relative

C A Kohler, started manufacture of his own chocolate i
n 1879 and succeeded in pro-

ducing fondant chocolate.
Alexis SSchaud founded his concern in 1884 at Montreux

. Julius Sechaud's innovation

in 1913 was filled chocolate.
Jean Tobler (1830-1905), a trained confectioner, had a

 shop in Bern where, besides

his own specialities, he also sold other manufacturers
' products. Together with his

son he started Tobler & Co. in 1899. His son Theodor su
cceeded in producing Toblerone,

the triangular milk chocolate with honey and almond nou
gat.

Henri Nestle (1814-1890) did not produce any chocolate
, but rather made his name

with baby milk powder worldwide. In 1904 he contracted
 Peter & Kohler to produce a

specially sweet chocolate for sale world wide through h
is firm.

In 1899 Rodolphe Lindt sold his firm and secret procedu
res to Rudolf Sprüngli,

which soon became Lindt + SprVuigli. In 1904 Chocolat P
eter took over Kohler & Sons

and traded as Peter and Kohler from 1909. But already 
by 1911:they joined up with

L F Cailler to become Peter Cailler Kohler. Nestle had
 a 40% stake in the firm, but

in 1929 took over and became the largest Swiss chocola
te producer. In 1950 Chocolat

Frey joined Migros. In 1970 Suchard and Tobler joined 
up as Interfood. Through the

1980s & 90s further takeovers resulted in Kraft Foods.
 11111w
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Other firms still active today are:
1887 Robert and Max Frey, Chocolat Frey, in Aarau

1901 Villars SA in Fribourg

1908 Max Felchlin AG in Schwyz

1928 Stella SA in Lugano, later Giubiasco

1929 Camille Bloch SA in Bern, later Coutelary

1931,Carma AG today Barry Callebaut AG in Dubendo
rf

1933 Bernrain AG in Kreuzlingen

1933 Halba AG in Wallisellen

1957 Titlis AG today Chocolat Alprose SA in Casla
no

Between 1888 and 1910 the number of firms rose fr
om 13 to 23 and employees from 528

to 5547. With a population of 3.3 million,chocola
te consumption annually was estimated

at 1 kg per head (and stomach). From 13 000 tonne
s in 1905 production rose to 40 000

tonnes in 1918. Up to 75% went for export. In 191
2 the Swiss world export share of

chocolate was 55%.
Daniel Peter was the first to refine chocolate wi

th milk, but not very successfully

as it turned rancid. However, he did succeed with
 condensed milk in the 1880s but

was vexed when other manufacturers copied his pro
duct.

"Chocologie" gives no information on other manufa
cturers for whom I have found

advertising cards; Cima, Dr. Churchod, Croisier, 
Grison, Hildebrand, Klaus, Leman,

Lucerna, Ribet. I am reminded occasionally that I
 ought to read the correspondence

on the cards. I have a Kohler 1896 Exhibition Sou
venir card used as business corre-

pondence and signed by the Director M Kohler in 1
898. The heyday of chocolate advert-

ising cards was from the 1890s to 1920 which is, 
of course, the same as picture post-

cards generally. May the chocolate melt in your m
outh, not on your cards.
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These postcards (shown reduced size) were sent ou
t by firms to their dealers to say

that their "representative" or "commercial travel
ler" would be calling the next day

for their order. These are from the collection of
 Derrick Slate.

London Group Meeting, Wednesday 13 February 2002 - A Very Special Evening

Prior to the presentation, the Chairman reported that the Secretary had received a good initial response

to the questionnaire sent out to members with the February News Letter which was an encouraging

start. He had emphasised the importance of obtaining a high return of these questionnaires from

the membership. The Chairman pointed out that the information received would form the basis for

the Committee to be able to plan the Society's future direction.

The Chairman welcomed Alexander Newall, a renowned aerophilatelist and long standing member of

the Society who was to present "Airmails and Classics".

AIRMAILS

Alexander Newall's serious interest in aerophilately started with a visit to the airmail

exhibition, LUP0'72, held in the Luzern Transport Museum. This was quickly followed by an

invitation to exhibit his air mail material at a FISA exhibition in Manchester. He obtained a

Silver Medal for this first exhibit and has never looked back since!

A brief background to the development of aviation In Switzerland was given. At the beginning

of the 20th century, Switzerland was a relatively poor country with few natural resources and a
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London Group Meeting, 13 February 2002 (Continued)

high proportion of mountainous territory. The importance of its situation for north to south

European traffic, the Swiss reputation for hard work and its tourism industry were the vital

factors of its survival. When neighbouring states started to get involved in military aviation,

Swiss public opinion was split. Some queried the necessity of Swiss involvement in aviation

development and whether any activity that could be seen as war-like would upset

Switzerland's powerful neighbours. Others pointed out the comparatively low cost of an

aeroplane (not much more than a respectable diligence!) and the desirability of reaching so

far inaccessible spots. The principle of armed neutrality was advanced, the basis being that

this would be the best defence against foreign invasion. In order to promote Swiss aviation,

the first of a number of flying displays was held in 1910 and these culminated in the shows to

promote military aviation in 1913 and 1914 during which some aircraft carried mail.

An outstanding display of the vignettes, mail and pictorial cards for the pioneer flights

followed. As a precursor, a letter posted during the Siege of Paris (September 1870 to

January 1871) was shown. Then there were two cards showing early biplanes issued for the

first air show at Dubendorf, Zurich in 1910. For these early air displays, a suitable field was

chosen, part of which was roped off to provide an enclosure for spectators at a fee of 50

centimes a head. However, the frugal Swiss usually watched the displays from outside the

roped area thus denying revenue to the organisers.

In 1913, the Swiss Aviation Committee promoted the issue of special cards and vignettes for

the promotion of Swiss military aviation that would also help defray the costs of the displays

and obtained the agreement of the Swiss Post Office to carry stamped items by air as long as

they were also franked with a 5' centime postage stamp. From these meetings, flown covers

were shown for the flights Basel-Liestal (3), Bern-Burgdorf (7 plus 2 for the return flight),

Aarau-Olten, Sion-Sierre, Langnau-Bern (3), Solothurn—Weissenstein, Laufen-Solothurn (2),

Lausanne-Morges (3) and Vevey-Villeneuve. In addition, there was a full range of the mint

vignettes including blocks of four of the ones issued for the Bern, Solothurn and Aarau flights.

There were also a black proof of the latter with the "Stadt Aarau" inscription as well as the

normal "Start Aarau" and all five plates of the Laufen vignette as well as varieties on the ones

issued for Burgdorf, Hedsau and Solothurn.

The second part of the airmail display covered regular issues for the period 1919 to 1941. At

the end of the First World War, there were two operational air squadrons, attached to the

army, in neutral Switzerland. One was in Dubendorf under the command of Major Isler and

the other was in Lugano.

• As part of Major Isler's duties was to send regular reports to Bern and also to ensure that

his squadron aircraft flew a set number of hours, he decided to send the reports by air. At the

same time, aviators occasionally carried messages for their friends. When the Swiss Post

Office learnt of this, it invoked its monopoly, declared the route from Zurich to Bern as official

and overprinted the current 50 centime Helvetia with Sword stamp with the squadron emblem

in red for use as an aviation surcharge on such mail. Mint and used blocks of four were

shown as well as examples on cover and in both shades of the overprint. The service started

on 30th April 1919 and was subsequently extended to Lausanne and Geneva but it was not a

great success since the Swiss considered that the fee of 50 centimes was too great for a

service that was often irregular, frequently late and sometimes cancelled altogether. It ended

after six months and, by October, only 23,000 items had been flown.

In 1920, Germany was suffering from rampant inflation and badly needed hard currency.

German airlines were prevented by the Treaty of Versailles from flying outside the German

borders. However there was a German airfield at Lorrach, just over the border from Basel

and to help the currency situation, the German airline BALUG (Badische

Luftverkehrgesellschaft) arranged for mail to and from Switzerland to be carried from the

Lorrach airfield into Basel by motor cycle with its aircraft providing the onward transmission.

For this service, the Swiss Post Office overprinted the 30 centime value of the same 1909

issue in the hope that the lower rate would be more acceptable to the Swiss public for airmail.

However demand for this service was limited and it only lasted from 11 th November 1920 to

3rd January 1921. Mint and used blocks of four of this stamp and some franked covers were

shown. Such covers are very rare. Both the 30 and 50 centime stamps were invalidated for

postal use on 23rd August 1923.

The first Swiss stamps specifically produced for airmail use appeared on 1 st March 1923 and

further values and other designs followed up to 1930. Between 1933 and 1937 several

values were printed on grilled paper. In 1932, there were commemorative airmail stamps for

the Disarmament Conference and, between 1933 and 1938, these and some of the standard 103.-
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airmail designs were overprinted with new values. All of these stamps were shown in mint

and used blocks of four, many with varieties, in addition to some singles. Notable among the

scarcer stamps were mint and used blocks of four of the 75 centime Icarus design on grilled

paper and copies of the overprinted Disarmament Conference 40c on 90 centimes in bright

red, dark red and carmine. Only 20,000 of the 140,000 stamps of this value had the bright

red overprint. The 1941 set was shown with used blocks of four and "white roof" and double

print varieties of the 50 centime value.

CLASSICS

A fast bound album was produced which contained a collection of Swiss definitives between

1843 and 1906. Among the early classics were the 1843 Zurich 4 and 6 centimes used and

on piece, the 1846 Geneva "Large Eagle", a fine copy of the so-called "Vaud" 5 centimes and

beautiful selections of all values of the Rayon issues, used with many shades and all printings

and values of the "Strubelis" with many shades and interesting postmarks plus some multiples

and several on cover. Outstanding amongst these were the only known strip of four of the 2

centime value, fine used with a straight line postmark and a mixed franking cover which

included a block of four of the 40 centime value and a bisect of the same value which had

been validated as genuine. There was also a very wide range of the Sitting and Standing

Helvetia issues, mint and used with many shades and varieties.

When the Chairman had drawn breath, he felt at a loss for words. It was difficult to propose a vote of

thanks that would do justice to the great wealth of outstanding material that had been seen in what was

effectively two presentations. Much of what had been shown that evening would normally only be

seen at international or the major Swiss national exhibitions. On behalf of the attending members, the

Chairman expressed his gratitude to Alexander Newall for bringing these exceptional displays. This

was endorsed with acclamation by all present CPM

Northern Group Meeting. 2nd March. "Have You Seen These?" was the title Fred Pickard gave

when, about this time last year, he was invited to travel north for this March meeting. Well, he

came, and the short answer to his question was "No!" for most in attendance had not seen "These",

except for an odd example from time to time. So I could end the report at this stage but that would

not do justice to our speaker for the work he had done arranging the display and for the

knowledge he passed on about the various sections. For the material was arranged in some eight

different groups, starting with a beautiful range of Essays and Proofs from the late 19th Century

into the early decades of the 20th. It was explained how in some cases the produced design was

often too complex for mass production. Particularly was this so in the 1932 competition, open

only to Swiss nationals, where the submitted design had to be on an A4 size sheet which had then

to be reduced to normal stamp size. Then there were meter marks which, in theory, did away with

multiple frankings followed by examples of "Nachnahme" rates. A number of sheets was devoted

to the 1938 commemorative issue of the League of Nations and I.L.O. buildings. Particularly

striking was the 30c. blue showing the "broken column" variety both on and off cover, alongwith

other minor varieties. Single sheet curiosities included a cover to London in 1920 with the correct

franking but with the addition of the P.J._ set of that year, all correctly- cancelled. The use of these

stamps in that way was invalid until the following year. In this same section were two examples of

mail sent on Swiss Guarded Trains to Eastern Europe following World War I. Postal Stationery

Cards, Fred said, had been described as "the purest piece of philatelic material" and to illustrate

this he displayed a wide range of "double" cards produced over a period of some sixty years, some

complete, other sheets showing the outward or reply sections only, sometimes with additional

franking depending on where a returned card was coming from, particularly when that country

was not then a member of the U.P.U. A rather poignant section was of Postal History sheets that

our guest had acquired from the collection of a former H.P.S. secretary, the late Mrs. E. J.

Rawnsley, still as she had mounted the items with the accompanying writing. Finally came some

twenty-four sheets of Revenue Stamps of the Municipal Period, displaying not only the vast

variety of designs produced for individual towns but also some of the documents on which they

were used; e.g. a travelling salesman's authority to operate in a particular town and a National

Insurance pension card for a married couple. If it could be taxed, said Fred, the municipality

would do so! It was a most informative and entertaining afternoon and as Tony Hoyle, our

President, said in his vote of thanks it is always a pleasure to welcome Fred Pickard, not only for

what he displays alongwith his detailed knowledge of the subject, but also for the broader

discussion we enjoy on the state of Swiss philately. D.C.

BOTTOM OF THE BARREL yet again so what can 
you contribute to the Newsletter by

Monda
y the 15th of April? See if you can answer a

ny of the queries on page 32.
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London meeting of March 13th

Canton Geneva was the subject for the March meeting of the London Group. There was a
tremendous variety of material on show. Superb postcards of Geneva city included one
showing the two daughters of one of the Julian brothers famous for producing the JJ cards,
and the card had a message written by one of the brothers! There were fiscals for a
hospital tax, a motorbike tax, and many publicity and exhibition labels. The 1932
Disarmament Conference featured with stamps and a particularly fine coloured postcard
specially issued for the event. The buildings of the United Nations appeared on displayed
stamps as well as postcards, and of course there was a display of the stamps overprinted for
those offices. Any Geneva collection has to have material related to the Escalade and a
splendid array was shown. The eleven members present had a great evening. JAC

41111W
-
	amArrw.,

An answer and a further query about the illustrated postcard shown on page 92 of
the December Newsletter 2001. The card was published by 0 Chaubert Gamboni, Lausanne.
It showed three men dressed for mountain walking or 0AI:thing, one of whom could be
from Bavaria from his hat. The text read "Konvoitise. -Tire gue ce bays sera a nous
guand on foudra!" Edward P Manley of New York sent a copy to his cousin in Switzerland
who has provided the following translation: The language they are speaking is French
with a heavy German accent. Konvoitise Gr. = Convoitise Fr. = Covetousness E.
The text reads: Tire gue ce bays sera a nous guand on foudra! Gr.

Dire que ce pays sera a nous quand on voudra! Fr.
Say, this country will be ours when we want it! E.

Now it would be interesting to know who the three men were. When was the card issued?
Is it something to do with the First World War? As it was published in Lausanne then
was it a warning to the Swiss that they were at risk of invasion? We have got this
far so now see if you can supply more information.

CONGRATULATIONS to Bill Straw who was awarded the New Forest PhilateliocSociety's
Foreign Cup at their annual Competition Night for his entry of Swiss Revenues.

1943 Centenary of Swiss Stamps John Cordingley
I have a fair number of postal items that have been cancelled with the special
strike for the 1943 National Stamp Show in Zürich. The PEN cancellation
catalogue lists two different strikes. A rubber based one (my translation) was
in use from February 26 to March 7, whilst a metal strike was in use from
February 27 to March 7. It would seem then that any item cancelled February
26 would have been done by the rubber version. Any cancelled subsequently
by either.
All mine dated February 27 and later look essentially the same to me. I must
be missing something.
Has any member any idea how to distinguish these strikes?
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the SP has revealed the figures from an 
extensive survey made in 2001 on the

speed of delivery of normal letters in Switze
rland, namely that A letters were deliv-

ered the next day in 97.6% of the sample 72 
000 items; for the 39 000 B letters in the

survey 98.4% were delivered within 3 working 
days, as guaranteed. This study has

been carried out every year since 1996 by an 
independent institute. The latest results

are the best so far for Switzerland, and prob
ably in the world. What is not said is

that "before breakfast" deliveries have never
 been a feature of Swiss life. Our post-

man usually makes it before noon. Afternoon d
eliveries faded away in the sixties

when staff was difficult to find. Also not me
ntioned is that the latest collection

times are now much earlier, often in the morn
ing in small villages.

- that on the 15th of January 2002 the first SF
S counter label-issuing machines were

converted from red to blue ink. The quality o
f the impression is still low, but blue

can apparently be read more easily than red. 
There are about 1500 of these Frama

machines in use, from the big POs down to the
 medium size ones. There are now three

versions in use, as shown below from 4018 Gun
deldingen,where, accidently, each of

three counters has a different version. Figur
e 1 with four digits in the value frame

and V/18 below (V for the 5th Postal District
, "18" is the 18th machine in that

District). Figure 2 is the newer machine with
 the five-digit value, and figure 3 is

the latest version with no machine number at 
all; the Postal Districts having been

abolished in the new POST. These FD labels we
re supplied by Marcus Seitz of Luzern,

the leading dealer and source of information 
for Frama labels and other things.

- that also supplied by Seitz are figures 4, 5 
& 6, the latest counter versions of

labels for letters in the three different lan
guage areas. The old text was Frankatur,

now FRAMA-Bezug in bar which means nothin
g in any language, it will change unannounced

.

- that in 1927 three printers were used for one
 stamp issue, the PJ on the 1st of

December, to try out three different methods 
of printing (see the "Zumstein Special-

ized" for details). Occasionally two printers
 have been used, in fact for many of the

PJ and PP issues. Now we have four printers, 
in four different countries, for the

four issues of 12.3.02. Figure 7 shows top le
ft one of the pair printed by the machine

in Bern, due for scrapping quite soon; top ri
ght from the miniature sheet of 16 stamps

for the Expo 02 printed by Questa in the UK; 
bottom right the first Swiss hologram

stamp printed by the specialist firm Cartor i
n France; bottom left an example from

the set of four stamps printed by Enschede in
 The Netherlands for 100 years of the

SBB/CFF. This will be the pattern in the futu
re, perhaps we will have five different

printers soon. I will try to keep up; what is
 the gum, how are the perforations made....

- that the excellent Christmas stamp by Bernade
tte Baltis for 2001 has been discovered

with the "Golden Twigs" error during printing
. The green is slightly too low and the

blue is slightly too high in relation to the 
yellow. This was discovered very early,

so that FDCs could be made with the normal an
d "defective" stamp in time. Today they

are offered for sale @ CHF 195.- each; only 1
50 known on cover!
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AS YET UNANSWERED QUERIES (the date of the query is shown as (year/page) of the HNL

To have a better understanding of the rates charged for the post over the years a

relationship has to be found with a common item still in use today. Can any economist

suggest something suitable? (93/70)
Mier .

made 964 cancellers for the British Army from December 1887 to July 1915. Any

information on these please to Michael Rutherfoord. (93/79)

The British Army received 1566 cancellers, not 964. Does anyone have an up-to-date

address for the "Forces Postal History Society" or its Secretary? (93/87)

Mier made a cds for "Department of the Reporter on the Products of India" in 1869.

Who or what was this? (94/7)

Zffrich Post Office used 20c No. 358L coil stamps for postage dues in May 1966 and only

"49 are known". There must be more than this on a roll. Have you one? (94/13)

Another Gluier canceller for A Arbenz in Birmingham in 1879. Can anyone check the

archives in Birmingham to see who he was? (94/23)

Have you seen a cds of "Schilbelbach" of around 1893 with a double outer ring? (94/40)

Undercover mail addresses in Switzerland; can you help with a list? (94/50)

On the 15th of December 1995 28 tonnes of French mail was "processed" in the Geneva

Montbrillant PO as there was a strike in France. Have you seen any covers? (96/5)

Straightline cancellations on TPO covers - were these applied by the station staff or

were a full set of cancellers carried in every wagon? (96/32)

Reply paid postcards produced by the YHA and used in 1962. A swiss cancel on a GB

stamp on the reply„shown on p 20, March 1997. Can you help? (97/20)

Soldier stamps used as "fiscals" on Army notices. Have you any further information

other than the one shown on p 18, March 1997? (97/18)

C K Karsten asked how to tell the difference between used copies of the 10c stamps

Z No. 595H1 and 595H2 - all a question of 'gum'? (98/93)

The Evangelists issues, Z Nos 381-4 are on paper with blue and red fibres, but put

them under a UV lamp and there appear to be tiny red granules which "sparkle" in

the paper pulp. Have you seen these and can explain what they are? (98/93)

Forgery of the 40c stamp for the Geneva Escalade, 1977 Z No. 598; printed offset not

recess and perf 111 not llt. Is there a copy in your collection? (98/96)

1947 Swiss Railway Centenary- - John Cordingley

Trying to find some colourful material for a display at the local philatelic society I decided to pull out all
the material I had for the 1947 Swiss Railway Centenary. There were the usual covers with the special
hand cancellations. You do have them both don't you'? One has BADEN-ZURICH at the bottom right
and the other ZURICH - BADEN!

I found several sets of the stamps on leaflets and cancelled with MPO cds for events centred in ZURICH.
There was an interesting Nachnahme cover to Sweden with two complete sets of stamps and an even
more intriguing tie-on luggage label, again with a complete set of stamps. But precious little else - one
mangled postcard with a 20c value (promptly binned), and a machine cancelled envelope with the 30c.
Looking at that envelope rang some sort of bell in my head - wasn't there a special machine cancellation
for this event'? The catalogue showed that there was, and it is illustrated below. After a further hunt
through all my likely and unlikely hiding places I came
to the conclusion that I didn't have a copy. Pleas for
help brought one to light, and also a note about this 
cancellation from Michael Rutherfoord - machine .C.1..-L. 1 10 . '4. Mir ..-Viiill _
cancellation collectors seemed to have one copy but no  s - . •=it,..!"-

‘ 
-\ U W

:71 4
T ..s0110.-v.- .

duplicates, and as for the cancellation on the 'right'  ,1-,,e-id1/4.'-‘.\\ CLem.
stamps 1 This cancellation could be quite elusive! ' '/Ift'.\\\\ --; (---

-.

The first rail service about which this series of stamps rte 13110ENFAHRT 9:20.V111.1947..\

7 ,.,... NELVE- I ,.

was issued is often referred to as the Spanisch Broth ----__.---

Bahn (Spanish Roll Railway). The story being that
that this was the name given to the line when the good citizens of Zurich found that they could get
their morning delicacy baked in Baden earlier now that it was delivered by rail rather than by road.
Michael thought that he had once read that no evidence could be found for the nickname being used at
the time and wondered if all this was a 20th Century PR exercise!

Michael has added comment on the cancellation piece that I now have. The cancellation was in use
only in Baden from 1.7.47 to 17.8.47 and mine is dated 7.8.47. The franking is on a 3c stamp, which
was the rate from 1928 to 1946 for a minimum of 50 items of printed matter - a reduced rate from Sc. If
you have any machine cancellations from this period could you please check if those on the 3c stamp
are outside the period 1928-46. Photocopies or a note to the Editor would be appreciated.

Further details are given in "Focus on stamps" issue No. 1 of 1997.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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TOY STANDING HELVETIA STAMPS

Stanley Weber has sent this cover

with 25c blue and 50c green toy

stamps. He asks "when, where, aud

by whom were they printed?" Has any

one any information on them and

are there different values and

colours? Any information to the

Editor for publication.

(Similar items have been seen in

childrens 'Post office
r sets here

some 50 years ago.)
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BISECTS OR ? from Allan Young

This is on a commercial postcard sent by the
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Banque Populaire Suisse in Geneva to London.
CD. 18-i

p ...7 i NIT R LE

The 5c Tell-boy (Z 170) has the top cut off.
1 I 6, • I9 ii • ,

e
Is this a bisect for a 2ic rate or was it

<0&1931-.)
40% d

/'sr,==.1c1 entrelr. 7-7-7--- ...._
an accident that slipped through the system? ' Ltxl

What were the regulations about cut stamps?
. .

THREE METER MARKS from Derrick Slate, who would like an 
explanation about them, please.
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CASE POSTALE 120

ARRANGEMENTS ARE WELL IN HAND FOR THE NEXT MEETING OF THE WESSEX GROUP.
in Salisbury on Saturday May 11th, at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road,
near the railway station. Start at 10.30 a.m. with coffee & biscuits.
Werner Gattiker will have his 'table' from 10 a.m.

David Hope will give a presentation on "Swiss Railways" in the morning
followed by a lunch break. The afternoon display will be of the UPU
by John Mitchell. Members may like to bring a few sheets on the two
World Wars to put up during lunch. Please let Don Symonds know if you
will be there to arrange the catering - 01 202 88 36 09. Do come along
and have an enjoyable day with fellow members. Finish app. 4.45 p.m.

WAS

A PLEA FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY

When forwarding the Packet do make sure that your name a
nd address are on the outside.

It does help the post office to return it to someone i
f it ends up in the "dead

letter office" looking for a home! It also helps if you 
put stamps on the envelopes

with your remittance slips as the post office charge 50p f
or underpaid letters now.

HEW PHIL 9110C: NIANTSL I 55th year No5 	pp 33-40 I London May 2002 I 151W0951-0001
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (continued from p 2, Jan. 2002) D Ripley

Part 3: To and from Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.

During the pre-war years the posts were very efficient in Europe, even postcards

from Switzerland to France if posted overnight stood a fair chance of being delivered

next day. Most mail across Europe was carried by rail; airmail was still expensive and

was not 100% reliable, bad weather could cause delays of days.

When war broke out the PTT contacted Postal authorities across Europe; arrangements

were made for mail to travel where possible avoiding France and Germany. This in some

cases increased the journey times, especially as Germany had annexed Austria. Consider-

able amounts of mail were routed via Italy for the Balkans, Greece, Turkey and the

Middle East; airmail became more attractive to commercial users. This was a period

of change. Thomas H Boyd Jr. in his Airmail Operations during World War II lists many

airline services both before the Germans occupied most of central Europe and after;

how many of these carried mail to and from Switzerland is open to conjecture. With

some covers I have been able to correlate the dates that flights took place with the

cancellations; in other cases where letters were censored helps to decide the route.

The PTT issued notices throughout the war indicating changes as to the types of

mail that could be accepted for other European destinations and as to the routes it

would take. An example is the PTA 45 of 1942 dealing with correspondence to occupied

France; important business correspondence could be dispatched at the sender's risk,

whereas in PTA 119 of 1942 it states that these dispatches were now inadmissable

until further notice, only un-registered important business correspondence to occupied

France was permissible; private correspondence was not permitted.

The PTT also had to monitor the progress of the German battle fronts. In 1941 and

early 1942 mail to the "northlands" was sent via the Sassnitz to Trelleborg route.

A PTA in late 1942 states that due to suspension of that route postal items for Sweden

are now via Denmark; for Finland via Denmark and Sweden; postal items for Norway

would go by sea from Hamburg or via Denmark and Sweden.
Following the German occupation of large parts of eastern Europe Deutsche Lufthansa

established a number of routes all of which could handle mail; several connected with

the Swissair Zffrich-Stuttgart service or, where censored in Vienna, continued its

journey into Switzerland by rail. A considerable amount of mail from Switzerland was,

after censoring by the Germans, flown to several major European destinations. These

services were firmly established by early 1942. Surface and air mail was accepted

for other neutral countries such as, Sweden, Spain and Portugal for most of the period,

whereas surface and air mail for occupied countries was on a hit-and-miss basis.

The following examples show how the mail was handled at different stages of the war.

The censor locations mentioned are the ones designated to deal with mall to or from
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5. Ascona to Holland 13.X.42

censored in Munich.
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2. Geneve to Tunis 13.XII.1939

franked surface rate. Censored

by French in Tunisia - VA prefix

to censor number. Tunis arrival

mark R.P.17.12.39. Probable

route rail to Marseilles,daily

ferry to Tunis. Route in use

until Italy entered the war

and Vichy French controlled Tunis.

Service was spasmodic due to

Allies guarding convoys to

Egypt and Malta.

4
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Monsieur A. Martinier

r, e de Lesseps

B - MAIL TO BELGIUM & HOLLAND
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2D.Tea. ;4-eA Censor points Munich(d) & Frankfurt(e).

3. Lugano to Belgium 15.VI.43

77. surface rate Munich censor

'209769' on cover & each page

for matching and censor number

3144.

1 .
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, at foot of each page.
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4. ZUrich to Brussels 9.IV.45
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via Lyon (1) for the southern

area.
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D - MAIL TO FRANCE

From 1940 to 1944 Vichy were
responsible for the southern
zone. Mail to northern France
went via Cologne, censored in

!

9. Morges to Ornans 28.V.45
franked surface rate.Censored
in Lille by the French.
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C - MAIL TO DENMARK

6. PS card Lugano to Copenhagen
23.V111.42 franked 20c surface
rate.Censored in Frankfurt.

7. Clarens to Copenhagen 25.1
franked airmail rate. Two Mun
censor numbers, 3680, 8606, r
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E - MAIL TO GERMANY

Normally censored in Frankfurt.

10. Lausanne to Berlin 28.IV.40.

Frankfurt censor, also censored

mail for southern France and

South America. Machine cut tape

tied with handstamp, large.
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Northern Group Meeting. The 6th April saw the final gathering of this group for the current
season with the A.G.M. followed by the Annual Competition. This combination came about
during the previous season due to the disruption of that programme owing to circumstances
outside our control. It was deemed to be so successful that a decision was taken to continue with
this pattern. Fortunately, this season has seen no disturbances to the meetings but the combining
of the two events mentioned above meant that, to our advantage, an extra "display afternoon"
could be fitted into the programme. Again, on the positive side and for the second year in
succession there has been a small, but pleasing increase in the average attendance at meetings .....
but always with room for more! The Group is always well catered for at Centenary House in
Leeds, with a warm, comfortable room and facilities for the provision of refreshments. As always,
the standard of displays throughout the season was varied and of a high standard, the Chairman,
David Whitworth, thanking members for their contributions. The usual business of the A.G.M.
took its natural course. I don't suppose there will have been many occasions in the life of the
Northern Group (or the Yorkshire-Lancashire Group as it was once known) when the President of
the Helvetia Philatelic Society has also been Chairman of this regional branch. But that will the
case next season when Tony Hoyle will hold that office, celebrating 50 years with Helvetia! Look
out for more when the new programme becomes available.
Then it was competition time with the usual five categories of Philatelic, Postal History, Postal
Stationery, Thematic and Aerophilatelic. Entries were made in all sections but, again, always with
room for more. Being a democratic group, all attending participated in the voting with the
"Highsted Cup" being presented to D. Cairns for his aerophilatelic entry "Out of Diibendorr ,
whilst a philatelic entry "The 5 Rappen Strubel" by C. Dry gained him the "Moore Bowl". So
ended a most enjoyable season of good company with colourful, informative and sometimes
controversial displays. Here's to the next time. See you in September! D.C.

London Meeting, Wednesday 10th April 2002 - Annual Competitions. Before
 the main

meeting the Society's WebMaster, Bob Medland, announced that the Society now had 
a

web site live on the Internet, accessed by keying www.swiss-stamps.org.uk .

The low number of competition entries was disappointing: three for the Silver Cup

and only one for the Moore Trophy. After the members present had given marks for 
the

entries, the Society's Silver Cup was awarded to Don Dixie for an excellent study
 of

the 1905-1907 Standing Helvetia 20c value on white paper. The runner-up, Ken Reeve
s,

had posted from Swansea his entry "The Development of Swiss Airmail Services betw
een

1919 and 1944". He will be presented with a stock book at the Salisbury meeting i
n

May. The other entry was "Swiss Printed Postcards from 1874 to 1907". The sole po
stal

history entry, submitted by Derrick Slate, "The Red Cross Tracing Service in the

First World War" was an interesting study of a little-known subject showing the s
pecial

labels used, many of them on cover. It was agreed to be worthy of the award of th
e

Moore Trophy, so Derrick retains this for a further year.

There was then a review of the possible subjects for the following year's programm
e,

and the meeting concluded with two short displays: "Swiss Gorges" on postcards an
d

stamps by Eric Lienhard and "Swiss Soldier Cards for Military Mail in the First

World War" by Derrick Slate.
C P M

SALISBURY NATIONAL MEETING 2002 FINAL REMINDER

The Chairman looks forward to welcoming many members at the Society's Third Salis
bury

National Meeting organised by the Wessex Group and taking place at the Clovelly Ho
tel,

Mill Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire on Saturday the 11th of May 2002.
C P M

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

http://wwvv.igstamps.com  
1000's of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.

I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

Fax 01423 564210 E Mailadminhueiostamos.com 

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
http://Mailadminhueiostamos.com
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- that the Federal Council has accelerated the liberalization of the SP and announce
d

a suggested plan for the next 4-5 years. In 2003 the monopoly of the packet post w
ould

be lowered from the present 2 kg to 350 g, and then in 2006 down to 100 g. This

latter step would affect the letter post especially, as the present level is at 1 
kg,

although only 10% of letters are heavier than 100.g. It is likely that future coun
ter

computers will not be able to accept stamps at all. This would mean that 90% of

present letters would be a single weight step for either A or B post only, ie, no 
new

issues needed. This would leave the Philatelic Bureaux as a supplier only of souve
nirs

having very little postal use. Who is the winner in this upheaval?

- that the small sheet issued on 12.3.02 for the EXPO 02 National Exposition, 16 70c

stamps is almost a caricature of how a clever graphic artist can produce something

which means very little to anyone. I believe that each of the four basic stamps

represents one of the four main exhibits, at Biel, Murten, Neuchatel and Yverdon, 
if

my magnifying glass is correctly adjusted. The one for Marten alone will cause so
me

headaches. You will need three normal sheets to produce at least one of each of th
e

five different blocks of four, each on a FDC, one for each opening day, and the ce
ntre

block for the last day, cancelled at the place you liked best.

- that I liked the article in Focus on stamps 1/02 about Swiss Railways, just the

trigger to start someone off in a very interesting area, with many branch lines.

- that figure 1 shows a facet of modern buzz word "Globalisation". The Dutch branch 
of

a USA firm has advertising matter printed in Germany where the bulk mail postmark 
is

applied, with an address in Basel. This might have been sent only to addresses in

Switzerland, or to anywhere else in the world. The impression has been applied by
 a

business franking machine in blue (the German 'standard') with the typical dater die

nameless, but with the place of dispatch and PP on the right, and with the sender
's

code "048 SNL" as return address for non-deliverable items in Switzerland.

- that figure 2 is a new SP flag cancel, ie, the "A" used to be higher, between the

two lines, in black as is usual for cancelling machines of the SP. The use of the
 word

"Priority" indicates that international use has been acknowledged. In Switzerland 
the

"A" alone would be sufficient.
- that another bulk-mailing curiosity is shown in figure 3 - "8008 Zffrich 15.03.2002

".

There is no PO for 8008, that is only a collective number for letters being deliv
ered

in the inner city, pre-sorted for the postman. The date is not given today in four

digits. There are similar cancellations in black, made by private firms, but thes
e

carry a number such as VIII/12. Is this perfectly printed cancel a new system of 
the

SP itself? Do they print advertising matter digitally from an electronic original,

place it in the envelope, stick on a bulk rate stamp (50c in this case), then 'flat-bed'

cancel it at a moderate speed? Similar services may exist in Luzern and Winterthur
.

- that the 'Goebel' printing machine put into service by the PTT in 1985 (Z 725/6)

has now been sold to the Chinese, when, it istaken out of Swiss service in June
 2002.

Will the SP buy some of their stamps from the Chinese one day? - „0.171757:,._
--Rockwell Automation B.V.-

PO. Box 160 7"----\\
2900 AD CapeIle aid lissel

The Netherlands 2ii. 1. 02 1
/

2 12S; V i IS Dee"
' lb NIA-Bradley

---_,..----

SW irs....-...

-I
P.P. CH-4002

Fin
048 S

P°
02 Basel A-PRIORITY (
M. -- —

Figure 2

You will find details of the society ana wno we are,

the current year's programme of events, Details of our .

extensive library (available to members only) plus

hyperlinks to websites of other societies, dealers in

Swiss philately and others.
Please let us know what you think of it so far by

e-mailing Bob Medland (e-mail address on the website).

The American Helvetia Phil-
atelic Society can be found
at: www.swiss-stamps.org
where a member's exhibit
gives an overview of many
aspects of Swiss philately.
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WANTED - Do any fellow members have fine used copies of the followin
g for sale?

1878 Postage Dues on Ordinary Paper

5a 10c blue shade; 7a 50c blue shade; 7IIaN 50c blue sh
ade; 5IIcN 10c ultramarine shade;

7IION 50c ultramarine shade.

1936-50 Pairs With Inter-Space - S47z 5: 5c blue-gree
n (202z)

For the United Nations Geneva Office

1974 New ILO Building Geneva - FDC 6.5.1974 (Nos 37 & 3
8).

1974 Brazilian Peace_ Mural FDC 6.5.1974 (Nos 41 & 42)

1985 40th Anniversary of the United Nations in Miniatu
re Sheet - 135 I 50c Imperf

136 I 70c Imperf
137 Miniature Sheet

also FDC 26.6.1985 (Nos 138 & 139)

1985 Child Survival - 139 fr1.20 multicoloured and FDC 
22.11 1985 (Nos 138 & 139).

Offers to Rene Dee at Flat 11, 13 Chichester Terrace, B
RIGHTON BN2 1FG, East Sussex.

Answers to three of the queries on page 32 last month, 
only 12 more to answer!

An additional undercover address of WWII to those give
n in the booklet by Charles R

Entwistle - Herrn Alfred Schwarzebaum, Av. Villamont 23
, Lausanne (from C K Karsten).

The Secretary of the "Forces Postal History Society" i
s M Dobbs, 52 Leamington Ave,

Bromley, Kent BR1 5BL.

In the Swiss TPO "Bible", the Zumstein- /Miler "Bahnpo
ststempel" of 1977, it is stated

that each TPO had a set of cancellers for every stop o
n that line. This was to Check

the postage to see if it was in line with the 10 km li
mit of the local post rate, and

also to help in returning non-deliverable items. (From
 D Houtris & M Rutherfoord.)

11

 This raises the questions as to how do you tell the d
ifference between "Train No.",

"Route No." and "TPO No." during the various periods? S
omeone must know!

WHAT IS THE ADDRESS? A neat solution. 

The sender lived in the small village

of Oberdorf, and did not have the

address of Ing.(Engineer) G Andreoli,

who apparently invented the Epidia-

scope, and made it under the trade

name "Epistar". The sender knowingly

overfranked with 50c of PJ stamps

(cancelled 22.V.51, a week before

they were invalidated). The rate was

20c inland & 30c foreign. By knowing

Andreoli was Italian, he sent the

letter to Lugano asking the Post-

master to please forward it; this he

did, to Grenchen (SO). Somewhere the

label "Delayed, insufficient address"

was added, catalogued 'rare' and a'

late use as it was printed in 1921

as PTT no.537.1.

1934 Disarmament Conference, GENÈVE John Cordingley
_ _

Until a small Registered cover came my way. I always thought of the 1932

Conference as being the ONLY Disarmament Conference of the 1930s. After all f..“ e
hadn't the PTT issued 2 sets of stamps for this?
Now looking again at the PEN cancellation catalogue I find that the special circular  Z'

date stamp used for the 1932 Conference had been used again - in 1934, but onl
y : V. 34- 16 I

one date 31.V.32. is listed.
0

The cover I have is addressed to England and has a very clear Conference cds
NEW,

dated 29.V.34 16 with the same cds on the stamps. This is almost certainly a e-fterait /

philatelic cover but it has gone through the regular mail channels with a good

GENEVE AVIATION cds dated 30.V.34-8 and on the reverse a faint oval Registered

cancellation for KINGSTON ON THAMES, SURREY and dated 30 MY 34.

So yet another query for members. For what range of dates was this canceller in use in 1934?

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
zrova Rortretaranhics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB
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WHEN IS A POSTCARD NOT A POSTCARD? M Mantell

I found two of these items within a few weeks of each

other. Was there a minimum size for postal items?
If so, do these comply? They were printed in Basel
by Gebr. Metz Kunstverlag-Anstalt, in a blue ink.
This one is numbered 14007 and the other 14008 so
there may be others in the 'series'. Under the
cancel can be seen " Drucksache" and not the usual
"Postkarte" and "Carte Postale". Comments to the
Editor, and copies of others - even smaller?
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Business reply card with
two machine labels as a

, due? A 90c & a 50c to make
what rate and why? Page 47
for an explanation.
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II ( contd Irom p 37, May 2002) D Ripley

F - MAIL TO ITALY AND EASTERN EUROPE

Italy censored mail at various locations but t when Italy changed sides and declared

war on Germany on the 13th of October 1943, the Germans disarmed the Italians and an

office for censoring mail was opened in Milan; this was a sub-office to Munich and

used the code letter 'd'. Mail for eastern Europe was scheduled to be censored in

Vienna using code 'g', with a sub-office in Belgrade.
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15. Zffrich to Slovakia 12.VII.42
franked 60c registered. Slovakia
censor label; they had full auton-
omy since the Germans invaded
in October 1938.
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G - MAIL FROM TURKEY & MIDDLE EAST

Up to October 1943 mail could go across Eastern Europe or via Italy.

17. Amman to Geneve in 1943.
Censor B-43 (applied in Jordan?)

No airmail service so sent via
Lydda, Palestine, then BOAC to
Adana, Turkey, then by Devlet
Hava Yallari (DRY) to Istanbul,
from where LARES flew to Milan.
Sent on to Switzerland by rail.
No route marks, backstamps or
German censor marks such as the
Vienna censor, seem to indicate

the LARES route.

PETRA OPTICAL & PHOTO HOUSE
P. O. B. 388
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18. Istanbul to &trick 1944.
German censor in Vienna. Most
likely carried on German Air-
line K107 service Istanbul -
Berlin which was via Vienna
where all Turkish mail was
censored; Swiss mail sent on
by rail.

MAIL OUT TO IRAN 7 Geneve to Teheran 9.VII.42. Istanbul transit mark for 16.7.42.

Anglo-Soviet-Persian censorship cachet No. 11. Opened by the Censorship Office

the—P-aper seal, also Russian cachet. Arrival cancel 31.VII.42.
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H- MAIL TO NEUTRAL COUNTRIES

Mail to Spain & Portugal took the same route as UK & Americas mail and was not
normally censored. Swedish mail was normally censored in Berlin (code b).

19. Olten to Valencia 13.111.44.
Backstamps of Madrid 6.1V.44,
3 weeks later, and Valencia for
8.1V.44

20. Wrich to Stockholm 1.111.43.
Censored in Berlin. Philatelic
item for 100 Years of Swiss stamps.
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POST-WAR CENSORSHIP

Lausanne to Berlin 24.V11.46.
Opened by US Civil Censorship
as a check on any suspect "War
Criminals" in hiding in the
neutral countries. Also to
see if any large holding of
money or gold had been salted
away during the war.



Speisefettwerke

AG. GATTIKER &
Rapperswil (St.G.) DATUM DES POSTSTEMPELS

Sehrgeehrter
Marken-Freund!

Wir dankeri Ihnen verbind-
lich far die uns eingesandten
NUSSGOLD-Marken, far die
wir Ihnen den beiliegenden
sch6nenMarkensatzaber-
reichen.
Wir hoffen gerne, red-A bald
wieder Gelegenheit zu ha-
ben, Ihnen gegen zehn
NUSSGOLD -Marken eine
weitere von den vielen schö-
nen P'aulien-Serien senden
zu können.

Mit freundlichen Grassen

Tres cher
ami-collectionneur,

Nous vous remercions bien
sincérement pour votre en-
voi de timbres NUSSGOLD
et nous nous faisons un plai-
sir de vous remettre ci-jointe,
une belle série de timbres-
poste.
Nous espérons avoir bientot
de nouveau roccasion de
vous envoyer une autre
belle série-prime, contre
renvoi de dix timbres NUSS-
GOLD et vous présentons
nos bien cordiales saluta-
tions.

OF-IrrilrirrnerV,Irlirl."11
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MORE FOOD FOR THOUGHT John Neukom

The link between chocolate and philately (Newsletter 02/26) brings to mind a venture around

70 years ago by the firm of AG. Gattiker & Cie, a manufacturer of cooking fat in Rapperswil.

All the rage at that time were cigarette cards and other giveaways to appeal to the youngsters.

So the enterprising Swiss cooking fat manufacturer launched tokens with their brand

Nussgold and these tokens were exchangeable for what was described as "a beautiful set of

stamps", supplied hinge-mounted in a neat little folder. Evidently a range of different sets

was available, the token collector being lured on to find out what next mi ght be forthcoming.

The only sample to hand is of
ten mint Spanish stamps
commemorating the centenary
of Goya's death, the issue of
these in 1930 providing the clue
for the time of this venture.
Presumably other so-called
"sets" were from other countries
but probably to the exclusion of
anything Swiss for being either
too expensive, if dated, or too
familiar and lacking excitement,
if affordable.

Not only was the Nussgold
brand being promoted but also
an interest in stamp collecting:
The recipient was given helpful
hints printed on the folder, such
as on how to deal with stamps,
particularly those unused, which
have become stuck together;
one is told (translating from the
German) to hold them long
enough over steam for them to be gently releasable from one another, whereupon they should

be laid to dry, face downwards, on a clean cloth or blotting paper. The assurance is given

that, when treated in this way, the gum remains sound.

Open to speculation is how much the promotion succeeded, how long it continued, and

whether for anybody it was the start of lifelong philatelic pursuits. But no speculation is

needed on the resemblance of the firm's name to that of a widely known HPS member:

enquiries some years ago elicited a disclaimer of any connection!

DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF ZUMSTEIN No. 859 that looks like this?
M Mantell

The illustration shows the 1994 1,80fr stamp

issued for the 50th anniversary of the

International Civil Aviation Organisation.

There is a very large cloud above the globe

and several smaller ones around it. Are

these flaws only a random printing error?

How do they occur on modern stamps?
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LONDON GROUP MEETING 8th May - The annual "Odds & Ends" event again produced much
 of

interest. Among the Ticino items shown by Bob Johnson were a telegram from Airolo
 to

Faido, apparently sent by post as there was a special imprint on the envelope to 
that

effect, and a 1931 slogan cancellation announcing a reduction on the inter-urban 
tele-

phone rates, with a spelling mistake in the Italian text. He also showed a mint c
or-

ner block with printer's imprint of four se-tenant subjects from the 1913 Militar
y

Aviation Fund sheet of labels. John Mitchell gave a foretaste of his 1900 UPU dis
play

to be given at Salisbury with examples of each stamp from the three printings on

cover, and also usage of the postal stationery cards. The Chairman showed some of
 the

labels produced by the Grieder Silk Company of Zürich, probably in the first deca
de

of the 20th century, with a plea for more information. Bob Medland had some feder
al

classic stamps with queries on their provenance. A private postal stationery lett
er

sheet, issued in 1908, which unfolded to show a large number of advertisements wa
s

shown by Douglas Houtris (see p81 of the Newsletter, November 1999). The Vice-Cha
ir-

man, Eric Lienhard, continued the previous month's theme "T" with telegraph stamp
s,

territorial army soldier stamps, and a selection of cards showing the military "T
op

Brass". He concluded with a display of cards and publicity material issued by the

various Swiss chocolate companies to back up points made in his article in the Ma
y

Newsletter. This most enjoyable evening was a fitting conclusion to the current

season. C P M

WESSEX GROUP - Salisbury National Meeting 11th May - Twenty-two members were welc
omed

by the Society's Chairman Claude Mistely. Before the main meeting Bob Medland gav
e

a short presentation on the Society's connection on the Internet. Ken Reeves was

presented with his prize as runner-up in the Society's Cup Competition held in Ap
ril

with his entry "Air Mail Services".

The first speaker, David Hope from the Northern Group, had a fascinating array of

material on "Aspects of Swiss Railways" that was to become a pictorial journey th
rough

Switzerland better than any "Cook's Tour". No less than thirteen routes were cove
red;

notable items were a St. Moritz station cancel on an Airmail Express cover to Wan
dbeck,

Germany, Pontresina station cancels, 75th and Centenary cancellations, and an arr
ay

of pre-1900 and modern colour-photo cards. As the Chairman remarked in his vote o
f

thanks, David had brought together some unique earlier philatelic gems with much

lesser-known modern material. During the lunch break members put up displays of

soldier stamps and their origins, military and internee mail, postcards depicting

confrontations, and Commanding Officers, all relating to the chosen theme "Swiss
 Wars".

The afternoon session was John Mitchell's presentation of "Some Interesting 1900

UPU Covers and Cards" - three stamps, printed from three plates, and with a scarc
ity

arising from their short period of postal validity. Among the many items were the

unique Shanghai local post cancels on mail to China, cards to unlikely destinatio
ns

such as Palestine, Romania, Russia, and Syria, Missionary mail - the 'Bulawayo' 
cover,

the 5c used as a postage due on cover with a 'T' mark, the card to Jerusalem (the
n .

under Turkish rule) with a Jerusalem cancel and a German mark as well (why?). For
geries

do exist, printed on authentic paper with control mark. We were privileged to see

such items. The Chairman, in thanking John for his superb display, reminded us th
at

here was probably the finest assembly of UPUs known, introduced by a connoisseur 
and

acclaimed expert in the field.
So we have memories of a wonderful day in good company and Werner Gattiker offeri

ng

his stock of tempting 'goodies'. Here's to the next time - Salisbury all day meet
ing

on May 17th 2003 and an afternoon meeting on November 9th 2002 - put the dates in

your diary now. Further details in the Newsletter.
W A S

The Federation of Swiss Societies in the United Kingdom (FOSSUK) are sponsoring a

special handstamp incorporating the flags of Switzerland and Scotland together wi
th

the Eiger and Ben Nevis. The year 2002 has been declared the "Year of the Mountai
n"

and FOSSUK have organized a conference on the 8th of June in Inverness to celebra
te

the "Dialogue across Mountains". Special covers featuring Wilhelm Tell and Willia
m

Wallace along with the Eiger and Ben nvis will have a Scottish 1st Class "
Lion

Rampant" stamp cancelled with the special handstamp. The covers are available fro
m:

West of Scotland Swiss Club, 42 Falkland St. Glasgow G12 9QY @ £5.50 inc. p & p.

A limited number will be signed by the Swiss Ambassador and the Provost of the Ci
ty

of Glasgow - price £7-.

Just to remind you that the Society website address is: www.swiss-stamps.org.uk

The Editor still likes to receive contributions for the Newsletter though - pleas
e:
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that I wonder how many collectors remember that 60 or so year
s ago the import and

export of stamps for collection purposes was strictly control
led. This I have just

learnt from PTA No. 65 of 8th May 1944. There it is stated th
at all such deliveries

had to be addressed to the recipient in the UK, but sent c/o Bri
tish Philatelic Assoc.,

3 Berners Street, London Wl. Was this to stop Nazi propaganda st
amps coming in?

- that it took me some time to find out what was going on with 
the Business Reply card

shown on the first page this month. Usually the correct norma
l postage is charged per

item at the recipient's PO, via his postal account. In this c
ase 100s of such cards

were all individually taxed with a 90c and a 50c machine label (wh
ere did they come

from? Was it the Hospital machine? Why not use the tax machin
e in the PO?). It seems

that the recipient had not taken out a licence to use this se
rvice, for only a few

francs, before sending them to his correspondents. Therefore 
each returned card was

taxed at the normal 90c rate, plus 50c for an unfranked item.
 Rather expensive.

- that in a recent SBZ a 'problem' WWII censored cover from Swi
tzerland to Germany

was discussed, as the Swiss franking machine impression lay o
ver the German censor

label. At the recent AGM of the Swiss Postal History Society 
(SVPG) Georges Schild

very neatly gave the answer. At that time the German censors 
were using Transparent

tape for their labels! On p37 of the May Newsletter Mr Ripley shows the same in his

figure 11, I suspect?
- that a new black-on-white self-adhesive label has appeared (b

elow), all in German,

issued by Zffrich's main PO, Sihlpost. The previous 'Damaged i
n the machinery' labels

came in three languages, from Bern. Does every big PO make it
s own DIY labels now?

- that I am sorry not to have enough material to keep you all i
nformed fully on the

new franking machine impressions in blue. Now a helpful bookl
et has been issued, in

Italian, by well-known collector Roberto Di Casola, via Ferri
 29, CH-6900 Lugano:

send him a 5 Euro note if you want to keep up to date. Also c
overed are the 15 types

of red discount impressions, plus the two types used for fore
ign letters, which I

have not yet seen.
- that for the record, Zffrich MLO introduced a British-style co

ding system for letter

sorting, ie, the 4-state code you see every day. For the next
 DYK I hope to be able

to understand it better. First example seen by me was dated 2
3.4.02.

- that last month's question (p33) on cut stamps can be answere
d; not allowed in any

way. It would be too easy to cut off the bit showing the canc
el! However, it came to

mind that there is an exception (see the first page) which
 was explained to me at the

time (August 1970) by the PO in Winterthur. Someone had tried
 to get a 50c stamp from

the vending machine, but the cutter had become out of line wi
th regard to the perfs,

a not uncommon fault. This person then asked at the counter f
or a 'proper stamp',

which was handed over. The 'damaged' stamp was put aside and,
 in time, handed over

to the desk handling 'taxed' letters, where it was unlikely s
omeone would complain.

That to my mind clears up many cases of 'peculiar' stamps bei
ng used for 'postage due'.

- that when the SBB/CFF changes the timetables from winter to s
ummer operation, many

other areas become affected, not only in the PO (toda
y somewhat less). TPOs get the

chop, fur-Instance. According to the Phila News for April, p13, only three lines still

use named cancellers; Brig-Zermatt, Brig-Oberwald "Furkabahn"
 and Chur-St.Moritz-Scuol,

both with inscription "Rhat.Bahn". The editor does not know w
hich, if any, will be

eliminated on the 15th June. It could well be the end of TPOs
 in Switzerland.

- that the SBB/CFF has now made a contract with DHL for the wor
ld-wide distribution

of parcels handed in over some station counters in Switzerlan
d. About 20 will offer

this service by 2003. The cost will be high, but DHL can tell
 you at any time where

your parcel is. This the POs of the world cannot do
, unfortunately. Is this the fault

of the Universal Postal Union?

- that in my article "Swiss Meters and Rates" p19 March Newslet
ter, there is a small

error in the table - please correct as shown below. More abou
t this error in a forth-

coming article. John Cordingley has already found a contradic
tion.

Diese Sendung wurde auf dem L-LETTERS 410km PRINTED MATTER

Transport beschädigt. CARDS
Wir bitten urn Entschuldigung.

Briefzentrum SihIpost
Sortierung Reduced Tariff
8020 Zürich 1 1. 1. 28-31.12.4 b ?1O28213 p p

/

4 

V

1*f 9 #: 0 626

Damaged in the machinery!
:Nillrr•WIAYNATV6, I
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THE SOCIAL HISTORY BEHIND SWISS CHOCOLATE Rene Dee

I was very interested to read the article by Eric Lienhard entitled The Sweet Life,
the reason for this is that my great-great and great-grandfathers on my mother's

side, were renowned confectioners and chocolatiers in Switzerland. Interestingly,

they are not mentioned in Eric's article, nor would it appear that they have been

included in the Federation of Swiss Chocolate Manufacturers historical brochure.

The facts are that my great-great-grandfather was Joseph-Francois Deshusses who

lived 1825-1895 and established a large and important confectionery business in the

Commune of Versoix, 5 miles north of Geneva. This business, known as "Bonbons Deshus",

was established by Joseph in 1852, and later involved his pharmacist educated son in-

law Georges Louis Degallier. Joseph was a confectioner by trade and a Member

of the Universal Academy of Industrial Arts and Sciences and also a Member of the

European Scientific Society. He also distinguished himself in the community by serving

as Mayor of Versoix (spelt Versoy at the time) from 1866-1874 and again from 1878-1892.

He was also a Deputy to the Grand Council of the Canton of Geneva. He was instrumen-

tal in developing the main Quay of Versoix and other major municipal developments.

His prominent grave in Versoix cemetery features a striking bronze relief of his

portrait by the sculptor, E Stuzman. The Avenue Deshusses in Versoix was so named

after him and in his honour.
His confectionery factory was situated at the same location as the "Grape Inn" on

the main Swiss highway. References to its existence and importance are contained in

several historical books on Versoix, among them a book by Marcel Lacroix entitled,

Versoix Genevoise and Histoire de Versoix by Jean-P Ferrier. From the former comes

the following quote given by Louis Delieutraz who was the factory's Chief of Production.

"The production of this enterprise, that assured for more than half a century the

livelihood of a hundred Versoix families, had acquired a reputation that extended to

Egypt and the United States, notably for its mint candies which were magnificently

transparent and which were called 'the kisses'. There were also drops, superb multi-

coloured candies which the women workers, veritable artists, arranged in sometimes

enormous jars that went out to decorate shop windows across the world."

The quality of the confectionery was recognized by several awards, including the

Grand Prize at an exposition in Vienna in 1900. Marie Louis Degallier-Sander who now

lives in Long Beach, California and whose father Charles Degallier (son of Georges

Louis) emigrated to Saskatchewan, Canada in the early 1900s as a homesteader, has

vivid memories of it. Until the mid-1920s she recalls receiving in their remote log

cabin in Margo, wooden boxes containing about six layers of marzipan, bonbons, choco-

late bottles filled with real liquer, hard candies etc. During prohibition, when they

moved to the USA, the American customs confiscated the liquer-filled layer!

For several years before World War II, a second factory in France was in operation.

However, due to various factors, but particularly the onset of the war when export

sales were hit badly, the business went bankrupt and the factory site was taken over

by the town. The building was demolished in 1942 revealing Roman remains beneath the

foundations. In the final stages of its life interest was expressed from Nestle

to buy it, but the family refused to sell.
I have many references of the Degallier-Deshusses families that dominated Versoix

for a century. Their villa, La Brulay, still stands although now in a somewhat

dishevelled state. It was bought by the Karl Faberge
' family following their exile

from Russia after the Revolution and the present owner is the widow of the younger

son of that family. A second street, named chemin Louis Degallier in honour of

Georges Louis Degallier, also exists in Versoix facing La Brulay. This followed his

own service as a Deputy to the Grand Council of the Canton of Geneva from 1892-1895,

and as Mayor of Versoix from 1897-1906 when he oversaw the laying down of the tramline

between Geneva and Versoix and, in 1903, installed municipal water into the town.

I also possess photographic and postal stationery items from this period, but I have

never seen any printed material of the "Bonbons Deshus" factory. Given its inter-

national activity for half a century, some must exist in a collection somewhere.

Does this ring any bells for members, and can you help me find these? My most

treasured possession is a tin container with on one side a picture of Lac Leman with

one of the famous sailing "Barques" and on the other "Bonbons Deshus, Degallier-

Deshusses Versoix, pre Geneve, Suisse". Perhaps avid chocolate collectors of post-

cards and ephemera could help me? Similarly I would be interested to see any postal

items with my ancestors names - Degallier-Deshusses, Versoix.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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KINDERPOST - Childrens' Post Stuart MacKenzie

As a result of the query by Stanley Weber on the front of the May is
sue of the

Newsletter the examples shown below arrived in the post from Scotlan
d. Stuart says:

" I think they were sold in children's Post Office sets prior to WWI
. I have enclosed

an example of a small envelope showing the 25c green cancelled with 
a simulated

postmark HELVETIA+EXPEDITION in violet (note no datestamps informati
on shown). These

envelopes were blank and it was up to the children to affix whatever
 stamps they

wanted; whether or not a small rubber canceller was in the set I do 
not know - or

the envelopes were franked and cancelled within the set.

Modern day Kinder Stamps and Post Office forms were sold in Post Off
ice sets in

the 1960s - some examples are shown below.

One source of information would be the Williams Brothers books - at present I

cannot lay my hands on my copy, and it might not show them in it."

Perforated or rouletted?
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P. 8,1 A. Sprecher
iii Chili (Schweiz).

Couuttil)ion, ,-.3ocalli

;Agentiditifteni.

ii II /

ISE ,

••t3t1.1.•

Itiontru-tronspart-brimmilims-prrilt
Ilu fortgesetzte Sentltingen

Tessin, dein ganzen Italien und iiberseeisehen

Für Pfd. 100 Zoll- oiler Neu-Schweizer-Gewicht de hil. 50, toile his heute bekannte Spesen und Unterwegszölle inbegriffen. Besundrre Brterparii,

liesellungen und Reparaturen, we ale rushommen, nparte.

1m 24 11. Fusse, in Silhergeld odor in kurzsichtigen Wechseln auf Augsburg, Frankfurt a. N. oder Schweizer Bankrbitze zahlhar.

Don uati)

Arona, Infra .........................................................

'rage

Char

5/6

Preise

kr.

.3‘.

nal)

Thee

Don Char

Messina, l'alernio fiber Genoa mit Dampfschiff . 15/18

IL I

2-

Ancona tiller Mantua mid Bologna .............................. 30/35 Ci. at Segelschiff . . .

,, Modena mid Bologna ganz zu Land. . 23/25

„ ,, Verona and Venedig 'unit Dampfhoot . 13/15 ----'

Marseille „ „ „ Danipfschiff. . . 12/14

„ Segelscliiff . . .

,, ,, ,, Segelsehiff . „ Dampfschiff. . . 16/19

• „ „ Mantua und Venedig . . 4_ zz. „ Segelschiff . . .

Bologna ,, ,, and Poutelagoscuro . . . 20/25 A- zet Neapel „ „ „ Dainpfachiff. . . 14/18

„ Modena gaol zu Land ..... 15/17 Segelschiff . .

Beitinzona ............................................................. 3/4 A a- Nizza „ „ Danipfschiff. . . 12/14

Bergamo ................................................................. 6/7 11 77
„ Segelschilf . . .

Brescia ................................................................. 8/9 .2- 431 Ponielagoscuro über Mantua tanl von do hut Sella . 20/25

Chiasso ................................................................. 5/6 1. 24-] Piacenza ganz zu Laud ................................................. 8/10

Como ...................................................................... 5/6 2.-.

Chiavenna ............................................................. 3/4 I.
/1. Parma 10/12

a. Pistoja 17/19„
Civitavecchia Wier Gonna nut Dampfboot . . 14/18 6 /2; Reggio

12/11

Segelschiff . . . . . . 6.
17

5k. Rota iiher Mantua und Bologna ................................... 40/45

filar en r, usher Modena und Pistoja zu Land . . . . 18/20 6. 4 „ „ Modena .....33/35

„ Genua nut Dainplboot via Livorno . . 14/15 a.' -M- Genoa init .,1)ainiaboot is .Civitaveccilia . 16/19

17 71 /I I/
Segelschill 71 7/

,, Mkiituua und PonteragoSairo .
• • C

20/25 ..4.
a= Sogelschill

.a., Siena „ Mantua mid Bologna ................................... 30/35

Genua (in Portotraneo)
Livorno ither Modena nod Pistoja ganz zu Land .

10/12 ,I. t. AILItIC11:1 11111d Pistoja ganz en Land . . 22/24

20/22 e. AO. Genua mit Daanylbout via Livorno . . . 15/17

,, ,, Genoa and unit Dampfboot . . . . 12/14 l'urin (in dogana) ..... 10/12

Segelschiff .................... ,4- 45- Tries Wier Verona per liisenhalui mud Dainpfboot . 10/12

Lecco ...................................................................... 5/6 -e- /8. Mantua per Schiff his Venedig mid von dim

Lugano .................................................................. 5/6 P. Danipfboot 20/25

Locarno ..................................................................
Magadino .............................................................
Midland ..................................................................

5/6 „ „ and von dim

5/6 2..- SegelSChilf

6/7 2- 74. Venedig iiber Verona omit Eisenbalin ..... 10/12

Mantua ................................................................. 9/11 ..t- ri „ Altintua mit Schiff ................................... .....20/25

Modena ganz en Land 12/14 4. /e• Verona gone en Land ...... 9/11
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3. 4Z.
.3- 24.

.3_ 54.
—
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57
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i-4(
61 .16.
4. —
.5'. 24

4,1,4g.
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NB. Wenn un. geetallet oiler corgi eschriehen ward, ',conifer prelovante Gitter dber den Couterace giurch Neyel*chilf urerludeu,

erna0**Igen *ich ohige Preir*e um te hr. per Pfd. 100.

1st February 1850 is the date on this interesting document sent by Martin Mantell.

The places and routes are revealing, as are the times taken for delivery. It was

cheaper to send something by sailing boat than by steamship, but no delivery time

is given. Just 3 years from the introduction of railways to Switzerland a locomotive

appears in the heading of the list. Two places of interest mentioned are Pistoja and

Pontelagoscuro; are they still of importance today for goods traf
fic?
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A TALL STORY sent in by Bob Medland

Shown below are the front and reverse of a postal card 
sent to a "height specialist"

in Scarborough in 1935. From the text it appears that M
r Rose claimed to be able to

assist 'vertically-challenged' people in growing taller
. I wonder if Herr Eberhard

ended up a satisfied (and taller) customer. . .

,jr-iiri.Atiitrvilz
.T-;4tvntrue,-r.befTALIE CARTOLINA POSTALE

,
Mr. Malcolm Ross, 1Ie16ht Specialist, Scarborough

Ref. D.9323

Dear Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 4th march

1935, I be you to let me know if your conditions

concerning your system of height increase are still
 the

same.
As moon as I get your answer. I will send you

my enrolment form.

Expectint7 your answer, I am

'fours truly

Del4mont, 1. lo. 75

Wira

CHOCOSUISSE - as a result of the article on page 48 las
t month Rene Dee has received

the following from the Director of Chocosuisse, F U Sch
mid, in Bern:

"Thank you very much for your interesting article on th
e origins and the history of

the company Bonbons Deshus in Versoix (Geneva), which t
o date was completely unknown

to us. As you will see from our enclosed brochure "Choc
ologie" (p.8), an other Swiss

pioneer, Jacques Foulquier, started producing handmade 
chocolate in Geneva in 1826.

His enterprise was continued later by members of the pa
rent family Favarger. Chocolats

et Cacaos Favarger SA still exists today. It is located
, since 1975, in Versoix. We

do not know if there is or has been a relationship betw
een Bonbons Deshus and Favarger."

From the Monthly Bulletin of the London Swiss Philateli
c Society for September 1952:

"Mr E A Gotz showed three sheets of particular interest
, since the "stamps" were the

product of his own brother-in-law. A full account was g
iven in our very first bulletin,

but for the benefit of those who, like the present writ
er, have joined the Society

more recently, a very brief summary is given here.

In 1909 M A Kocher conceived the idea of printing label
s of large format consisting

of a frame inscribed, "A Kocher et Fils, La Chaux de Fo
nds et Vevey". The centre part,

the exact size of the current stamps was left blank and
 the sheets were sent to the

Swiss Postal Authorities who very obligingly filled in 
the centre by printing the

current low values in it. Some 16 000 stamps were thus 
produced when it was decided

that the plan was illegal. The frames are known in red,
 blue, green and purple.

Zumstein's catalogue for 1952 lists them."

Our member Ray Clegg won the prestigious "Colonel Knigh
t Trophy" for his entry of

Swiss Private Postal Stationery Envelopes in the recent
 competitions held by the

Worcester Philatelic Society.

This recent K-cancel caught the eye of the Editor who w
ondered if all the

wine bottle labels for Switzerland were produced there.
 A visit to the village

last month was not much help. The PO was hidden in the 
basement of a block

of flats and the Postmistress produced the canceller bu
t said it was not

often used. She sold me a postcard and cancelled it, ad
dressed to GB. As the

ink pad was quite dry it was too poor to use here. A vi
sit to the village

Office produced the information that each year the vill
age promoted a compe-

tition to design a label to be used on all the bottles 
of wine produced in

the village that year. But all the bottles displayed in
 the showcases outside

the vineyards were found to be different!

If you are wondering why you have not received your New
sletter this month as early as

usual then it is because the Editor has been scratching
 around for copy. Your help is

needed to make sure we have something to publish each m
onth or we will fade away like thi
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THE SIMPLON PASS, its Refuges and Hospices
Derrick Slate

For many centuries the Simplon Pass has been a trade
 route between the Rhone valley

and northern Italy. It is associated with Kaspar Jod
ok von Stockalper (1609-1691)

who in the 17th c. dominated the traffic over it, wh
ich he protected with a guard

of 70 men. He organized a mail service and built two hospices at Gondo, but this

was only for mule trains, not wheeled traffic. A pro
per road was built by order of

Napoleon I after the Battle of Marengo that "must be
 passable for artillery". It

was officially opened on the 9th of October 1805. Ov
er its length nine evenly spaced

refuges were built, numbered consecutively from Brig
. (Brig to Domo d'Ossola 39 miles.)

Further reading: Tell July 1991, "The Incredible History of th
e Simplon Pass"; the

Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter July 1993, "T
he Historic Simplon Pass and the

Tunnel", by Edith M Faulstich; Baedeker guide books 
to Switzerland.

Refuges & Hospices 

First Refuge, 1065m, beyond the hamlet of.Schlucht;

Second or Schallberg Refuge, 1314m, beyond the deep 
ravine of the Saltine;

Third Refuge, 1519m, Berisal;

Fourth Refuge, 1713m, Beyond the Fronbach and the We
isbach;

Fifth or Schallbett Refuge, 1925m, beyond the Schall
bett Gallery;

Sixth Refuge, 1985m, After the Wasser Gallery, the O
ld Gallery and the Joseph Gallery;

Hospice, 2020m, at the base of the Schänhorn (3188m)
. A large barracks built by

Napoleon and which has been in the hands of the Cano
ns of Grand St. Bernard since

1825. It is capable of giving refuge to 300 travelle
rs;

Old Hospice, 1730m, the Spitalmatte founded in 1235 
by the Knights of St John of

Jerusalem. Stockalper erected a building with a towe
r and extensive stables there;

Seventh Refuge, 1777m, by the Engeloch;

Eighth Refuge, 1165m, along the Gondo Gorge, before 
the road crosses the Diveria;

Ninth Refuge, 1066m, in the Gondo Gorge before the G
ondo Gallery, a 245 yard tunnel

with the inscription over the entrance "Aere Italo MDCCCV N
ap. Imp.".

(The tall square tower in the village of Gond() was e
rected by the Stockalper family

as a refuge for travellers long before the new road 
was built, about 1650.)
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Do you have a copy of Jörg Jenatsch
, und der erste Verlust des Veltlins by Jean Winkler?

Cedric Dry has bought a letter which he 
believes is from.this series of correspondence

in 1620 from Venice to their reSidait 
in Zurich. He has tried other sources without

success; there is not a copy in the Society Library 
nor in that of the Northern Group.

If you can help ring 01 904 48 94 31 (or e-mail: ced
ric_dry@lineone.net)

WESSEX GROUP MEETING Saturday May 17th 2003 - The fi
rst speaker has "signed up" for

this date. The President of our Society, Tony Hoyle,
 will be giving a display of

the "Peaks and Passes" of 'you know where'.

Do not forget that there is an autumn meeting of the
 group on the 9th of November

2002. a Saturday, in the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbu
ry. B S
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WILLIAM WALLACE AND WILLIAM TELL - the struggle for freedom Ed Archer

30th William Wallace and William Tell share one really important thing and that is

they played an important part in the struggle of two countries for freedom. In Scotland

we are luckier in that William Wallace is a definite historic figure and his existence

is recorded by contempory chroniclers, especially in England, and there is no doubt

about his leadership in Scotland's War of Independence in 1297. William Tell too appears

tohave assumed a similar role in that he organized the Everlasting League in 1291

between the cantons of Schwyz, Uri and Unterwalden against the overbearing rule of

the Austrians.
William Tell and William Wallace have other things in common other than people who

became famous freedom fighters; the stories about them share some similarities - both

men became dedicated freedom fighters as they hated those set in authority over them.

William Tell hated Gessler, the Austrian governer of Uri, and Wallace hated Hesselrigg,

the English governer of Lanark. Both men murdered their adversaries and in doing so

inspired others to join the struggle for Freedom from their oppressors.

Whether William Tell existed has been amatterof debate. However, he has been the

centre of many legends, notably the one of shooting an apple off his small son's head.

Wallace too has been the central figure of many legends, many of them to do with his

relationship with Marion Braidfute. Marion never existed as a real contemporary

historical figure but was the creation of Blind Harry - a 15th century writer who was

responsible for the Wallace legend. In the same manner the ballad of William Tell was

expanded over the centuries by people such as Schiller and Rossini.

Did Wallace know about William Tell? Perhaps not, but he would have heard about the

revolt of the Swiss Cantons from Scottish merchants. Wallace was an Internationalist,

and we do know this fact that after the battle of Stirling Bridge - he wrote letters

to members of the Hanseatic League saying Scotland was ready to trade with Europe.

The letter, sent to Lubeck in 1297, still exists. How then would news reach Scotland?

We do know that merchants from the area now known as Switzerland travelled up the

Rhine to the big Flemish Wool Markets in places such as Bruges. It was here that news

of what was happening was exchanged. This was not too difficult for the Scottish

merchants whose native Scots was reasonably close to Low German.

To conclude we will never know the complete truth, but there is more that links the

two men and the two nations than just legend.

Post- Telegraphen- und Telephon-Amtsblatt (PTA) - the Official PTT Bulletin

That one of the perks of wading through old PTAs, to establish detail of the subject

being looked into, is that one discovers perhaps vital information on quite other

subjects, or something entirely new pops up.

Such is a note in PTA of 16.IX.1932, Notice No. 219, that according to the Postal

Regulation No. 128, forthwith all donated parcels up to 20kg, and money transactions

to the (destitute) inhabitants of Blitzingen (upper Valais, between Brig and Gletsch),

whose village has just burnt down, can be sent free, if marked "Envoi de secours,

franc de port" or "Portofrei Liebesgabe". Letters are not mentioned.

Apparently this assistance lasted until 1934, and would help the Red Cross and

other agencies, and private persons, to cut the cost of transport.

Was the fire caused by lightning?
M Rutherfoord

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

Ai-- - /
1111../At'
1000's of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.

AsnotallmystockwillbelistedlwekmmayourwantOist.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.

I will send you a printed copy ofyourcollecting interests.
lanGikhristj.G.Stamips,PC)Box15,HanogaWFR311SL,Englamd

Fax01423564210 EMailadminhucrt,igstamps.com
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DIDYOU KNOW? Rutherfoord

- that on a recent trip on the Lake of Neuch
gtel I discovered that there were two non-

postal cancellations available on board, for postcar
ds purchased and deposited. The one

showed the date, but was not attractive. Figure 1 sh
ows the other; both used on the

line from Neuchttel to Murten and back.

- that figure 2 shows the latest revelation from the S
P. STAMPIT is the name given to

your own stamps printed with your own computer, in b
lue, and the cost will be booked

immediately to your account, via your modem. The pre
sent trial is to last about 3 months,

with 20 firms. Then in 2003 further tests with more 
firms and persons will lead to

general use. The impression shown in the figure can 
be made onto the cover with the

recipient's and sender's addresses, or it can be pri
nted on the letter itself and then

revealed through a window. The Philatelic Bureau wil
l be producing FDCs.

-that STAMPIT is a development by the German Post wh
o use it for their PC stamps.

Perhaps you have guessed that 'IT' stands for 'Infor
mation Technology'.

- that the pair of Europa stamps, issued on the 15th o
f May 2002, showing circus scenes,

were designed by a controversial Swiss artist, Hans 
Falk, at the age of 83, his first

stamps. However, he died just before issue. In the Fr
aumfinsterpost in Zffrich there is

a small exhibition of part of his work, much related 
to the circus.

- that in a recent BBZ a reader wrote about his corres
pondence with the SP and the

Philatelic services in particular. The SP admitted t
hat new staff are not taught much

on philately and philatelists, and are not instructe
d how to cancel a stamp. The

separation of philately from postal services is almo
st complete. Each postmaster can

decide for himself how much time is to be spent on t
he whims of collectors.

- that curiously the SBB/CFF have now decided to enter
 the express delivery market,

named 'RailExpress' to operate from 300 railway stat
ions. No mention of a house delivery

service though.
- that not only parking meters, train ticket dispenser

s etc can be fed with Euros, but

also public telephones. Bank cash points can supply 
Euro notes. There has been no indi-

cation that the 2500 Frama stamp machines will be mo
dified in the near future.

- that the SP has registered its colour, ie, yellow, t
o protect itself from unfair

competition. The German Post vans operating in Switz
erland, with only a slightly paler

yellow, are probably accepted.

- that I have learnt that the word 'Integrator' now ha
s a new meaning. It is used for

a firm which picks up mail directly at the sender's 
office in one country, transports

it to another country, then delivers it direct to th
e recipient, taking total responsi-

bility. They can give routinely exact information as
 to the exact location of any item,

at any time. This cannot be matched by any combinati
on of national POs, but their

prices are far lower.

- that in the 2-volume official "History of the Swiss 
Posts, 1849-1949" there are two

tables of direct interest to collectors. The opening
 of each stage of each railway,

1847-1918 (three and a half pages), and the opening 
years of the Alpine Posts, 1918-

1946 (one and a half pages). Whoever wants a copy se
nd 3fr in current mint stamps to

the Editor, who will forward them to me for posting o
ff.

- that just over 30 years ago I started this column wi
th Mrs Rawnaley -June 1972!

I BO„,f
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Neuchâtel

M.'s Fribourg: Ant hte de construcUon
1994-1995 - Long. 53.30 rn - Larg. 9 m
Poids 240 t. - Moteurs Diesel 490 CV
Places: 560 passagers - Restauration:
250 couverts.
Phcto: J (5apany

Figure 1

Logo de La Poste

GANZSACHEN CATALOGUE 2002 - Corrections M R

1) Page 52 Postcard No. 14 - 1879 10c;
illustration missing, see p38 1984 issue.

2) Page 191 Wrapper No. 14 - 1883 Sc;
'braun' should read 'rot', see p27, 1984.
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SWISS RAILWAYS -a list of books about the railway
s for philatelists and all other

enthusiasts of an excellent transport system. Dav
id Hope has compiled this, along

with general comments about their contents.

'Mountain Rack Railways of Switzerland' by J.R.Bardsley (Oakwood Press £9.95)

(ISBN 0-85361-511-X)
(Covers 11 rack and pinion and 12 rack and adhesion railways. Well illustrated.)

'Railways in the Bernese Oberland' by Martin Bairstow (published by him £4.95)

(ISBN 0 9510302 5 6)

(Covers the Jungfrau Region, BLS, Briinig line, MOB. Well illustrated)

'Clouds on the Brienzer Rothorn' by P.R.Arnold (Plateway Press £8.95)

(ISBN 1 871980 21 6)
(A short history of the railway with variety of illustrations from all periods)

'La Suisse des chemins de fer privés' (ISBN 3-9521404-1-4) (£15.99)

(Details 65 private railways and includes suggestions for walks, bike rides.)

'Switzerland by Rail' by Anthony Lambert (Bradt Publications £10.95)

(ISBN 1 898323 13 5)
(Covers routes based on the Swiss railway timetable)

'Swiss Mountain Railways Vol 1 - Around Luzern and Interlaken'

by Philip J. Kelley and Donald Binns ( A Trackside Publication £12.95)

(ISBN 1.900095.11.4)
(Covers the various narrow gauge railways of the area including funiculars.

Drawings of early engines and lots of photos.)

'Das Grosse Buch der Schweizerischen Bundesbahnen' by Ronald Gohl

(GeraMond £19.99) (ISBN 3-7654-7161-5)

(This book was published for the centenary of the Swiss Federal Railways and

looks at each decade and each year within the decade. Well illustrated.)

Two other useful books are those issued for the 150 anniversary of Swiss Railways.

'The Swiss Railway Saga' by Hans Peter Treichler (AS Verlag) (ISBN 3-905111-16-0)

(Covers period from the mail coaches to the present day. Lots of information and well

illustrated. Cost about £50 if I remember rightly.)

`Bahnpanorama Schweiz' by Harald Nave (Fachpresse Goldach) (ISBN 3-85738-054-3)

(Similar to the one above. Lots of illustrations. Text in German, French and English. I

think the cost was about £28)

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
1)O

WAl2.,,rnaranhirs (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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S a E12SCRIM%
TWO COVERS WITH A MARK IC.1.17. 14 . T. T. Bob Johnson,

At the London meeting in May this year I showed these two covers and asked 
for any

information about the strikes and, particularly, who had issued these cance
ls shown

above and where? Subsequently I found that, in the opinion of John Whitesid
e who is

knowledgeable in this field, it was a mark applied to denote transit via Sw
itzerland

to the Thurn and Taxis service; he also identified another mark as "VERBANO
" thus

indicating travel via Lago Maggiore. Later Bob Medland told me that the cds
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on the reverse of the 1861 cover with '...LDSTA...' is
 in full "WALDSTATTERSEE", only

in use in 1861 according to the handbook of Swiss canc
ellations, group 87 & 88, No. 1.

I think the route taken by the cover to Darmstadt was:
 Torino 7 Aug 1861; on the back

is the Italian TPO '...SEZ TICINO...'; 'VERBANO' for t
ravel over Lago Maggiore; then

'BELLINZONA'; 1 WALDSATTERSEE' Lake of Lucerne; Swiss TPO 9.VIII Olten
 -Basel; Frank-

furt a M 10 Aug; a single ring cancel "D 4 10/8 (?). .- .

This next cover in - ' 4N. 	' -k
=.

1864 left Turin on 4 iy:4- ' r'effj'411'4,--9:" i

11 Jan 64 by TPO -- 1./.:./te „" - 0, •-r

to Milan on the 12th! :,-2" _ ,
/,,,t

c 
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e"- - "-

I 

and Chur-StGallen

(

TPO Z14 on the 13th
d/
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Cassel-Hannover on -- - • :. ‘ 4 41
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It was at this point that the covers arrived on the de
sk of the Editor. The two covers

had both been addressed to "Monsieur le Comte de Reise
t Ministre de France &c. &c.".

He was a brother of the founder of the Louvre Museum in
 Paris .He was born in 1821

and died in 1905. From 1840 he was in the diplomatic s
ervice as attache, secr4taire

d'ambassade and ministre plenipotentiare in 1856, a
t Darmstadt 1859 and Hannover 1863.

In 1859 he was charged with an important mission in ce
ntral Italy, which he writes

about in his memoires "Mes souvenirs" (3 vols, 1901). 
The sender of the letters is

also someone of importance as shown by the wax seals, 
but here we need someone with

a knowledge of heraldry. The only reference in the edi
torial office is a bit general

but there are two French-style shields under 'drapes' 
with a crown over the top.

The left shield is that of a Comte with his crown over
; quartered 1st & 4th with a

double-headed bird (?) 2nd & 3rd two wavy bars on blue
. The RH shield has a red chief

and three lions couchant below on gold and a regal crow
n over.

Les Stiles writes to say: "Referring to Mr Hope's list
 of books pertaining to Swiss

railways, I can add three titles to that list:

(1) Switzerland its Railways and Cableways by Cecil J Alle
n, published by Ian Allen

of London in 1967. Price 45/-. There was, I believe, a
 second adition that was

entitled 'Swiss Travel'.
(2) Railway Holiday in Switzerland by George Be

hrend, published by David & Charles,

Dawlish and Macdonald London in 1965. Price 30/-. Ther
e are companion volumes for

France and Austria.
(3) Metre Gauge Railways in South and East Swi

tzerland by John Marshall, published

by David & Charles London in 1974. ISBN 0 7153 6408 1.

FOR SALE - The Postage Stamps of Switzerland 1843-1862
 by Paul Mirabaud and Alex

de Reuterskidld. The 1975 reprint of the origina
l edition published in 1899. The

original fetches up to £2000, the reprint £150-. Mint 
copy £75- plus p&p.

-- - -.,-__ -- n1 09M 
q
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TPO, Train and Route Numbers Decoded by D. Houtris

In the May newsletter there were two lines asking how do you tell the difference between

'Train numbers', 'Route numbers', and 'TPO numbers' during the various periods.

A big question in just two lines! I believe that these terms are a little misleading, as a 'Train'

is a collection of various carriages and trucks i.e. passenger coaches, goods trucks, a

guards/parcel van and a Post Office sorting carriage (Travelling Post Office) staffed by postal

workers, to which a number was allocated, which has always been referred to as a 'Train

number', but which I believe should be 'TPO number'; having said that then the 'Train

number' and 'TPO number' are the same thing. A 'Route number' (Ambulant or Bahnpost

number) was applied to the groups of cancels that did not have any town names to indicate

the route.

In the booklet "Swiss Railway Postmarks" by Alfred Muller there are listed various groups of

cancellations with named routes, some of which were Federal railways and others Private

railways. Within some of these cancels which commenced in 1858, there were train numbers

indicated in various ways i.e. Z.2, T.2 or just 2. (fig. 1) This style of cancellation in many

guises was in use throughout the rest of the 19th and 20th centuries, and I believe there are

still a few in use to date. These groups of cancels (with a few exceptions) did not indicate any

'route number'.

In 1863 a group of cancels, which were mentioned but not covered in the Muller booklet,

appeared under the heading 'Ambulant Circulaire' (fig.2), which only lasted about 7 years.

The route was indicated by Ambulant Circulaire and a route number. Routes varied by year

and route number. (More at a later date).

In 1870 there appeared another style of cancellation, sometimes referred to as 'anonymous

cancels' (fig.3) which only got a passing mention in Muller's booklet. Within this group there

were several types of cancel that had either 'Bahnpost' or 'Ambulant' in the upper part and a

'Route number' in the lower part; also the 'Train number' was placed after the date with one

to four digits. In some of the earlier cancels due to lack of space only two of a three digit

train number was indicated, which when first encountered can be very puzzling. The route

can be determined by the use of the TPO schedules that are in the Society's Northern and

London Group libraries. This style of cancellation continued until March 1910. After March

1910 a style of cancel that had been in use for some time, but without any indication of a

route number (fig.4) was used for TPO s, the train number still appeared after the date. This

last type was I believe used until the mid 1990 s. The route can be determined by using the

train number and date using the schedules for the correct period.
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fig. 2 fig. 3 fig. 4

If any member, or reader, has any information that adds to that in this article
then would they please send it to the Editor

 for future publication. D H

Having been offered, thanks to our me
mber Ray Clegg, meeting facilities at

 the

venue of:
WORPEX 2003

to be held on SATURDAY 15th MARCH 200
3 in Worcester, it is hoped that it w

ill prove

possible to arrange an interesting SO
CIETY MEETING. Details will be announ

ced later

(suggestions welcome in the meantime 
to THE SECRETARY) but members who can

 easily

get to Worcester, and maybe some of t
hose who are prepared to make the jou

rney from

further afield, should MAKE A NOTE OF
 THE DATE NOW.

TWO FURTHER BOOKS on mountain railway
s, recommended by Colin Griffiths:

'Story of Jungfrau Railway', my copy 
is about 1966 but expect it is a regu

lar issue.

' Pilatus - The mountain and its ra
ilway', published 1939 to commemorate

 the 50th

anniversary of the railway.
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Report on a Meeting of the Royal Philatelic Society London
Held on Thursday 6 June 2002

Members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society were invited to this meeting as the display to be given

included a significant amount of Swiss classic material, which is highlighted in this report. The Society

is grateful to the RPSL for the opportunity to attend this most interesting and informative display.

Latin Monetary Union

A Presentation given by Gavin Fryer FRPSL, President of the Royal Philatelic Society

As more European countries issued postage stamps, there was an unconnected though

contemporaneous attempt to co-ordinate monetary values and postal rates. Some monetary

unification of the financial structures of the countries' currencies was necessary owing to the

import to Belgium of worn, or debased, silver coin from France, and other factors. The main

monetary unions were Latin, Scandinavian, and Austro-German, with groupings within the

Russian Empire and Sterling areas. Currency values were based on the value of silver. There

were fairly loose arrangements for dealing with under-payment of postage on items sent to

countries abroad. At first, there were no unified rates in Belgium and the Swiss cantons.

There were two handstamps in general use for mail sent abroad: PD indicating paid to

destination for which the prepaid postage was intended to cover the cost of carriage to the

recipient and PF, paid to frontier, which only covered the carriage of the item posted as far as

the frontier, necessitating the imposition of a charge in the destination country upon the

recipient. Post office officials needed to be alert in charging the appropriate fee on such mail.

Some consolidation occurred with the establishment of the Austro-German Postal Union from

1852. Proper organisation worldwide was achieved with the formation of the General Postal

Union in 1874 and the Universal Postal Union from 1875.

The presentation concentrated on postal usage in the countries of the Latin Monetary Union

between 1840 and 1871. These were France, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria,

Romania, Serbia and Switzerland. Both inland and overseas entires from these countries

were shown, the items displayed having been selected to show unusual and/or rare postal

franking. A few of the very many outstanding items are selected for mention amongst the

non-Swiss material. A letter sent from France to Belgium in January 1849 was originally

franked with a 20 centimes stamp a week after the issue of that stamp. As the stamp was not

valid for foreign postage at that time, it had been removed from the letter. A supplementary

charge was then levied which was indicated with a manuscript mark. There was a letter sent

at the British packet rate in March 1853 from Paris to the USA via Calais and Liverpool and

carried on the Asia, bearing stamps to the value of 2Fr60c which was at double rate since the

US Postmaster-General had suspended for two months the implementation of an order to

equalise packet rates between France and Britain and North America. Especial Belgian

entires included one bearing a strip of four of the 20 centimes "Epaulettes" issue on a letter to

Charleroi in July 1850 and a second in that month to Mons with 8 copies of the 10 centimes.

Another item sent to Peru had the entire second issue on it, a 10 and a 20 centimes plus 6 of

the 40 centimes, making a total of 2Fr70c to cover the postage from Liege to Lima in 1861.

Three Great Britain covers had large multiple frankings of the penny black (10), two penny

blue (8) and the penny red (16 in a block) for postage to France and Belgium between 1840

and 1844 before high value stamps were issued.

The final display frames covered Swiss cantonal and federal issues up to 1871.Three entires

with halves of the "Double Geneva" issue affixed for postage within and outside the town,

were shown. One of these had the word "Cantonal" cut from the right-hand half of the double

stamp before affixing as was originally intended by the cantonal authorities but hardly ever

done. Only five such examples on cover have been recorded. The subsequent "Small

Eagle" stamps were printed very close together so any stamps showing green round the
frame are unusual. An example with a wide left margin on cover, tied with the Geneva date

stamp of 11.vi.46 was shown. There were also a "Large Eagle" on yellow-green paper on a

business statement of account cancelled with a black rosette, this cancellation only in use for

two weeks in January 1851, and a stationery cut-out on a letter postmarked January 1851.

Two examples of the 1845 "Basel Dove" were shown on entire. One, covering the rate of 2%

rappen for printed matter, was applied to seal a cotton market report which was on flimsy

paper and had been sent in bulk from Liverpool in May 1847 to a Swiss bank (believed to

have been Heusler) for re-transmission to its customers. Each report was folded and a pre-

addressed slip was attached. The Basel adhesive acted as a seal, which had to be broken to

enable the report to be studied. The stamp shown on the report had accordingly been

repaired. This had been well done so this was a most attractive and unusual cover. The a-
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other "Basel Dove" was a very fine example of the second printing with good colour and

embossing that was affixed on a letter sheet sent within the city in April 1850. These stamps

were valid for use until the end of September 1854. A Zurich 1843 6 rappen affixed on a

cantonal letter was also shown.

The first stamps valid in the whole Swiss Confederation, the initial "Rayon" and "Poste Locale"

issues came out in 1850. There was an example of the 5 rappen in a vivid shade of violet-

blue cancelled "PP" on a letter from Bern to Schwarzenburg used in April 1851. This shade

is very rare on letter, only four or five being recorded. The Swiss and French franc were

equalised on 1 January 1852, the Swiss franc formerly being worth less than the French

franc. A scarce franking of a pair of 2% rappen "Poste Locale" and a Rayon I 5 rappen

posted in January 1852 should have paid 15 new rappen so the letter was charged 5 new

rappen or centimes to cover the deficiency. There was another rare franking of a "Poste

Locale" 2% rappen and a Rayon 11 10 rappen on a Nachnahme letter to collect 45 (old)

rappen on a letter sent from Uster via Zurich to Volketswil in October 1851 covering a 7%

rappen rate for first brie fkreis, second weight (between 7.8 and 15.6 grams) plus a 5 rappen

charge for the Nachnahme service. Another unusual franking was a strip of three 5 rappen

light blue on a letter from Chiasso to Locarno in August 1853. By this time, the Swiss and

French currencies were at parity.

There were some notable "Strubel" items. A letter franked with three 40 centimes and a

10 centimes of the first Munich print to cover the single rate from Zurich to Manchester

via St Louis, Strasbourg, Paris and London was sent within three months of

Issue on 11 December 1854. There was a letter from Geneva to New York with 1 franc and

15 centimes stamps affixed to make up the rate of 1Fr1 5c (applicable between 1 May 1857

and 30 September 1865), posted in November 1861. Two examples of printed matter franked

with "Sitting Helvetia" stamps were shown; a 3 centimes franking on a printed matter band

from Lausanne to Brescia in Lombardy which was then forwarded to Padua in Venetia in April

1869 and a 2 centimes franking on a printed matter wrapper to Wangi, north west of Wil,

forwarded to Kreuzlingen at the higher rate of 3 centimes on 22 November 1872 because of

the message 'voucher for Marie' added in pencil. Such items were normally put into

wastepaper baskets so the surviving ones are considered to be rare.

The final Swiss items were from the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 which complemented

the Pelvillain agency letter and a piece of mail carried on the Le Lavoisier balloon that were

shown with the French material. Both the Swiss entires were mail from captured French

soldiers, which was franked with the Gratis labels prepared in Switzerland specially for their

use. The Federal Postal Authority Circular No 23 of 3 February 1871 validated these Gratis

labels for postage and stated that they were not required to be obliterated. One entire was a

printed internee's card with the Gratis label affixed at the top and a postmark at the right of St

Gallen dated 15 February 1871, which was shortly after the labels were issued. The other

was a letter sent from Basel to Valence d'Agen in France in March 1871 with the Gratis label

tied to the envelope by the cancel. Such frankings are scarce. CPM

The reviewer thanks Mr Gavin Fryer for verifying the information in this article prior to publication.

John Millener asks how many other members have the set of pos
tal history and

historic monuments stamps on luminescent paper with a first d
ay cancel of the

3rd of October 1963? Any from the same post office would be e
ven more interesting.

Let the Editor have your comments and any photocopies, please
.
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Last year I was asked to identify some stamps, which, tho
ugh obviously of Swiss

origin were uncatalogued. The 'stamps' were in strips of 
three, in four different

colours - red, blue, yellow, and green. The inscription r
ead "Timbre-poste a controle",

no value figure just a Swiss cross in the centre. They we
re cancelled with a red-

brown ink with a cds reading "G KnUsli ZUrich"-with a lar
ge Swiss cross in the centre.

I contacted Fred Pickard who was able to provide some ans
wers. A Swiss auction in

April was offering an item "System KnUsli". It would seem
 that Gaspard KnUsli was a

lithographer who sought to enter the booming postage stam
p market by producing "postage

stamps on4 special sort of paper, the preparation of which is the se
cret of the

inventor" and, "to make use of a special cancelling ink f
or obliteration of the stamps,

the preparation of the same being also the secret of Mr K
nUsli".

With further help from Switzerland Fred was able to trace
 these 'stamps' in the UPU

Journal of March 1879, where it was interesting to read o
f the problems faced by the

PTT with forgeries. I have included extracts from KnUsli'
s submission:

"The attention of the Postal Administration has frequentl
y been directed to the abuses

to which the use of postage stamps may give rise. In spit
e of the danger connected

with the sale and circulation of counterfeit stamps, most
 of the Postal Administrations

have learnt by experience that the fabrication of postage
 stamps has none the less

become a branch of the business of forgers; they have also
 found that other schemes

are practised with a view to make it possible to use the 
same stamp twice over. These

devices consist, as is generally known, either in washing
 obliterated stamps so as

to efface all traces of cancellation, or in coating the s
tamps with gum or varnish

in order that the obliterating stamp may only influence t
his coating which, serving

thus as an isolating body, prevents the cancelling ink fr
om coming into contact with

the stamp itself. In this case it is sufficient to wash t
he stamp once in order to

remove the coating of gum or varnish together with the ma
rk of obliteration

There follows a long and detailed assessment of the ways 
to solve this problem and

KnUsli "undertook to find another and more efficient mean
s for putting a stop to

these abuses". Counterfeiters took great care in the prod
uction of their forgeries

secure in the knowledge that their efforts would pass thr
ough the postal system as

the postal workers had little time to examine each stamp 
individually.

In conclusion, the UPU's comment was "However this may be
, we do not hesitate to

draw attention of the various administrations to an inven
tion which seems theoretically

good, and which deserves at least to be put to a practica
l test".

Before you read this bad you heard of Gaspard KnOzli and 
his experiment to possibly

.Monopolize the production of postage stamps in a manner 
that stopped counterfeiting?

With thanks to Fred Pickard for all his help in identifyi
ng the KnUsli 'stamps'.
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that Heiner Dürst, the franking-machine marks specialist, has made a startling dis-

covery. In the Italian magazine 'AICAM', for frank buffs, he noticed the phrase "Il

guller postale di ...", applied to the post office cds. This means that in Italian

"guller" refers to a cds made by the Swiss firm of Gdller having movable digits for

the date. One knows from the Miller record books that a large number of these cancel-

lers were supplied to Italy but nobody here had realised that the name had been ab-

sorbed into the language. Now one wonders if any other countries have done the same?

-that in a recent issue of the American Philatelist there is an article about "framas",

meaning slot-machine variable-value stamps, of any make. A similar transfer from the

name of the first firm to make such things, namely FRAMA (FRanking MAchines) of

Lauperswil in Canton Bern. There are probably other examples.

- that it seems the rates for parcels will go up in 2003, and for letters in 2004.

The number of letters is clearly dropping for a number of reasons, not least because

of the increasing use of fax and e-mail communication, and the SMS craze. (Texting.)

- that the rise in parcel rates will affect the circulating packets of the Philatelic

Clubs, which will rise by CHF 1.- to 9.-, and a drop in users. Awkward parcels have

a manual handling surcharge of 10.-, which will now drop to 3.-. (See the second item

in the DYK column of March 2002, page 23.)
- that collecting International Reply Coupons is not everybody's cup of tea, but was

it a well-organized secret that on 31.12.2001 all old-style coupons were taken off

sale, and the new style was issued on 1.1.2002, with a validity of only 5 years? The

validity of the old ones has not yet been fixed by the UPU. They have been issued

by the UPU since 1907 to all countries, and that all have been printed by various

firms in Switzerland. See pages 250-257 in the new Ganzsachen Katalog (in the old

version pages 160-163). The latest version is 150 x 102 mm, price CHF 1.80; the name

of the printer has not yet been discovered. Who has the most unusual FDC example?

- that the post is allowed to open non-deliverable letters to determine the sender's

address. This used to be done in an office in each of the now defunct Regional HQs

(KPDs). Now it has been cleared up, with the new Post the Letter Centres do the job,

there are 13 of them at the last count. A small yellow sticker is placed on the orig-

inal letter which is then returned to the sender with a covering note, in a B5 es:51,er.

- that since February 2002 the SBZ has been running a most interesting series of

articles by Dr Bernhard R Glutz on the "Historical" definitives of 1941; all aspects

are examined with many examples in full colour. The rarity of some single stamps used

correctly will be a surprise to many. (The SBZ is held in the Society's Library.)

- that the official "Phila News" monthly, for cancel collectors and others could not

find out which, if any, of the three TPOs (with named routes) was still in service

and would survive the changes when the summer railway timetable was to come into

force. So I sent to all three a few covers for the 15th of June, and for the 16th,

to see what would happen. All came cancelled back to me. So on that basis one can

assume that the Furkabahn, the Brig-Zermatt Bahn, and the RhUt. Bahn, all remain.
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Unanbringliche
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lung Ihrer Adresse geöff
werden.
Wir bitten Sic, auf Ihren
sendungen die vollständ
Absenderadresse anzuge
damit allfallig unzustellb
Sendungen sofort an Sie

• nickgesandt werden kar

Vielen Dank far Ihre
und freundliche Grüsse,

Die Schweizerische Post
Briefzentrum Sihlpost
Unanbringliche Briefe

a Postfach
8020 Ulrich 1
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A RARE ZEPPELIN POSTCARD Martin Mantell

After the First World War the Zeppelin airship company (which had bu
ilt many airships

for Germany's war effort), was in urgent need of revenue to preserve
 the company.

They decided to revive "DELAG" (Deutsches Luftschiff A.G.), their pa
ssenger-carrying

airline from before the war.

A small 'training airship' (by Zeppelin standards), construction No.
 120 was being

built and was converted for this purpose. This airship, named "Boden
see" made its

final test flight on the 20th of August 1919, and commenced schedul
ed services between

Friedrichshafen and Berlin on the 24th of August. Friedrichshafen i
s the Zeppelin

base and is directly opposite Romanshorn (TG) across Lake Constance
 (Bodensee in

German). The "Bodensee" made near daily trips on this route with oc
casional diver-

sions to Munich; one notable exception was it's only overseas flight
 to Sweden in

October 1919.

The airship carried sizeable amounts of regular mail in November 19
19 only, but

this can rarely be identified as no cancels of any type were applied
. The mail sacks

were simply loaded on board in Friedrichshafen and offloaded in Berl
in, and vice-versa.

Some Swiss mail has been identified heading north and is quite rare.

Much rarer still is passenger mail written on board the airship. The
 "Bodensee" only

flew from the 24th of August to the 11th of December 1919, making 82
 flights and

carrying an average of only 28 passengers per flight. There were no 
postal facilities

on board the airship but the Zeppelin Co. had postcards available fo
r passengers to

purchase, these would have the "On board" cachet which is important 
to collectors and

for "authentication". These cards could also be purchased by 'visito
rs' to the airship

who, for a small fee, could look around it while on the ground. Cons
equently all

"Bodensee" cards may not be flown items. Only the text on the card i
s conclusive proof

of a flown item, and these are very much in the minority.

The card illustrated is just such an item, written on board the airs
hip en route

from Berlin to Friedrichshafen on the 12th of November 1919 by Swedi
sh (!) passengers

Ingrid & Bernt Wykmark, who were heading to Italy; the card was not 
posted from

=rich until the 17th of November. The text (translated from the Swe
dish) reads:

"On board the "Bodensee" 12111/19 on our way to sunny Italy. Soon ar
riving after a

wonderful journey. In 6 hours we've travelled over towns and village
s, forests, farm-

houses and lakes. All in miniature and very neatly arranged. Shall b
e yet more

beautiful if we, especially myself, don't get pained by seasickness.
 Most heartfelt

greetings to you both and all friends. from Ingrid and Bernt Wykmark
7 (note that

'seasickness' is the literal translation - before the word 'airsick'
 was coined?).

No postal charges were paid for airmail carriage and all postage rel
ates to the

subsequent onward transmission by conventional means; this is the no
rm for Zeppelin

mail of this and earlier periods, but not so for later Zeppelins wh
ich had post

offices on board. Despite the natural route south through Switzerlan
d, cards mailed

from Switzerland are very rare judging by the valuation.in the-Schwe
iz Luftpost Harid-

buch , I estimate that only about half a dozen suc
h cards exist.

(Other Societies can be most helpful in research of this kind. I con
tacted the

Scandinavian Society who passed the card to one of their experts, wh
o provided a most

thorough translation and analysis for which I was very grateful and 
impressed. They

---
are highly recommended should anyone need their assistance. 71;ORO
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No. 9 September 2002

TWO COVERS WITH A MARK from Bob Johnson last month. Stu
art R MacKenzie wrote to say:

"I was most interested to read the article in the Augus
t issue as I have an interest

in Lego Maggiore Postal History. I have never encounter
ed this mark used in transit

from Italy. The boxed 'SCHWEIZ/N.T.T.' is listed in the
 large handbook of Swiss

cancellations in Group 169; old number 10330, size 9x12
mm, figure 3555, in black,

in use 1856-59. The two marks shown are of different si
zes and the dates of the two

letters extend the period of use to 1864, at 1east.Int
erestingly it is not recorded

in "Marques de Passage" 1815-75 by James Van der Linden
.

• .

Dhaulagiri 8222 m
Alpe- Foto Toni Hagen
Schweizerische Himalaya- Expedition 1960

r\IL

Unser Dhaulagiri-Buch erscheint noch
diesen Herbst im Orell-Füssii-Verlag, Zurich
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1960 SWISS DHAULGIRI EXPEDITION - Stuart sent this inte
resting card posted from Nepal.

by the Swiss Himalaya Expedition. It shows the special
 cachet and is signed by the

members of the team (7) along with the two Sherpa guide
s - one having signed using

his thumb print! There was also included an advert for
 the book of the expedition

to be published in the autumn!
Thematic collectors can spread their nets wide for conn

ections to Swiss mountains.

Stuart adds a p.s. - another railway book to add to the
 list:

Switzerland's Amazing Railways - by Cecil J Allan. Revi
sed edition 1965, published

by Nelson.
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AMBULANT CIRCULAIRE by D. Houtris

Single circle cancel. Inscription: Ambulant Circillaire at top, route number and cross at
bottom. Group 74
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4

Line

5

Illus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

Period of use

7

Remarks

Ambulant Circulaire No. 1 1863 - 1866 Trains 23, 28, 34, 36, '37

Ambulant Circulaire No. 1 1863 Train 28

Ambulant Circulaire No. 2 1863 - 1865 Trains 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 29, 34, 35

Ambulant Circulaire No. 2 1864 - 1865 Trains 3, 10, 24, 26, 36

Ambulant Circulaire No. 3 1864 - 1865 Trains 6, 32

Ambulant Circulaire No. 4 1864 - 1865 Trains 2, 9, 22, 41

Ambulant Circulaire No. 4 1865 - 1866 Trains 23, 35, 36

Double circle without bridge. Inscription: Ambulant Circulaire at top, route number at
bottom. Group 75A
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No

1

2

Line

1

Illus

2

Period of use Remarks

Ambulant Circulaire No. 1 1 1866 Train 31

Ambulant Circulaire No. 3 2 1865 - 1866 Trains 6, 9

Double circle cancel outer ring dotted. Inscription: Amb-Circul. at top, route number and
cross at bottom. Group 75B

C
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No 1 Line

1 Ambulant Circulaire No. 2

Illus Period of use

1 1865 - 1867

Remarks

Trains I, III, VI, 9, 11, 28, 35, 37
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.
Double circle cancel with bridge. Inscription: Ambulant Circulaire No.1 at top, large cross m

circle at bottom. Group 76A

Alfinth

3113116734

No I Line I lilus I Period of use I Remarks

1 I Ambulant CIrculaire No. 1
I 1 I 

1866 - 1867

LIST OF AMBULANT CIACULAIRE ROUTES:

Trains 34, 37, 65, 66

1863
No.1 Bern-Herzogenbuchsee-Neuenburg-Lausanne-Bern

No.2 Freiburg-Lausanne-Neuenburg-Olten-Freiburg

1864
No.1 Bern-Biel-Lausanne-Bern
No.2 Geveva-Lausanne-Biel-Bern-Geneva

No.3 Lausanne-Vi I leneuve-Geneva-Vevey-Lausanne
Bern-Lausanne-Olten-Bern

1865
No.1 Bern-Biel-Lausanne-Bern
No.2 Geneva-Lausanne-Biel-Bern-Geneva

No.3 Lausanne-Vi I leneuve-Geneva-Vevey-Lausanne

No.4 Bern-Lausanne-Olten-Bern

1866
No.1 Bern-Biel-Lausanne-Biel-Bern
No.2 Lausanne-Neuenburg-Bern-Lausanne

No.3 St. Maurice-Geneva-St. Maurice
No.4 Freiburg-Lausanne-Bern-Olten-Freiburg

1867/1869
No.1 Bern-Neuenburg-Lausanne-Neuenburg-Bern

If you can add any additional 'train numbers' to this list of 'Ambulant Circulaire'

then please send them to the Editor for future publication. D H

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

http://www.igstarnps.comcom 
1000's of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.

I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

Fax 01423 564210 E Mailadminhu@iastamps.com 

http://www.igstarnps.com
mailto:Mailadminhu@iastamps.com
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'Anton Raeber' of Kiissnacht
am Rig,' was a family firm
started in 1877 to produce / agi
kirsch and other alcoholic 3

N

liqueurs from locally grown 7 j jJ

a • , , . n . A.! ifo T •produce. The firm still trades
s Räber AG but has

imports Australian and Italian
diversified, produces jams, and i

I 111 i/viadAt
wines.
Containers for commercial „ •
quantities of alcoholic products  <7 ,27 . '

are heavy both full and empty.
Not only that, they have always been expensive to produce and so their return to

Kiissnach Was a good idea. The label illustrated (reduced to half size) is typical of

those in my collection dating between 1917 and 1925 and used for both despatch and

return. It was tied to the protective 'cage' of the glass or ceramic container and as a

result was subject to the vagaries of weather and transport handling so it is hardly

surprising that it shows some 'wear and tear'.
The 'back' of the label, the side without the firm's name
and address, has an 'outward' despatch slip. This is odd.
The destination 'Bellinzona S.F.F.' has been commercially
printed whilst the item's origin KOSSNACH (SCHWYZ)
has been applied using a handstamp and ink pad. The
slip, like others, has been pasted on using a brush and
pot of glue. This is all typical of slips applied by railway
station staff. The tie-on label carries no other indication
of its eventual destination and there must have been an
accompanying invoice, presumably in a tie-on envelope.
The 'outward' slip has been defaced for the return of the
flask - first an attempt was made to tear it off the label
and when this failed, the destination crossed through in
pen. Other pen marks show that the sender was an
A.Soldatz(?), Hotel de la Ville, Bellinzona. and that the
item was being returned to Herr Raeber, Kiissnacht
am/Rigi. This was not clear enough for the postal
authorities. So the label was further defaced using blue
crayon and the Küssnacht destination underlined. In
addition a '4 kg in the same blue crayon gives the weight
of the returning flask.
Decipherable beneath the stamp on the 'front' of the label
is,in indelible pencil, the word 'cognac', the contents of
the container. Whilst the original despatch costs seem to
have been a matter for the firm and the carriers - Gotth.
Bahn. - the return was the responsibility of A. Soldatz. From 1.11.1915 until

31.8.1918 the correct levy for an item termed a 'Pakete' and weighing

 from 2.5 kg up to 5 kg was 50c. This has been acknowledged with
BELL INZONPi the 50c Helvetia with sword stamp. The parcel department in the

17 OCT 17 Bellinzona office used their rectangular canceller (illustrated).
Cancelling must have been difficult because the label would have

MESSAGGERIA been already tied to the returning container. Fortunately for the

collector the date is clearly visible.

Regarding the query from Mr Cordingly in the May 
Newsletter about the International

Disarmament Conference cancellation of 29th May 1
934. The main meetings of the con-

ference were in 1932 and 1933. However, it seems 
that meetings continued on and off

until 1937. According to a reference on the 'Inte
rnet', on the 29th May 1934 an Amer-

ican delegate made a speech to the Conference. I 
would suggest on the basis of this

that whenever the Conference was in session then 
the cancellation was in use. It would

hp interesting to know if other members have cancellations 
dated later. David Hope.

John Cordingley
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SIMPLON RAILWAY HISTORY, more information
Derrick Slate

Members may be interested in the following information 
which is in addition to that

given by Doug Houtris in the July 1999 Newsletter.

This postcard was issued for the inauguration of the Si
mplon tunnel celebrations

which took place from the 28th to the 31st of May 1906
. It has the dates for the

start of the works as the 1st of August 1898. Was this 
just symbolic and the work

really started the following day when the celebrations 
were over? The foundation

stone was laid on the 4th of December the same year.The
 'breakthrough' came on the

23rd of February 1905, and the handover by the engineer
s the 23rd of February 1906.

There seems to be some confusion about the date of open
ing as this privately

produced postcard Implies the opening was 1905 and the 
inauguration was the 18th of

May 1906. The card is a postal stationery card type 26 
III, with a printing date of

"V 06" and a print run of 4 800 000. Cancelled in Ouchy
 and plain on the back.

For the Jubilee of the Simplon in 1956 there was both a
 special stamp and a cancel

to match, but issued. in Lausanne on the 18th of May. When the 75th anniversary came

in 1981 there was just a special cancel on an official 
envelope. What can philatelists

hope for when the centenary arrives in 2006?

Can anyone suggest why the Brig cancel was the 19th 
and not the 18th, the Monday?

(Public holiday in Valais?)
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WHY DO AUCTION FIRMS GET THINGS WRONG? Martin Mantell

Following the exceedingly advantageous purchase of my "Bodensee" Zeppelin card, and
after comments from members of my local §ociety, I have been pondering the practices
of auctioneers. Obviously I should not complain about buying a bargain, and of course
auctioneers cannot know everything about every subject, but it seems to me and some
of my colleagues that unless you have a "Major" collection then auctioneers all but
ignore the knowledge and experience individuals have gained in building their collection.

I am referring here to 'covers which invariably need a little knowledge to explain
them and I regularly come across them at auctions when they have undoubtedly been re-
moved from the pages that contain all the relevant information (either singly in the
case of more valuable covers, or in batches for the cheaper ones).
Why do auction houses do this? Some elderly colleagues are quite concerned about

what will happen to their collections when they are gone, not so much from the value
of them (although of course this is important), but also from the basis that the know-
ledge they have gained over many years will now be lost to subsequent collectors.

Is it possible to insist (as a condition of sale) that auctioneers leave the covers
on their written-up pages, or is there some legal technicality which means that the
auctioneer is then bound by the seller's description? Is this the reason that they
remove them? I feel we would all like comments from other members on this matter.

Whilst the October Newsletter will contain the formal notice convening this year's
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

please do make a note now
that it will be held on Wednesday, 13th November at 6.30 p.m.

at The Union Jack Club
Sandell Street Waterloo London SEL

An Auction will follow the AGM
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Figure 1

ATM Seitz AG
Postfach
CH-6002 Luzern

0,90 CHF

3107.02
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Did you know. M Rutherfoord

- that it seems the Federal Council asked the SP to produ
ce a special stamp for the

10th of September, the day the UN accepts Switzerland a
s the 190th member, the last,

bar the Vatican! Who will now print this stamp in time?
 Why did it take 50 years to

apply for membership? Because, as the only country in 
the world, every citizen had

to be asked by the parliament to vote for it. The same 
as with "Votes for Women", it

took also about 50 years for enough males to vote their
 acceptance. Note, there was

no special stamp for that event.

- that the Consilium Philatelia Helvetica now has as new 
President an Englishman (long

resident here), Robert Wightman, well-known for his exo
tic collections of the highest

order, his judging and many years of service to Swiss P
hilately. New members are

Dr Giovanni Balimann, and Harlan Stone of New York. The
 Gold Medal goes this year to

Andreas Grtnewald for his remarkable work "Die Helvetis
che Republik 1798-1802".

- that the September 02 issue of the BBZ is remarkable in
 two ways, firstly the 16

pages of new issues now has a friendlier layout and all
 stamps are shown in full

colour. Secondly, the main article is completely new to
 me. Axel Hermes, although

mentioned on page 197 of Zumstein's Specialized Catalog
ue, volume I, has discovered

that there are more than the six stamps mentioned, whic
h have been treated with

phenolphthalein to produce secret marks, namely a close
 pattern of invisible Swiss

crosses. This was to combat forgeries and was used by t
he Sihl Paper Factory from

1910 till 1935. To make these marks visible the paper h
as to be immersed in water

having a pH value of at least 8.2, when the crosses wil
l appear in purple. Try it.

- that the SP is about to try out a number of new ways of
 distributing the post. In

smaller places "Postfach Flex", PO Boxes, set up in pub
lic places will allow box

holders to get their mail from 9 am, instead of waiting
 for the postman about lunch-

time. The money saved will be credited to the box-holde
r. Tests have started and if

accepted 440 villages will be so equipped, by 2006.

- that if no-one is at home, regularly, then, at a cost, 
the mail will be delivered

between 6 and 8 pm, or on Saturdays between 9 and 12 am
. The PO will also pick up

and deliver your groceries! Not for free.

- that the SP has realized that Switzerland is saturat
ed with Frama stamp-vending

machines; 2500 is too many, 500 would match the Europea
n average for such devices.

Only 3% of stamps bought by the public are Framas, so the 
least used, 1000 to 1500,

will be removed and perhaps sold to private kiosks at r
ailway stations, shopping

malls and others, to provide stamps. Details are not cl
ear. The 210 machines that

have been modified to take the new multi-coloured paper
, will be kept, not increased.

- that a lucky Swiss collector noticed something special 
about his block of four

embroidered "sheetlet", see figure 1. The firm said a t
hread must have snapped just

before the needle started on "500", and was not seen du
ring the rigorous checking.

A lucky buyer, for once.
- that "outsourcing" is not one of my favourite words, es

pecially when applied to the

excellent "Focus on stamps" magazine. A new firm is to 
take over the complete pro-

duction in all four languages, ready for the first issu
e of 2003!

- that via the well-known dealer in such specialities, Ma
rkus Seitz, I have received

my first PC letter (see•the 
,DYK'on p 55 of the July Newsletter) and shown in figure

 2.

Note the quite unnecessary machine cancellation, in abo
ut average quality.

—

;NT,

`144;r. Fry DIE POST5
STAMM A0010028CE

Herrn
Michael Rutherfoord
Hurdäckerstr. 40
8049 Zürich

Figure 2
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NON-POSTAL CACHETS USED ON BOARD SWISS LAKE "STEAMERS" Colin Griffiths

As a result of the first item in the DTI( column on page 55 of the July Newsletter

some photocopies of further cachets arrived on the editorial desk. Over the years

members have no doubt seen many of these in dealers' boxes. A closer look showed that

there was a story behind them.One of the boats had changed its name - the "Schien
er-

burg" had been re-named the "Meerburg" at some time but was otherwise the same bo
at

and its home port was still Konstanz. Why should it have been re-named?

Then it seemed there was another story. Most of the cards were from British pub-.

ushers. The sender (and recipient?) had taken them with him on a holiday in May/

June 1964 just to collect the cachets. Not unusual as the person came from the north

of England. But, if you remember 1964 the foreign travel allowance was £25-, whic
h

was a good reason to take your own postcards with you, along with a tent and lots
 of

tins of food.It seems a long time ago now but even the Editor was trying to collec
t

cancels from any post office he visited in Switzerland.

The story of the cancels did not finish there though. The postcards were even olde
r.

Three of the cards had a quotation on the address side; The Prime Minister "Let u
s

all strive without failing in faith or in duty" and "This is a time for everyone 
to

stand together, and hold firm!". The Minister of Production had the following quot
e:

"T.N.T."- To-day, Not to-morrow! Now we know where the parcel carrier got it from!

Bodensee-Motorschiff

,SCHIEHERDEOr

Baejahr: 1929 - 132 t
Heimathafen: Konstanz

Bodensee-Motorschiff

,,,MEERSBIll10"
ex SCHIENERBERG

Baujaht: 1929 - 132 t
Heimathafent Konstanz

c ' ...-
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"T. N. T."— To-day, Not to-morrow!

—The Minister of Production

U.
UL

1—0

Well here we are at the end of another month of the Newslet
ter and what do I have

but another space to fill and nothing small enough to fill it. This is why

you are getting something from the Editor straight on to the keyboard. No it

is not a computer, just an old IBM electric, very noisy and with a mind of

its own. It seems most members, and readers, of the Newsletter have been on

holiday since I returned in June. Despite the interesting queries that have

appeared in the issues since then there have been no answers in my letter box!

I have threatened to publish my fondue recipe, but the weather is too hot and

I would be better employed in the garden, or so the proof reader thinks. In

the meanwhile I need to fill the rest of this space, paste it up - yes I still

use glue - get the covering letters to the printer completed and then post it.

With luck, and Royal Mail permitting you might get to read this in the first

week of the month. During that time I shall be scraping the 'barrel' for the

copy to put in the October issue. WHAT CAN YOU DO TO FILL A GAP LIKE THIB2

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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No. 10 October 2002

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

In accordance with the Society's Jules notice is hereby given that the

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on Wednesday, 13 th November 2002

at 6.30 p.m. prompt at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1 8UJ

AGENDA

Apologies for absence
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 14th November 2001 and published in

the December 2001 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter

Matters arising from the Minutes
Chairman's Address
Hon. Secretary's Report

6, Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts

7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
9. Librarian's Report
10.Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2002/2003

11.Motions and Resolutions
12.Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the

Committee i.e. Chairman, Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not

exeeeding)_tmelve_merrtber_s_of_the-Committee,-should  be sent-to the  Hon. Secretary in

writing to reach him not later than Monday, 11 th November 2002.

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual

General Meeting must give notice in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary

not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.

Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.
Claude Mistely Chairman.

All members who can, are asked to attend this meeting when they will have the

opportunity to make clear their views regarding the running of the Society whilst putting

forward suggestions for the future.

Immediately following the AGM there will be an auction. Members should ensure that lots have

an identifying reference and submit a list in duplicate with individual short selling descriptions for

the auctioneer.

zrc-r 7 man Crlr NP.WST I 55th year I No.10 I pp 73-80 I London Oct 2002 I ISSN 0951-0001
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MAIL TO & FROM SWITZERLAND DURING WORLD WAR II (cont. from p 44, June 2002) D Ripley

Part 4 - to and from Asia, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa

The reason I have grouped these items is that due to both the Middle East situation and the
Pacific War, mail services to the East and Africa were severely affected.
Prior to the outbreak of the War, air mail traffic on the major routes relied on co-operation

between airlines, the Imperial Airways route to India and the Far East had connections with
the Australian QANTAS airline and KNILM [Dutch Indies division of KLM]. Air France
with mail to Indo-China, South Africa served by Imperial, with connection via SABENA or
Aeromaritime to Central Africa whilst South African Airways served the Eastern Coast.
Imperial Airways was to be come BOAC and its main routes were England to Australia and
England to South Africa, both routes going via Marseilles, Rome, Athens & Alexandria
before splitting, one via Baghdad, Basra, Bahrain, Karachi across India to Calcutta, to
Rangoon and Bangkok [spur to Hong Kong], then Penang, Singapore, Batavia to Darwin &
down to Sydney. The other line via Cairo, Wadi Haifa, Khartoum, Mombassa, Mozambique,
Beira, Lourenco Marques to Durban.
With the outbreak of war in 1939 BOAC continued to fly these routes, the only major change
was that the Flying Boats operated from Poole instead of Southampton. Landplanes flew the
Karachi to Calcutta section. ATI additional main route was started linking London to Lisbon,
this gave a direct connection with the PANAM Clipper services. I have seen a cover that was
sent registered from Manila in October 1939 to Winterthur, Switzerland. Its route was sea to
Hong Kong, air Hong Kong to Bangkok on the BOAC spur, then across India, the Middle
East and Egypt to Brindisi in Southern Italy on the BOAC Empire route, from where it
travelled by rail to Switzerland.
When in May 1940, first France was overrun and in the following month, Italy entered the
war, the Air Routes of BOAC and KLM to the Middle East, Far East and Africa were
severed, whilst Air France was only to fly to French North Africa
Nearly all mail from Switzerland destined for these areas posted in June had to go by sea
either from Italian ports or when sent airmail, from Lisbon.
BOAC started the "Horseshoe Route" in June 1940, this linked Durban with Australia via the
Middle East and India. Another route was established from Poole via Lisbon to Lagos and
Leopoldville, then across Africa to link with the Horseshoe route at Port Bell, Uganda, the
link being provided by SABENA
Airmail to Northern Africa travelled at first by rail for the Air France service from Marseilles
to Algiers,and on to Stanleyville, Beira or Brazzaville. These routes continued until June
1940, Air Mail surcharges varied from 10c to Algiers to 40c for French Equatorial Africa. No
services were provided by Air France from June until late October 1940, when a limited
service was restarted by Réseau Aérienne Française [R.Ae.F.], the Vichy France airline using
former Air France aircraft. As far as the Author can ascertain from covers he has seen, very
little use was made of this service by the Swiss PTT.
June 1940 until December 1941 
The Airmail surcharge for mails from Switzerland to Far East Australia and New Zealand
until December 1941 was 70e, exceptions were mail to Ceylon which started at 30c rising to
210c, China which varied between 100c & 210c, Hong Kong 50c to June 40 then 150c until
Dec 41. India was 30c in 1939 rising to 40c until Aug 40, when there was a jump to 210c.
Most of the Swiss mails on these routes was either rail to Brindisi, then on the BOAC / KLM
routes or via Marseilles through Tunis, Beirut, Bagdad, Karachi, Bangkok, Saigon, Hanoi on
the Air France service.
Following the severing of the Empire route across Europe, the Horseshoe route was also cut
when Japan entered the war, mall to the Far East and Australasia could either go by sea or via
the Atlantic & Pacific Clipper Services of PANAM as far as Honolulu, then sea to
destination.

January 1942 to end of the War. 
The various postal bulletins until late 1944 give Air Mail routes to the East via Yugoslavia,
Bulgaria, Turkey and Bagdad, where connections were made with BOAC & KLM, the mail
on its journey across Europe would in the main have travelled by rail, although a limited
amount of mail is recorded as having travelled by air on a route through Vienna and Istanbul.
Another route which came into use in mid 1943 was by air to Teheran and Moscow, across
Russia by rail to Vladivostok, here it was sorted, mail for Japan was sent on by ship, for
China either by Air or ship according to the franking..
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A large amount of mail to Australasia was sent westwards using the two PANAM Clipper

services, the airmail surcharges varied between 70c & 210c depending on destination and the

progress of the war. One premium service was for forces mail to and from Australia, this also

carried mail to and from the International Red Cross in Switzerland.

Over 50 rate changes took place during this period on outgoing mails from Switzerland to the

Far East and Australasia with a similar number for Africa. In the main, the change in rates

was for airmail, surface rates remained fairly stable. Add to this the various rate changes for

incoming and special concession mails, the scope is endless.

Figure 1 - to Accra, Gold Coast
16.IX.42, airmail 1,80fr, 4g, v
via Geneve & New York, where
censored. Route: train Geneva,
France, Barcelona; air Madrid,
Lisbon, PAA to NY, FAM 22 Miami,
Belem (Br Guinea), Bathurst,
Accra. Arrival fairly certain
due to termite damage to cover.

rli, Figure 2 - to Mariannhill SA

1
1 ,1:08 16.III.43,surface 30c. Censored

in SA. From 15.2.43 surface mail
was by PTT bus to Genoa to avoid

rmGerman censorship, until Allied
•..

1
1-2- landings in Sicily, July 1943.
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Figure 3 - from S Africa to POW
in Italian camp which had been
closed by Germans. Sent on to
Red Cross Geneva; records out of
date so sent to SA APO, in UK.
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. _ .. ...4.4.7.,- Ii Figure 4 - to French Cameroun
! ' 10.V1.43, airmail 1,80fr. Route:

Stuttgart, Berlin censor, Lisbon,
---...-...... Panam 22 to Lagos; surface or air

to M t Balmayo/Cameroun, 4.Nov 43 ?



Figure 8 - to Aucklan
airmail lfr, 5g via E
Stuttgart, Berlin cen
Panam Clipper to US(c
air across US, Pacifi
to New Zealand
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Indies to Red Cross Geneva.
Route: KLNIM to Singapore, BOAC
to Durban, sea to Lisbon, air to
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SIMPLON RAILWAY HISTORY - further information
David Hope

David writes to say that he has further information to add to
 the article by Derrick

Slate in the September issue of the Newsletter.

"According to my information, found on the internet, the Tunn
el breakthrough came at

7 a.m. on the 24th of February 1905, not on the 23rd as shown
 on the Souvenir card.

As regards the second card with the dates "1898-1905" I belie
ve this was issued to

celebrate the event which took place in the tunnel on the 2nd
 of April 1905. On this

day representatives from Italy and Switzerland, including the
 President of Switzerland,

met at the frontier inside the tunnel. A religious dedication
 service, conducted by

the Bishop of Sion, was then held on the spot. The Bishop inv
oked God's blessing on

the tunnel, the officials, the workmen, and the trains. The f
orty to fifty men who had

lost their lives in the building of the tunnel were also reme
mbered. This event was

referred to as the "Fete de Percement".

The source of this information is "The World's Story: A Histo
ry of the World in Story,

Song and Art" published in 1914. Another internet source stat
es that the Bishop had

"expressed the hope that the Simplon Tunnel would prove a fre
sh bond of friendship

between the nations of Europe". "

Why do Auction Firms get things wrong? - further thoughts
Edward Quinton

"Do they remove the covers from the pages of information for 
the convenience of packing

and dispatch? Or is it because they may be liable for the inf
ormation? Surely a dis-

claimer would cover that? But any good collector would check 
the details for themselves.

In the past I have had two lots of "Territoires Conquis" mark
s. Both lots contained

two covers with the same mark but different details, which I 
had to check for myself.

Good fun!
Now a query - Does anybody know in which countries these "Ter

ritoires Conquis" were?

Albert Reinhardt in his book of that name gives numbers and n
ames them, but no clue

is given as to where they were. Some of the covers from the t
wo lots are not Swiss;

one appears to be from Egypt? Any information would be apprec
iated.
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CAUGHT IN THE ACT

Our President Tony Hoyle,
left, and Michael Ruther-
foord searching the waste
bin in a Post Office
somewhere in that small
country in the middle
of Europe. Watch the
Newsletter to see what
new discoveries they may
have made there.
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Grilizeit!
Cest le tamps des grSliades1
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Northern Group Report. As I commented in my ramblings at the end of the last season the Group
is fortunate in having Tony Hoyle as Chairman this year. A mine of information where the
Helvetia Philatelic Society is concerned, his first comment after welcoming members to the
September meeting was to remind us that this will be the fifty-third session for the Northern Group.
Established by the late Laurie Moore only three years after the Society itself was founded, this
group has continued without a break since. 1950, meeting at various venues with fluctuating
numbers but still in good heart.
As is usual for this first meeting of a new season when some regulars are often still on holiday, it
was a case of displaying recent acquistions under the broad umbrella of "What's New?". And
again, no-one left the meeting with a feeling of disappointment for everyone present made a
contribution. Refer to "A Mystery Solved" in the August, 2002 issue of the Newsletter and we had
the whole of the correspondence and research on which this article concerning the "System
Kniisli" was based, displayed for inspection, complete with a strip of red Essay Proofs. Material
collected on a recent holiday in St. Moritz alongwith a selection of early postal items and cards
relating to the Uetliberg on the outskirts of Zürich was another contribution. Under the title "An
Artist's Tour of Graubunden" was a small collection of prepaid postcards on the reverse of which
were beautiful pencil sketches of scenes in that Canton undertaken by an unknown artist during a
holiday in 1901. The same member displayed a number of early Swiss miniature sheets - all
forgeries which are now finding their way onto the philatelic market. Proving that bargains
continue to be obtained at auctions was a splendid display of over fifty Bundesfeier cards from
1911 onwards, some in mint condition, some with F.D.Cs, different shades of card, etc. All these
had been advertised simply as "a box of Swiss postal stationery cards"! Then we had a small
collection of T.P.Os and station cancellations; four registered items franked with stamps from the
Landscape definitives of 1949 which were the receipted portions of legal notices from official
court documents. Finally there was a set of airmail covers with the Swissair Bordpost cancellation
from the Mittelholzer Commemorative Flight of January 1957 and a small display of Christmas &
New Year greetings postcards of the 1920s & 30s all addressed to one particular person. Of
course there were more items additional to what I have described but one must leave space for all
the other contributors to this excellent newsletter!, So, study our programme and come along to
future meetings. You won't be disappointed. D.C.

DIE POST1 0,90 CHF
STAMPIT A001002BCE 22.08.02

VALI AGE08842881t. 2tV8052 208c8

KETOL AG

EGGBOHLSTR. 28
8052 ZURICH
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Figure 5
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the old question of "what is a First Day Cover" has risen again from th
e swamp

of philatelic correctness. Figure 1 shows the official FDC, dated 10.9.02, f
or the

commemorative 90c stamp issued for the (belated) entry of Switzerland to the
 UN on that

day; the official launch having taken place in the UN building in New York, 
prior to

the ceremony in the UN conference itself. But at this time all POs in Switze
rland were

closed, as New York is 6 hours behind Switzerland. So only on the 11th could
 these

stamps be bought in Switzerland (in this case they could not be purchased Ah
ead of the

issue date, as is usual). Figure 2 shows my genuine FDC effort from the loca
l PO, and

the red coding bars prove correct postal use. So which is "correct"?

- that the stamps have been the first stamp designed by the well-known artist 
Roger

Pfund of Carouge, Geneva. Printed in small sheets of 20 , by Enschede, just in time.

- that I mentioned earlier that the SP has registered its 'yellow' for all pos
tal

matters; now the German Post has claimed that their yellow,:somewhat paler, 
cannot be

excluded. Surely each can be defined by an exact optical number, to keep out
 new users.

- that the Rapp Auction House, Wil St Gallen, is looking for material for thei
r next

auction on 25-28th November 2002; a representative will be in the UK in Sept
ember and

October. Contact them at Postfach 276, CH-9500 Wil, or tel. 0041 719 23 77 4
4; also

by fax, Internet or e-mail.

_

	

	 Markus Seitz reports that not only is there a 
..''normal" Stampit PC stamPASee_DYK

page 55 July), but also a special for letters to be returned, gratis, for or
ders,

competitions, etc. See figure 3, note the extra line below the impression.

- that figures 4 & 5 are just to whet your appetite for my article on these ca
ncels,

which have been mentioned briefly before. One of the reasons for my delay is
 that it

seems to be impossible to get complete information on the different types. T
here seem

to be still a number of early versions about, which confuse the picture. Thi
s is also

the case with the Ascom (previously Hasler) machines, as they have been boug
ht by the

French Neopost. Against all promises it seems that the greater part of the S
wiss staff

are being laid off. Who answers questions from philatelists? Frame is even l
ess com-

municative, and the third firm, Pitney Bowes, has not yet produced any new s
ystem, ie,

using blue ink and 2D barcode. Figure 4 shows the red discount impression, t
his time

for the relatively rare A mail. Figure 5 is in red, instead of blue. Note 'L
a Posta'

for the Italian-speaking region, and the poor handstamp impression, which i
s not needed.

"A" stands for A mail, and "GR" for Gross, the second largest size.

- that to form a basic collection, inland letters, there are four sizes of let
ter, in "A"

and "B", that makes eight, then each can be in German, French and Italian-sp
eaking

regions, that makes 24! I am not even halfway complete!

2002
UNO Beitritt der Schweiz
Adhesion de la Suisse a l' ONU
Adesione della Svizzera all'ONU
Switzerland's accession to the UN

Figure 1
Michael Hutherreord
Hurinckerstrasse 40
CH-8049 Zürich

''''' '' ' •

Figures 3, 14 & 5, see opposite page.



TRANSIT GENEVOIS -An early recording Stuart MacKenzie
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Although slightly grubby, this small envelope from Fribourg to St. Chamond via Geneva,
dated 13th November 1846, shows one of Switzerland's rarest Transit Markings. Cancelled
with the Fribourg datestamp, it shows a ms charge of 8 decimes. En route through
Geneva a rare boxed "T.G." (transit Genevois) is struck in red. The "Geneve/Ferney"
transit datestamp is applied at the French Exchange Office, and a French tax for
3 decimes is charged to pay the postage from the frontier to its destination -
St. Chamond. (This example is one year earlier than recorded in Winkler.) 
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New Members: The Society is pleased to welcome Lt.-Col. retd Eric Gill of Pulborough,
and Mr Paul Spragg of Sheffield. All members are reminded that the Society has a
comprehensive Library of books relevant to most aspects of Swiss philately. The
address of the Honorary Librarian is given in your Programme cards. The Society also
has a Packet sales circuit as well as the monthly Newsletter.

More non-postal cachets from Lake Constance sent in by Tony Hoyle
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Derrick Slate has three

picture pcs with this
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are there in the series?
What are the pictures?

Anton Riber of Kiissnacht John Cordingiev
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No. 11 November 2002

TWICE-CANCELLED CARDS AND COVERS - an answer to the query on p 92, December 2001

These two cards are being auctioned by the SVPS at their October Club Auction.

Both have special cancellations - 50 years apart - which is not allowed today. Ve
ry

nice curios to have. One is on a card produced for the Opening of the Simplon Rai
l

Tunnel. The impression at the top-left is, I think, in letterpress, and shows the
 date

as the 1st of June 1906. (See also p 69 of the September Newsletter this year.)

The second card followed 8 years later, with a rare cancel dated 2.XI.14-8. Beca
use

of the star and "tails" it is known as the "Comet", and was used only in a manual

cancelling machine designed by Frederick de Coppet. Two of these machines have b
een

found in the PTT Museum stores. The stamp was cancelled in 1964 in Lausanne.

Many thanks to Michael

Rutherfoord for this
information and the

illustrations.
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In the September Newsletter I wrote about the luggage label accompanying a returned empty cognac
flask back to the distillery of Anton Räber in Kiissnacht am Rigi. A similar label dated 1925 has now
come to light. The outward side of the label quite clearly shows a flask weight of 41kg.
The flask has been returned from Biasca indicated by cds and a nice numbered parcel slip, and a new
weight of 3.5kg has been clearly added. This weight came within the 2.5kg-5kg band for which the
charge was 80c paid for with a Sitting Helvetia with Sword stamp. The 500g difference in weight I
assume to be the weight of the flask contents. Interesting! So now the fun bit! Out came a full bottle
of red wine from the store under the stairs and an empty bottle. Full bottle weighed 1200g and empty
one 380g - 820g for 756 of wine. On this basis the full flask from the distillery contained very little
spirit. This seems an odd situation - comment from members please.
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AN EARLY SHOOTING FESTIVAL Stuart R MacKenzie

This postal stationery item is from a shooting festival with patriotic overtones.
I am grateful to Heinz Katcher who managed to get some of the information from Rdlli
in Luzern. It is evidently a great rarity used, but still scarce unused.
The letter card - with folded pull-out - has a 2c olive brown imprint. The outer

cover is red and black with a white Federal Cross on the tuck-in side. Printed by
the firm of A Haeubi, Bern. The pull-out section comprises twelve lithographic
illustrations. They are printed in shades of sepia and are the work of J Schenk, Bern.
A translation of the captions shows the difference between French & German texts.

1. Separation, full of hope. (French)
Goodbye now Luise, cry not and be sensible; the shots are for the target, they
hit not me. (German)

2. Arrival in the town of the Federal Shooting Competition.
With rifle and baggage, thus we arrive, porters at the station in numbers us meet.

3. Tour of the town. Visit the sights.
And look one of them is quickly ready to show us the Bear's town in festive state.

4. Meet an old friend in the dining hall.
Greetings from my wife, are you the one from there. Now we must have one of the
better ones (beer).

5. The rostrum. Toast to the "Homeland".
And a toast to Mother Helvetia. All you shooting brothers all join in the toast.

6. The first night. Inevitable consequences of the drinking.
Now I'm very thirsty, I need a large container. I believe I nearly drank a
fountain dry.

7. Hangover. Dispersal of the alcoholic fumes.
How pleased am I, that one can get a drink to quickly make the hangover go.

8. At the shooting range. Attack of nerves in front of the targets.
Confound it, the shot missed the target. But the last one must hit home.

9. At the banquet. Dear Confederates! Dear Riflemen!
At the banquet there I told them such as us there's none far and wide.

10. Taking possession of the First Prize Cup.
And when I won the First Prize Cup they carried me shoulder high to the Festival
Hall.

11. Filling the First Prize Cup.
But what it costs to fill the cup (fill or celebrate) one may hardly tell the wife.

12. Happy return. Hopes not disappointed or in vain.
Then home I travel - Hurrah on the stairs. The wife meets me with a festival boy.

The German translations have been provided by our vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard from
the Bernese dialect. The French was done 'in-house' by the editorial staff - E & OE:

Can any member confirm that this was the Federal Rifle Meeting held in Bern from
the 17th to the 31st of July 1910? Who has a used envelope?

URGENT MESSAGE FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY - The packet is now into the second month
and the Royal Mail appears to have lost one of ours. Would Members please ensure
that the packet is addressed correctly and that the sender's name is included.



Heureux Moue. Espéranee non dive.
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I
Séparatiou ploine d'espdrance. Arrives dans la Tills du fir fadéral. Tour de vine. Visite des curiosités. Roncoutre de rims amis a la canine.
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THE NEXT MEETING  OF THE WESSEX GROUP i s on Saturday the 9th of November at-the

Clovel ly Hotel, Mill Road, Sal isbury, near the Rai lwa
y Station. The room is.

booked from 1.30 p.m.. Please bring along your Postal
 Stationery or Latest Acquisitions

Any enquiries to Don Symonds 01 202 88 36 09 - see y
ou all there!
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A COVER FROM THE PHILATELIC BUREAU IN BERN TO ULM on the 28.VIII.44

Eric Lienhard sent this with queries on the postage rates and the censoring. In the
hope that some of our more knowledgeable members could help the Editor sent them
copies; their comments are given below. If you can help then please write in!
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David Ripley wrote: A dealer in Germany has
requested a supply of stamps and these have
been sent registered. We do not know the weight
but say it was over 20g the postage would be
2 x 30c = 60c + 20c registration = 80c. Another
solution by a friend is that the PTT had a
service charge of 30c and issued stamps to act
as a receipt for the postage-& handling. I
understand the PTT had a practice of using a
franking machine label instead of a seal on
registered envelopes. I have a similar cover
same franking to Leeuwarden, Holland 27th July.
TheAd is the Munich censor on unopened mail;
the various letters may be routing marks.

k 1 month in the poet
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Charles LaBlonde wrOte: Basic surface postage (up to 20g) 30c, next weight step
(20 to 40g) 20c, registration (same throughout the war) 30c, total 80c. Why the 15c
on the reverse? 1. No more room on the front. 2. PTT wanted cover to look "perfect"
with only a complete set of PP stamps. 3. PTT philatelic office screwed up and put
too little postage. Bern main office caught this and added 15c. Note different post-
mark dates. 4. PTT philatelic office didn't weigh the letter, just put on a complete
set of stamps. Main Bern PO weighed and added missing amount (gratis, since the screw-
up was PTT fault.)Take your pick! 

- ,
...'

• AO.
•

This postal stationery card went to Antwerp in June 1878 and received an arrival mark
"Suisse Anvers" the following day (no year?). A strange mix of French and Dutch, or is
there a place called "Suisse" in Antwerp? Ian Gilchrist
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WHAT IS A FIRST DAY COVER? Did You Know p 79 October Newsletter Furth
er comment.

A S Goldingham wrote to say: "At present, if I order from a catalogu
e a FDC issued

in the last few decades I do not know whether I will receive a specia
l cover that has

not been postally used, or one correctly used on the first day of sta
mp issue.

Rather than debate which is correct, maybe it is time to have a forma
l differentiation

in dealer catalogues between two categories of items referred to by M
ichael Rutherfoord,

both will then be equally valid, but different. The extra slant in 
the DYK case

referred to, of the Official FDC carrying a postmark date that cannot
 have been

applied to a correctly posted cover, reinforces my approach.

As covers in the first category can be purchased unaddressed from th
e PTT Philatelic

Counters and from dealers after the first day of issue this suggests 
to me they are

hardly truly philatelic unless there is evidence of correct postal u
se. I have even

seen first day postmarks being applied to a large number of the 195
5 ntes des

Vignerons publicity stamps (Z321) some days after the first day of is
sue. This was

being done in public in a large store in Vevey. Conversely, those in
 the second

category may not be as striking to look at but they are truly philate
lic.

Both are valid items to collect, but they are different categories a
nd I would wish

to see them separately identified."

1907 Insufficient Address John Cordingley

This piece came to light whilst
going through thousands of Swiss
postcards at the Picture Postcard
Show held in August at the New
Horticultural Hall in Victoria,
London. I am not really interested
in postcards until they become
postal history but go to the show in
the hope something turns up!
The card was posted in ROME on
September 16 1907 and within two
days was being sorted in GENEVA:.
the sorting office circular date
canceller shows Sept 18. With just
a name to give an indication of its
intended destination, it seems likely that the office had no idea where it should be

delivered so the straight line INCONNUALAPPEL cancellation was applied. If the

addressee had been known to the office then the card would have been delivered and

this article would not have been written. The cancellation is listed and illustrated in

'Andres and Emmeneggee in Group 25 with an introductory date of 1871. This

reference lists GENEVA as being the only post office using the strike. The green boxed

label- with 'Adresse insuffisante' was also added by -this—office. The blue crayoning

seems to have been an initial defacing of the address.
So what information do members have about the cancellation? Can anyone make

sensible suggestions about what happened to the card subsequent to the application

of the boxed label?
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London Group Meeting, Wednesday 9 October = My Favourite Swiss Sets

The London Group was delighted to welcome President Tony Hoyle to its first meeting of the
season. To celebrate his 50 years' membership of Helvetia, the President presented enamel
officers' badges which he had had specially prepared for the Chairman, Secretary and
Treasurer and which were received by the Chairman with grateful thanks.

The President showed his favourite sets, the National Festival issues of 1945-1949 depicting
traditional Swiss farm houses and some railway stations, on beautifully prepared sheets with
interesting background information and appropriate photographs, concluding with a selection
of Swissair menus with covers having some illustrations of historic Swiss farm houses as well
as other themes, all designed by Kurt Wirth who was responsible for some of the publicity
stamps between 1979 and 1985 plus the first Pro Sport stamp of 1986.

Other favourite issues included, in date order, frank stamps from the 1871 Franco-Prussian
War to the 1935 "Servers of Mankind", the 1874 Jura Industrial Railway (an attractive
selection of these scarce stamps, mostly fine mint with one very good used, from
Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard), a 1900 UPU souvenir from John Mitchell in addition to other
material, stamps available in Swiss post offices in 1908 covering Numeral, Standing Helvetia,
Tell Boy, Helvetia Bust and Helvetia with Sword issues including several unusual "declared
value" letters, some with infrequently seen frankings (an imaginative display by John
Cordingley), the 1936 Landscapes, the 1938 League of Nations Buildings with overprinted
stamps for the League additionally overprinted "specimen" in red (both of these from Fred
Pickard), the 1942 Salvage issue, the 1944 Air Mail, National Festival and Pro Juventute
issues, the 1947 Railway Centenary including a complete sheet of the 5 centimes containing
a stamp with the missing spoke variety, and the 1949 Industry and Landscape issue with
some matching picture postcards. In giving the vote of thanks, the Chairman stated that
much good material had been shown and the displays were proof of members' good taste.

CPM

Northern Group Report. It is difficult for me to know just how much or how little should be
included in this report on what Tony Hoyle displayed under the title "My Approach to Thematics"
at the October meeting. It may seem stupid to begin with one of the words Cedric Dry used in his
vote of thanks at the end of the meeting. But the word was "awesome" and no one who was
present would disagree with that!
The centre piece for the speaker's introduction was a triptyche (three boards of A2 size) on which
was mounted a large map of Switzerland over and around which were hundreds of "run of the
mill" stamps depicting "Switzerland Displayed On Stamps". This, Tony explained, he had used
many, many years ago when giving a talk to an audience of non-philatelists and at a time when
these inexpensive stamps were the only ones he could afford. From this starting point he had built
up a vast collection of material which he had developed into a thematic theme and which we were
then privileged to see. Look in your catalogue at the Pro-Juventute stamps from 1912 to around
1980, those Bundesfeier and Pro-Patria items to 1979 and many of the Publicity issues depicting
Swiss life and they were all on display. Not mounted in neat rows of four or five as most of us are
apt to do with our stamps. Virtually every piece was on a sheet of its own alongwith a card or
photograph illustrating the actual subject depicted on that stamp. Added to this was handwritten
information about the item which had required much reading and research on the part of the
presenter. One example will suffice. Take the Ibex (P.J.222). Did you know that in the 19th
century this animal had been exterminated in Switzerland; re-established in Canton St. Gallen in
1911 to be re-settled ten years later in the National Park? What Tony presented was not one large
display but a series of mini-presentations on some 350 sheets and around two dozen A2 size
boards. These covered virtually every aspect of Switzerland; mountains, alpine gardens, birds,
animals, costumes, coats of arms, lakes, architecture, transport and many more. Incorporated
within this material were publicity cancellations on cover, complete sheets of stamps (P.P 1938/9)
and a collection of Swissair menu cards, the covers of which had beautiful coloured illustrations
of the William Tell story and traditional regional architecture of the country. No doubt those of us
who were fortunate to be present had our own favourite pieces. Mine were the sheets of the early
P.J. issues with the outstandingly designed cards depicting the costumes and coats of arms to be
found on the stamps of that period. But everything was a pleasure to look at, an object lesson in
how best to use inexpensive stamps of whatever period mounting them in a clear, artistic way that
would appeal to philatelist and non-philatelist alike. Yes, indeed it was awesome! D.C.

TRANSIT GENEVOIS - Fred Pickard writes to say: " Further to the item by Mr Stuart
MacKenzie in the October Newsletter (p80) I purchased Mrs Rawnsley's Postal History
collection. Among the items is the boxed 'TG' mark on a piece dated 7th Novenber 1846,
a few days earlier than Stuart's. Doubtless since Winkler was published in 1968 quite
a few of the dates have been revised. I have not yet been able to see if Richard
Schaffer has revised the date in his publication."
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Did you know? 
M Rutherfoord

- that the 70c stamp issued on the 17th of September 2002 was called the last sta
mp

new issue to be printed by the Printing Works in Bern, but it was not the last ti
me

the machines 'rolled' That was for a reprint of the 90c 'A' stamp, which ended on

Friday the 28th of June 2002. Now the Printing Works themselves, apparently witho
ut

telling the Philatelic Bureau, have distributed about the last 1000 sheets to var
ious

people (not to me) with an Official Certificate confirming the last printing. Nat
-

urally some have come onto the market; one dealer is asking CHF 99.-, Zumstein (i
n the

November issue of the BBZ) only CHF 90.-, but without a certificate. The nominal 
price

for a sheet of fifty 90c stamps, Z No.887x, is CHF 45. How many went to normal PO
s?

A certificate is hardly necessary as the printing date is always shown on each shee
t.

-that it has always been a characteristic of Swiss stamp printing to have 
many reprints

of short runs each. This explains the great number of colour variations in many o
f

the definitive issues.

- that in 'Focus' it has been announced that on 19.11.02 something peculiar will ha
ppen,

namely that two booklets of 'Tourism' stamps will be issued. Six stamps of either
 1.30

or 1.80 in each, but the selling price of the booklet is either 7.20 or 10.00. Th
at

means a discount of about 8%, and single stamps from booklets have never been sol
d.

It will be interesting to see how often the designated purpose of use either on 
a

postcard to Europe or Worldwide is followed. There is no value on the stamps them
selves,

and in the booklet it says "not for letters". The Internet page is useful.

- that at the head of the Lake of Neuch
gtel, in Marin-Epagnier, there is a firm 'Fuli,

well-known for providing a cancellation service for machine slogans, K-cancels, S
pecials

and also ordinary cds. They have large stocks, so can help with thematic cancels,
 and

their illustrated monthly (or so) bulletins form virtually a comprehensive listin
g of

all recent Swiss cancels. Not cheap. Write to: Ful Philatelic, Case postale 144,

CH-2074 Mann. See a sample page of last day cancels below (much reduced).

- that in the latest 'Focus' there is another interesting rule, mentioned for the f
irst

time, namely that sales of new issues will in future be limited to 3-4 months at 
POs,

and 6-7 months from the Philatelic Bureau. This will have to be remembered. In th
e

Year Lists of 2002 sales were limited to about a year, for the old stocks.

- that also in this 'Focus' Walsall Security Printers in the UK is to produce two

single stamps. Remember they took over Courvoisier last year. Perhaps these stamp
s

will be printed on the old machine.

- that I am still surprised at the number of 1912 PJ Forerunners being offered at

auctions with back-dated cancellations; this has been mentioned before. Several a
re

shown below: dot before the time reel, only introduced in 1919(seemingly unknown 
to the

expert who provided the certificate); cancels with Cross & District Number, introd
uced

in 1914; Luzern-Engleberg-Luzern TPO which may have been printed on by laser prin
ter.
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1935 VALUE DECLARED LETTER TO LONDON John Cording ley

This is an intriguing item. The weight of the letter is clearly marked as 32g. The

foreign letter rate in 1935 was 30c for the first 20g, and 20c for up to an extra 20g

-total postage 50c. According to the Zumstein catalogue Tables of Postage Rates a

Registered fee of 30c is applicable at this date. The postage to be applied is clearly

marked at the top of the envelope as 1.40, and the stamps confirm this amount. So

this leaves 60c to cover the Value Declared fee (V), but this does not correspond to

the rates in the Zumstein catalogue.
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In October 1925 the V rate was increased from 30 to 40c for 300fr or fractions therof-

the "Zach" booklet of postal rates notes a modification of rates in January 1935

with the deletion of "fractions thereof".

None of this explains the 1.40fr postage applied to the letter. Possibly it should

have been 1.60fr (postage 50c, R-fee 30c, V-fee 2 x 40c) or 1.30fr assuming that the

V-fee was calculated on a proportional basis with a minimum step of 10c.

However, there are often problems concerning tables of data. Initial mistakes in

recording the rates often leads to misleading tables subsequently being copied in later

editions, and by other authors who do not refer to the original sources. I wonder if

this is the case in this instance.
The cover also shows another curiosity. Postal regulations at the time required that

stamps be applied as singles on Value Declared envelopes, and that they be placed some
distance apart. This minimized the possibility of the stamps being removed illegally,

the envelope being slit, the contents removed, and the stamps reapplied to hide the

slit. So with two added labels, two stamps applied contrary to postal regulations, a

blue registered "cross" applied by the British postal authorities, and five superb

seals on the reverse, I think this is an attractive item to have in my collection.

However, can anyone provide the information needed to explain the postage used?

I. G.STAMPS SWITZERLAND

1000's of Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England
Fax 01423 564210 E Mail

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS SHOWN AT THE WESSEX GROUP MEETING I
N SALISBURY by Bob Medland

But with unanswered queries, so who can help with them?
 The 1896 cover was posted in

Villeret (Be) with a 2c franking. The rate was 5c so do
uble the missing amount was

marked as '6', in blue. At Renan, some 8km away, lc & 5
c dues were cancelled 17.IV.06

although Villeret cancel showed 17.VI.96. Then a furthe
r 2c due was added on the 18th

of April in Renans. Why?

The cover from Ottawa on the 13th of June 1961 has only
 a 5c stamp and has been

marked with the Canadian "T 10 centimes" in a double ri
ng. This was confirmed by the

Swiss with 0.15 in crayon. The normal practice was to u
se definitives cancelled with

one or other of the T handstamps, but this time the PP 
in an octagon was used of the

type applied to bulk mail items to indicate "Port Payee
". The PO in the Palais Wilson

did have a T in circle canceller in 1958, see p65 of th
e September Newsletter in 1998.

Does any member know what

T cancellers were held by

the other UN offices POs

in Geneva?
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTY-FIFTH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

held at 6.30 p.m. on 13 th November 2002 at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1 SUJ
with sixteen members present.

Mr. Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.

1. Apologies were received from Dennis Cairns, Peter Hobbs, Tony Hoyle, Martin Mantel!

and Don Symonds.

2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday, 14th

November 2001. It was proposed by Mr. Fred Pickard, seconded by Mr. John Mitchell and

unanimously agreed that these, as published in the "Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter" dated
December 2001, should be taken as read.

3. There were no Matters arising.

4. The Chairman Mr. Claude Mistely in his address highlighted our President's Golden
Jubilee as a Society member. Tony Hoyle had, by way of commemorating this event, presented

the Society with badges for its Officers whilst making presentations to all our Groups.
Thanks were due to Bob Johnson for having arranged last year's interesting London

programme, the highlight of which had been Alexander Newall's presentation. The current

programme looked equally good. Thanks were also expressed to Bob Medland and his wife for
having set up the Society's Website, where links with USA, but regrettably not as yet Swiss Post,

had been established. Particular thanks were due to Peter Hobbs who, as newsletter Editor, faced

the perennial problem of having insufficient material to edit. The Honorary Secretary was thanked
for his work during the past year particularly in respect of the Membership Survey, the results of

which should hopefully be seen in the coming years.
Following the recent Reception hosted jointly by the Swiss Ambassador and the President

of the RPSL, to which committee members had been privileged to receive invitations, The Swiss
Ambassador, an enthusiastic philatelist, had accepted the Society's invitation to become an

honorary member. Whilst in London, the Ambassador had expressed the hope of being able to

attend the occasional London meeting.
After eleven years as Chairman, Claude Mistely wondered as to whether the time had

come to appoint a successor. In the absence of a volunteer he was however prepared to continue.

5. The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonwiller in presenting his report said that in

addition to dealing with routine matters of membership administration (departures and new

members equalling out) there had been varied correspondence with members both in the UK and

overseas. Subjects covered ranged from endeavouring to set up an additional Society meeting in

conjunction with "WORPEX 2003", to the possibility of a worldwide "Strubel census". With

regard to a "WORPEX" meeting regrettably there had been no reaction whatsoever to the request

in the Newsletter for suggestions. It was hoped however that, thanks to a few stalwarts, this

meeting would go ahead. The "Stmbel census" appeared to have died before it even took off in its

country of origin, the USA.
In the hope of attracting new members, flyers had been printed exhorting the advantages

of Society membership and the efforts of two dealers in the UK in bringing these to the attention

of their customers were appreciated. The opportunity had also been taken to distribute these flyers

to those attending the recent Reception at the Swiss Embassy.
The membership Survey had taken up considerable time and despite responses being

received from only 57% of members these had contributed a wealth of positive ideas and

suggestions. These would be considered by the Committee in mid December and ultimately the

membership should see definite benefits ensuing.

It is the middle of November and it is pouring with rain. The last thing on my mind

is the festive season and what turns up in the post but an Xmas card. As this was

the only space left there is no room for holly. Many thanks to all our contributors,
and Best Wishes from the editorial staff. Deadline for the January issue - December 20th
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6. The Honorary Treasurer. In presenting the Accounts for the Financial Year

2001/2002 Mr. Martin Kuriger said that the overall financial stability of the Society had been

maintained following the previous good year. There had though been an excess of expenditure

over income of 25 pence for the year ended 31 st August 2002!
There had been a J. rge increase in the rent paid for the Society meetings with the rent for

the London meeting increasing by 1150 and the Northern group by £85.
Newsletter costs had risen by around £140 over the year. Thanks though were due to

Doug Houtris and Charles LaBlonde for minimising the costs of distribution.
It was proposed that the current subscription rates remain for the next year, but an

increase would probably need to be considered thereafter.
Since all the financial information needed for the preparation of the Accounts had not

been received until a few days previously it had not been possible for Mr. J. Brindley

(Auditor/Examiner) to receive the financial records. However these would be passed to him very

shortly. It was suggested therefore that a separate confirmation of the accounts would appear in a

later issue of the Newsletter.
A proposal to accept the Accounts as presented was made by Mr. Derek Doling and

seconded by Mr. Bob Medland and approved unanimously.

7 Auditor/Examiner to the Society's Accounts. It was proposed by Mr. Derek Slate that

Mr. J. Brindley be appointed. This was seconded by Mr. David Lake and approved unanimously.

8 The Honorary Packet Secretary Mr. Don Symonds in his report stated that, whilst total

sales were down by £.1,342 00 compared with the previous year, the surplus had actually

increased by 137.00 to /583.12. This largely being the result of increased Building Society

interest and a decrease in the Insurance premium. Old stationery had been used reducing costs, but

these would need replacing during the coming year.
Again one packet had been lost in the post but the value had been received from our

Insurers.
We had been fortunate in having members with significant amounts of material to sell

over the past two years but it seemed that this situation was unlikely to continue and this year's

surplus was unlikely to be maintained. The packet, being a major source of income to the Society,

needed support from as many members as possible and thanks were due to those who had

provided packets in the past and had allowed them to be retained over more than one season.

A new Account had been opened at the Portman Building Society enabling clarity of the

year's trading monies.
Thanks were due to Ray Harris who once again had checked the Packet Accounts and had

provided assistance on systems during the year.
(Gratitude was expressed to the Honorary Packet Secretary for all his hard work.)

9. The Librarian Mr. Derek Slate reported that the Society's Library now consisted of

over 450 books including relevant leaflets and articles from philatelic magazines, travel books etc.

In the last year, twenty-seven books and a number of magazine articles had been lent to

ten members in some twenty transactions. A number of Library Lists had been sent to members

on request against payments of £1.00 made in postage stamps.
There had been six additions to the Library and these were detailed in the Library List

which it was hoped would shortly be linked to the Society's Website.

10. Election of Officers and Committee Members. It was proposed by Mr. David Lake and

seconded by Mr. John Mitchell that these be re-elected en bloc. Agreed unanimously.

11. No Motions/Resolutions had been received.

12. Any Other Business. None

The meeting closed at 7.03 p.m. Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.
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THEN AND NOW WITH AIRMAIL COVERS Michael Rutherfoord

Swissair employees used to run a most successful service supplying hundreds of
collectors with First Flight covers commemorating Swissair Air Mail flights to and
from all destinations. They charged 2fr per cover on top of the postage. The first
cover shows one of their more valuable efforts. These 40c stamps were specially
printed for this flight in May 1954; the ultramarine is not quite the same as the
regular issue (Z 44c), but was only obtainable already stuck on a special cover as
a pair, the complete price was lfr (see p41 of the Luftpost Handbuch). I am not sure
if the Club members received R-covers like this one with the extra 40c stamp.
The point of all this is that now the Swiss International Airlines does not help

the Club to the same extent as before, so the fee has risen to 6fr. Most existing
connections to destinations are, of course, now being duplicated, see the other cover.
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1935 VALUE DECLARED LETTER TO LONDON, p88 of the November Newsletter

Michael Rutherfoord writes to say that the various rates for this cover are:
Postage for 32g = 30 + 20 = 50; Registration = 30; Value declared fee 30 + 30 = 60
making a total of 1.40fr as shown on the cover of 14.X.35'19.

The Zumstein "Wert" table is not really clear, it should be completely revised.
I can only assume that they did not know when the rate went up from 30 to 40c per
300fr. It was 1.1.1947, clearly. The date 1.10.1925 mentioned in "Zack", I cannot
find in any rates information that I have. I now have copies of all (?) the rates
from 1907. Not that they are nicely laid out tables but often innumerable notes from
various instruction booklets to PO staff. Very difficult to know when the old rate
was actually superseded. The rates of 30c on 1.2.1921 and 50c on 1.3.1948 per 300fr,
or part thereof, as given by Zumstein, are correct.
This cover says 302 Sfr, just twice the basic rate - 60c. This is given as £20-

which I guess was correct for 1935. (The exchange rate for 5th September 1933 at 4pm
was 16.30fr. Ed.)

The blackish label in the middle of the lower edge is a GB dark red "Insured
(Valeur Declar46)", to complement the Swiss plain "V" on the Registration label in
dark pink, No. 16 of 1930. It was sent from Basel 14 where the two original cancellers
were put into service when this PO opened on the 24th of June 1907 (ex Gebert "Chronik").
The lower text reads "Fil.S.B.Bhof.", indication "Filiale Schweiz. Bundes-Bahnhof".
In 1929 the cancellers were modified to include the Postal Region number "V" in the
lower segment. What happened to the cross in the upper segment is unclear. Are any
strikes known to members?

NEW MEMBER - The Society welcomes Mr G W Catto of Ruislip, Middlesex.

If you have visited the Society's website "swiss-stamps.org.uk " let us know,

- AND ANY COMMENTS, please
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ANoTug QUERY ABOUT RATES from David Wilitworth

The parcel coupon shown below, reduced in size, has a single
 50c stamp together with

a franking machine mark for 4.00fr, making a total postal 
charge of 4.50fr.

There are also many marks in different coloured crayon, as
 follows:

Lilac - 4.50 following "Franco" in the top right; 1.10, 2
.80. 0.60 making the total

of 4.50; 1880 in the weight portion; Basel 1 at the bottom
 right.

Blue - the figure 27.
Red - the numbers 8224, 460331, and P9221.

Green - the declared value of "three hundred francs" ma
rked with a green stroke.

I am unable to work out how the total charge was arrived a
t, bearing in mind that the

Express fee was 80c at the time, and the V charge for 300
fr was 50c. Can any reader

throw some light on this? I am also intrigued to know whe
re the lilac marks were

applied, presumably in Zfirich, but why is it marked Basel 
1?
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1907 Insufficient Address cover p85 in last month's Newsl
etter - Harlan Stone writes

to say that he has a cover of 25.111.1
874 that has the same mark. It had been found

impossible to deliver this one in the Rue du Mont Blanc an
d had been returned to the

"Bureau des Facteurs" as unknown. Another mark "REBUTS" wa
s added and it ended up in

the "Dead Letter Office". (But who 'disposes' of all these
 'dead letters'? Ed.)
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THE TWO SECRETARIES

This photograph was taken at
the Northern Group meeting
on the 2nd of November.
On the left is Dennis Cairns,
Secretary of the Northern
Group, and on the right the
Honorary Secretary of the
HPS, Peter Vonwiller.
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AN EVENING WITH THE SWISS AMBASSADOR Tony Hoyle, President UPS

On November 7th I was privileged to attend the reception to celebrate 160 years of
Swiss-British Postal & Philatelic Relations, hosted by the Swiss Ambassador, Bruno
Spinner, at his residence in Bryanston Square, London.

I am delighted to announce to members that the Ambassador, himself a keen philatelist,
accepted my invitation to become an Honorary Member of the Helvetia Philatelic Society.
This is indeed a great honour for our Society and will, I am sure, further enhance

the already close relationship between our two countries.
Following a welcome from the Ambassador a presentation on Swiss-British Postal

Relations and Philately was given by Mr F Pickard FRPSL. This was followed by a
charity auction of 25 lots including, among others, "Swiss Classics" (with a superb
example of a 'Basle Dove"),.books, pictures, a dinner for six people at Mosimann's
and short breaks at five of Switzerland's leading hotels.
The evening concluded with a typical Swiss buffet and a display of wonderful early

philatelic material and literature, which I am sure was greatly enjoyed by the
Helvetia members present at the large gathering.

There Has Always Got To Be A Fist Tine; and if this is to be a philatelic display then what better
venue to make one's debut than in Leeds before a most appreciative audience? Tony Hoyle, on
behalf of The Northern Group welcomed the Society's Honorary Secretary, Peter Vonwiller and his
wife Hazel to the November meeting for him to present, so he assured us, his very first display
under the broad title of "A Swiss Pot-Pourri". We had to accept his word that this was his premier
performance but there was little to indicate this in the 180 sheets that were then displayed.
The presentation was divided into sections, each containing a representative selection of five mini-
collections, to use Peter's own phrase. He commenced with what he termed, basic postage stamps,
but virtually all had been genuinely postally used, for this is what interests him most The material
ranged from 'Strubels' through to the present day 'FRAMA' labels, with items from the airmail,
Pro-Juventute and Pro-Patria issues, plus reconstructions of panes from stamp booklets. Following
this came some fine military material of World War I with soldier stamps and covers bearing
strikes and cancellations associated with such items. Detailed infonp

ation had been provided
through having access to the Federal Military Library in Bern. This display was itself divided into
three sections; (i) personal letters written by individual soldiers; (ii) official military mail to other
military departments and (iii) similar mail to outside organisations. The next two mini-collections
owed much to Peter's family roots in Canton St. Gallen and to the inspiration of Mrs. Vonwiller!
At her instigation the "StGallen" collection' consisted of some 45 sheets displaying covers that had
simply appealed to her but all of which either emanated from that Canton or had been addressed to
places within it. All mounted and beautifully written up, these ranged from pre-stamp items with a
variety of tax and route marks, some airmail pieces, covers with special issue stamps and others
which, because of unusual markings, had about them, to use Mrs. Vonwiller's words, "an air of
mystery"! Then followed items from the "Fun" collection, the result of a three weeks holiday in
the Canton when the couple had attempted to visit every town and village where there was a post
office in order to obtain the relevant postmark, often on self-addressed mail. Again, these were
displayed in a most attractive way, complete with map sections pin-pointing each locality and
usually a picture postcard or photograph of the site. Quite a novel slant to our hobby, it was
agreed. Finally came the small "Odds & Ends" collection, mainly a variety of Fiscal stamps but at
the very end two items that were the cherries on the cake. Having, some time ago, purchased for
a nominal sum five stamps described as forgeries, the two he had brought along had turned out to
be genuine - the 6Rp. Zürich of 1843 and a 5c. Geneva' Eagle' of 1846! Well, there's hope for all
of us! In presenting Peter with a certificate of thanks the Chairman expressed to him and Mrs.
Vonwiller the pleasure we had all enjoyed from their visit, not only through the presentation of the
display, but in having the opportunity to meet and talk with the one who dOes hold a key position
in the Helvetia Philatelic Society. ' DC.
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DID YOU KNOW?
M Rutherfoord

- that 762 lots of Swiss material will be auc
tioned on 25th November by Rapp in Wil.

Among the many remarkable items I noticed sev
en Hotel Post covers, mostly from Stoos,

with starting prices from 500 to 3000 CUP. Th
e dates of use lay between 1879 and 1889,

which confirms specialists' hesitation to acc
ept later dates, certainly not those of

1900 onwards. At any time a hotel advertising
 vignette could be stuck on a normal cover,

which does not prove or disprove the use of t
he special service to the nearest PO.

- that the two covers shown on p81 of last mont
h's Newsletter, and DYK, found no buyers

at the SVPS auction, as the reserve prices of
 50 and 200 CUP respectively were too. high.

, that my note on p71 of the September Newsle
tter DYK about the rumour about the "out-

sourcing" of the "Focus on stamps" has come t
o nothing. The production will continue

to be carried out by the present SP staff. Th
e best solution all round.

- that the announcement of stamps at a discount
 for foreign postcards only (p87) may

have been a brilliant idea by a sales-promoti
on wizard, but has proved to be a real

headache for all operations staff. In the lat
est issue of the monthly "Phila News"

there are listed ten conditions of use, base
d on (Igues$) questions posed by perfidious

philatelists. It is now allowed to send a pic
ture postcard to a Swiss address as a

Registered(LSI) for 5 fr, using a mixture of 
these new stamps and any other valid

stamps. How exciting: (Can you -imagine what 
it-will look like? Editor.)

- that many letters from North America that are
 addressed to Switzerland land up in

Sweden, that is well
. known, but I wonder how many letters addresse

d to Sweden come to

Bern? Anyway the Swedes use a cancelling mach
ine to redirect the former mail to Bern,

see figure 1. There must be sufficient such m
ail arriving in Bangkok to justify the

handstamp shown in figure 2. Both are dated i
n 1993, but I am sure members have others.

- that figures 3, 4 & 5 show an incident from 1
919. There was a general food shortage

across Europe after WW I so, in an attempt to
 ease the situation, the Swiss government

appealed to inhabitants to reduce the amount 
of meat eaten, without rationing it. These

three slogans were prepared for use on cancel
ling machines. However, the Swiss Butchers

Association got wind of it and managed to pre
ssurize the government to back down, to

maintain their profits! The limit of 120g per
 day per person was far too low! In March

1919 three modified slogans appeared across t
he country until July. See figure 6 for

an example and figure 7 for a list of all use
s (taken from the SVPS Catalogue of Swiss

slogans). The "censored" slogans were found b
y a researcher about 1960.
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COVERS WITH A STORY Stuart R MacKenzie

The •Entire Letter illustrated below had puzzled me for a long time; why the rate
changes and the route taken?
The letter is from St. Gallen, dated 5th March 1817, and addressed to MOERSBURG,

but in fact it should have been MORSBURG, an old spelling for MEERSBURG in Germany
(on the Bodensee). Normally the route would be to CONSTANZ, with a rate charge of
2 decimes to the border and 3 decimes to destination.

After some research I found that the Postal Clerk at St. Gallen had read the address
correctly, but directed the letter to MOERSBURG, a Chateau near Winterthur, in error.
The letter was not returned to the Post Office at St. Gallen but forwarded to
SCHAFFHAUSEN where both the charges were deleted and a fresh charge of 6 declines
endorsed and the rare oval mark SCHWEITZER AUSLAG von SCHAFFHAUSEN struck in red.
The letter was finally forwarded to CONSTANZ and the ferry to MEERSBURG
The map and extract below are taken from 'Baedeker La Suisse', 2nd edition 1854.
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La route traverse . Ober -Winterthur; h 112
 lieue plus loin.

Un sender tirant Zi. gauche _ conduit au chateau tie Aloersbourg -, .
Fes alive/ se trouve une bonne auberge avec; 1:Tie VI.Le deS,

Alpe-s bien,6tendue. Sur la grande route ron volt. h gauche ran- • -
cienne chartreuse d'iliingen,•.-ceiThre par le Vila one Ion y cul-
live et is couvent de Kalchrain. . .
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CAN YOU HELP Edward Quintin
with these three cancels. First,

third an official mark as there

.
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